Gallium nitride (GaN) is an emerging technology that promises to displace silicon MOSFETs in the next generation of power transistors. As silicon approaches its performance limits, GaN devices offer superior conductivity and switching characteristics, allowing designers to greatly reduce system power losses, size, weight, and cost.

This timely second edition has been substantially expanded to keep students and practicing power conversion engineers ahead of the learning curve in GaN technology advancements. Acknowledging that GaN transistors are not one-to-one replacements for the current MOSFET technology, this book serves as a practical guide for understanding basic GaN transistor construction, characteristics, and applications. Included are discussions on the fundamental physics of these power semiconductors, layout and other circuit design considerations, as well as specific application examples demonstrating design techniques when employing GaN devices.

With higher-frequency switching capabilities, GaN devices offer the chance to increase efficiency in existing applications such as DC–DC conversion, while opening possibilities for new applications including wireless power transfer and envelope tracking. This book is an essential learning tool and reference guide to enable power conversion engineers to design energy-efficient, smaller and more cost-effective products using GaN transistors.

Key features:
• Written by leaders in the power semiconductor field and industry pioneers in GaN power transistor technology and applications.
• Contains useful discussions on device–circuit interactions, which are highly valuable since the new and high performance GaN power transistors require thoughtfully designed drive/control circuits in order to fully achieve their performance potential.
• Features practical guidance on formulating specific circuit designs when constructing power conversion systems using GaN transistors – see companion website for further details.
• A valuable learning resource for professional engineers and systems designers needing to fully understand new devices as well as electrical engineering students.
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It is well established that the CMOS inverter and DRAM are the two basic building blocks of digital signal processing. Decades of improving inverter switching speed and memory density under Moore’s Law has unearthed numerous applications that were previously unimaginable. Power processing is built upon two similar functional building blocks: power switches and energy storage devices, such as the inductor and capacitor. The push for higher switching frequencies has always been a major catalyst for performance improvement and size reduction.

Since its introduction in the mid-1970s, the power MOSFET, with its greater switching speed, has replaced the bipolar transistor. To date, the power MOSFET has been perfected up to its theoretical limit. Device switching losses can be reduced further with the help of soft-switching techniques. However, its gate drive loss is still excessive, limiting the switching frequency to the low hundreds of kilohertz in most applications.

The recent introduction of GaN, with much improved figures of merit, opens the door for operating frequencies well into the megahertz range. A number of design examples are illustrated in this book and other literatures, citing impressive power density improvements of a factor of 5 or 10. However, I believe the potential contribution of GaN goes beyond the simple measures of efficiency and power density. GaN has the potential to have a profound impact on our design practice, including a possible paradigm shift.

Power electronics is interdisciplinary. The essential constituents of a power electronics system are switches, energy storage devices, circuit topology, system packaging, electromagnetic interactions, thermal management, EMC/EMI, and manufacturing considerations. When the switching frequency is low, these various constituents are loosely coupled. Current design practices address these issues in piecemeal fashion. When a system is designed for a much higher frequency, the components are arranged in close proximity, to minimize undesirable parasitics. This invariably leads to unwanted electromagnetic coupling and thermal interaction.

This increasing intricacy between components and circuits requires a more holistic approach, concurrently taking into account all electrical, mechanical, electromagnetic and thermal considerations. Furthermore, all operations should be executed correctly, both spatially and temporally. These challenges prompt circuit designers to pursue a more integrated approach. For power electronics, integration needs to take place at the functional level or the subsystem level whenever feasible and practical. These integrated modules then serve as the basic building blocks of further system integration. In this manner, customization can be achieved using standardized building blocks, in much the same way as digital electronics
systems. With the economy of scale in manufacturing, this will bring significant cost reduction in power electronics equipment and unearth numerous new applications previously precluded due to high cost.

GaN will create fertile ground for research and technological innovations for years to come. Dr. Alex Lidow mentions in this book that it took thirty years for the power MOSFET to reach its current state of maturity. While GaN is still in an early stage of development, a few technical challenges require immediate attention. These issues are recognized by the authors and are addressed in this book.

1. High dv/dt and high di/dt render most of the commercially available gate drive circuits unsuitable for GaN devices, especially for the high-side switch. Chapter 3 offers many important insights in the design of the gate drive circuit.

2. Device packaging and circuit layout are critical. The unwanted effects of parasitics need to be contained. Soft-switching techniques can be very useful for this purpose. A number of important issues related to packaging and layout are addressed in detail in Chapters 4–6.

3. High-frequency magnetic design is also critical. The choice of suitable magnetic materials becomes rather limited when the switching frequency goes beyond 2–3 MHz. Additionally, more creative high-frequency magnetics design practice should be explored. Several recent publications suggest design practices that defy the conventional wisdom and practice, yielding interesting results.

4. The impact of high frequency on EMI/EMC has yet to be explored.

Dr. Alex Lidow is a well-respected leader in the field. Alex has always been in the forefront of technology and a trendsetter. While serving as the CEO of IR, he initiated GaN development in the early 2000s. He also led the team in developing the first integrated DrMOS and DirectFET®, which are now commonly used to power the new generation of microprocessors and many other applications.

This book is a gift to power electronics engineers. It offers a comprehensive view, from device physics, characteristics, and modeling to device and circuit layout considerations and gate drive design, with design considerations for both hard switching and soft switching. Additionally, it further illustrates the utilization of GaN in a wide range of emerging applications.

It is very gratifying to note that three of the four authors of this book are from CPES, joining with Dr. Lidow in an effort to develop this new generation of wide-band-gap power switches – presumably a game-changing device with a scale of impact yet to be defined.

Dr. Fred C. Lee

Director, Center for Power Electronics Systems
University Distinguished Professor, Virginia Tech
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1

GaN Technology Overview

1.1 Silicon Power MOSFETs 1976–2010

For over three decades, power management efficiency and cost have improved steadily as innovations in power metal oxide silicon field effect transistor (MOSFET) structures, technology, and circuit topologies have kept pace with the growing need for electrical power in our daily lives. In the new millennium, however, the rate of improvement has slowed as the silicon power MOSFET asymptotically approaches its theoretical bounds.

Power MOSFETs first appeared in 1976 as alternatives to bipolar transistors. These majority-carrier devices were faster, more rugged, and had higher current gain than their minority-carrier counterparts (for a discussion of basic semiconductor physics, a good reference is [1]). As a result, switching power conversion became a commercial reality. Among the earliest high-volume consumers of power MOSFETs were AC-DC switching power supplies for early desktop computers, followed by variable-speed motor drives, fluorescent lights, DC-DC converters, and thousands of other applications that populate our daily lives.

One of the first power MOSFETs was the IRF100 from International Rectifier Corporation, introduced in November 1978. It boasted a 100 V drain-source breakdown voltage and a 0.1 Ω on-resistance (R\text{DS(on)}), the benchmark of the era. With a die size of over 40 mm², and a $34 price tag, this product was not destined to supplant the venerable bipolar transistor immediately. Since then, several manufacturers have developed many generations of power MOSFETs. Benchmarks have been set, and subsequently surpassed, each year for 30-plus years. As of the date of writing, the 100 V benchmark arguably is held by Infineon with the BSC060N10NS3. In comparison with the IRF100 MOSFET’s resistivity figure of merit (4 Ωmm²), the BSC060N10NS3 has a figure of merit of 0.072 Ωmm². That is almost at the theoretical limit for a silicon (Si) device [2].

There are still improvements to be made in power MOSFETs. For example, super-junction devices and IGBTs have achieved conductivity improvements beyond the theoretical limits of a simple vertical majority-carrier MOSFET. These innovations may continue for quite some time and certainly will be able to leverage the low cost structure of the power MOSFET and the know-how of a well-educated base of designers who, after many years, have learned to squeeze every ounce of performance out of their power conversion circuits and systems.
1.2 The GaN Journey Begins

Gallium nitride (GaN) high electron mobility transistor (HEMT) devices first appeared in about 2004 with depletion-mode radio frequency (RF) transistors made by Eudyna Corporation in Japan. Using GaN on silicon carbide (SiC) substrates, Eudyna successfully produced transistors designed for the RF market [3]. The HEMT structure was based on the phenomenon first described in 1975 by T. Mimura et al. [4], and in 1994 by M. A. Khan et al. [5], which demonstrated the unusually high electron mobility described as a two-dimensional electron gas in the region of an aluminum gallium nitride (AlGaN) and GaN heterostructure interface. Adapting this phenomenon to gallium nitride grown on silicon carbide, Eudyna was able to produce benchmark power gain in the multi-gigahertz frequency range. In 2005, Nitronex Corporation introduced the first depletion-mode RF HEMT device made with GaN grown on silicon wafers using their SIGANTIC® technology.

GaN RF transistors have continued to make inroads in RF applications, as several other companies have entered the market. Acceptance outside of this application, however, has been limited by device cost as well as the inconvenience of depletion-mode operation (normally conducting and requires a negative voltage on the gate to turn the device off).

In June 2009, the Efficient Power Conversion Corporation (EPC) introduced the first enhancement-mode GaN on silicon (eGaN®) FETs designed specifically as power MOSFET replacements (since eGaN FETs do not require a negative voltage to be turned off). At the outset, these products were produced in high volume at low cost by using standard silicon manufacturing technology and facilities. Since then, Matsushita, Transphorm, GaN Systems, RFMD, Panasonic, HRL, and International Rectifier, among others, have announced their intention to manufacture GaN transistors for the power conversion market.

The basic requirements for semiconductors used in power conversion are efficiency, reliability, controllability, and cost effectiveness. Without these attributes, a new device structure would not be economically viable. There have been many new structures and materials considered as a successor to silicon; some have been economic successes, others have seen limited or niche acceptance. In the next section, we will look at the comparison between silicon, silicon carbide, and gallium nitride as platform candidates to dominate the next generation of power transistors.

1.3 Why Gallium Nitride?

Silicon has been a dominant material for power management since the late 1950s. The advantages that silicon had over earlier semiconductors, such as germanium or selenium, could be expressed in four key categories:

- silicon enabled new applications not possible with earlier materials
- silicon proved more reliable
- silicon was easier to use in many ways
- silicon devices cost less

All of these advantages stemmed from the basic physical properties of silicon, combined with a huge investment in manufacturing infrastructure and engineering. Let’s look at some of those basic properties and compare them with other successor candidates. Table 1.1 identifies five key electrical properties of three semiconductor materials contending for the power management market.
One way of translating these basic crystal parameters into a comparison of device performance is to calculate the best theoretical performance achievable for each of the three candidates. For power devices, there are many characteristics that matter in the variety of power conversion systems available today. Five of the most important are: conduction efficiency (on-resistance), breakdown voltage, size, switching efficiency, and cost.

In the next section, the first four of the material characteristics in Table 1.1 will be reviewed, leading to the conclusion that both SiC and GaN are capable of producing devices with superior on-resistance, breakdown voltage, and a smaller-sized transistor compared to silicon. In Chapter 2, we will look at how these material characteristics translate into superior switching efficiency for a GaN transistor, and in Chapter 11, how a GaN transistor can also be produced at a lower cost than a silicon MOSFET of equivalent performance.

### 1.3.1 Band Gap ($E_g$)

The band gap of a semiconductor is related to the strength of the chemical bonds between the atoms in the lattice. These stronger bonds mean that it is harder for an electron to jump from one site to the next. Among the many consequences are lower intrinsic leakage currents and higher operating temperatures for higher band gap semiconductors. Based on the data in Table 1.1, GaN and SiC both have higher band gaps than silicon.

### 1.3.2 Critical Field ($E_{\text{crit}}$)

The stronger chemical bonds that cause the wider band gap also result in a higher critical electric field needed to initiate impact ionization, thus causing avalanche breakdown. The voltage at which a device breaks down can be approximated with the formula:

$$ V_{\text{BR}} = \frac{1}{2} w_{\text{drift}} E_{\text{crit}} $$

The breakdown voltage of a device ($V_{\text{BR}}$), therefore, is proportional to the width of the drift region ($w_{\text{drift}}$). In the case of SiC and GaN, the drift region can be 10 times smaller than in silicon for the same breakdown voltage. In order to support this electric field, there need to be carriers in the drift region that are depleted away at the point where the device reaches the critical field. This is where there is a huge gain in devices with high critical fields. The number of electrons (assuming an N-type semiconductor) between the two terminals can be calculated using Poisson’s equation:

$$ q \cdot N_D = \epsilon_0 \cdot \varepsilon_r \cdot E_{\text{crit}} / w_{\text{drift}} $$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Silicon</th>
<th>GaN</th>
<th>SiC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band Gap $E_g$</td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>3.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical Field</td>
<td>MV/cm</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electron Mobility $\mu_n$</td>
<td>cm$^2$/V·s</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permittivity $\varepsilon_r$</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Conductivity $\lambda$</td>
<td>W/cm·K</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this equation \( q \) is the charge of the electron \((1.6 \times 10^{-19} \text{ coulombs})\), \( N_D \) is the total number of electrons in the volume, \( \varepsilon_o \) is the permittivity of a vacuum measured in farads per meter \((8.854 \times 10^{-12} \text{ F/m})\), and \( \varepsilon_r \) is the relative permittivity of the crystal compared to a vacuum. In its simplest form under DC conditions, permittivity is the dielectric constant of the crystal.

Referring to Equation 1.2, it can be seen that if the critical field of the crystal is 10 times higher, and from Equation 1.1, the electrical terminals can be 10 times closer together. Therefore, the number of electrons, \( N_D \), in the drift region can be 100 times greater. This is the basis for the ability of GaN and SiC to outperform silicon in power conversion.

### 1.3.3 On-Resistance \( (R_{DS(on)}) \)

The theoretical on-resistance (measured in ohms \((\Omega)\)) of this majority-carrier device is therefore

\[
R_{DS(on)} = \frac{w_{drift}}{q \mu_n N_D}
\]

(1.3)

Where \( \mu_n \) is the mobility of electrons. Combining Equations 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 produces the following relationship between breakdown voltage and on-resistance:

\[
R_{DS(on)} = 4 \frac{V_{BR}^2}{\varepsilon_o \varepsilon_r E_{crit}^3}
\]

(1.4)

This equation can now be plotted as shown in Figure 1.1 for Si, SiC, and GaN. This plot is for an ideal structure. Real semiconductors are not always ideal structures and so it is always a challenge to achieve the theoretical limit. In the case of silicon MOSFETs, it took 30 years.

### 1.3.4 The Two-Dimensional Electron Gas

The natural structure of crystalline gallium nitride is a hexagonal structure named “wurtzite” (see Figure 1.2). Because this structure is very chemically stable, it is mechanically robust and...
can withstand high temperatures without decomposition. This crystal structure also gives GaN piezoelectric properties that lead to its ability to achieve very high conductivity compared with other semiconductor materials. Piezoelectricity in GaN is predominantly caused by the displacement of charged elements in the crystal lattice. If the lattice is subjected to strain, the deformation will cause a miniscule shift in the atoms in the lattice that generate an electric field – the higher the strain, the greater the electric field. By growing a thin layer of AlGaN on top of a GaN crystal, a strain is created at the interface that induces a compensating two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) as shown schematically in Figure 1.3 [6–8]. This 2DEG is used to efficiently conduct electrons when an electric field is applied across it, as in Figure 1.4.

This 2DEG is highly conductive, in part due to the confinement of the electrons to a very small region at the interface. This confinement increases the mobility of electrons from about 1000 cm$^2$/V·s in unstrained GaN to 1500–2000 cm$^2$/V·s in the 2DEG region. The high concentration of electrons with very high mobility is the basis for the high electron mobility transistor (HEMT), the primary subject of this book.

Figure 1.2 Schematic of wurtzite GaN

Figure 1.3 Simplified cross section of a GaN/AlGaN heterostructure showing the formation of a 2DEG due to the strain-induced polarization at the interface between the two materials
1.4 The Basic GaN Transistor Structure

The basic depletion-mode GaN transistor structure is shown in Figure 1.5. As with any power FET, there are gate, source, and drain electrodes. The source and drain electrodes pierce through the top AlGaN layer to form an ohmic contact with the underlying 2DEG. This creates a short circuit between the source and the drain until the 2DEG “pool” of electrons is depleted, and the semi-insulating GaN crystal can block the flow of current. In order to deplete the 2DEG, a gate electrode is placed on top of the AlGaN layer. When a negative voltage relative to both drain and source electrodes is applied to the gate, the electrons in the 2DEG are depleted out of the device. This type of transistor is called a depletion-mode, or d-mode, HEMT.

There are two common ways to produce a d-mode HEMT device. The initial transistors introduced in 2004 had a Schottky gate electrode that was created by depositing a metal layer directly on top of the AlGaN. The Schottky barrier was formed using metals such as Ni-Au or Pt [9–11]. Depletion-mode devices have also been made using an insulating layer and metal gate similar to a MOSFET [12]. Both types are shown in Figure 1.6.

In power conversion applications, d-mode devices are inconvenient because, at the startup of a power converter, a negative bias must first be applied to the power devices. If this negative
bias is not applied first, a short circuit will result. An enhancement-mode (e-mode) device, on the other hand, would not suffer this limitation. With zero bias on the gate, an e-mode device is OFF (Figure 1.7(a)) and will not conduct current until a positive voltage is applied to the gate, as illustrated in Figure 1.7(b).

There are four popular structures that have been used to create enhancement-mode devices: recessed gate, implanted gate, pGaN gate, and cascode hybrid.

1.4.1 Recessed Gate Enhancement-Mode Structure

The recessed gate structure has been discussed extensively in the literature [13] and is created by thinning the AlGaN barrier layer above the 2DEG (see Figure 1.8). By making the AlGaN barrier thinner, the amount of voltage generated by the piezoelectric field is reduced proportionally. When the voltage generated is less than the built-in voltage of the Schottky gate metal, the 2DEG is eliminated with zero bias on the gate. With positive bias, electrons are attracted to the AlGaN interface and complete the circuit between source and drain.

1.4.2 Implanted Gate Enhancement-Mode Structure

Shown in Figure 1.9(a) and (b) is a method for creating an enhancement-mode device by implanting fluorine atoms in the AlGaN barrier layer [14]. These fluorine atoms create a “trapped” negative charge in the AlGaN layer that depletes the 2DEG underneath. By adding a Schottky gate on top, an enhancement-mode HEMT is created.

Figure 1.7 (a) An enhancement-mode (e-mode) device depletes the 2DEG with zero volts on the gate. (b) By applying a positive voltage to the gate, the electrons are attracted to the surface, re-establishing the 2DEG.
1.4.3 pGaN Gate Enhancement-Mode Structure

The first enhancement-mode devices sold commercially had a positively charged (p-type) GaN layer grown on top of the AlGaN barrier (see Figure 1.10) [15]. The positive charges in this pGaN layer have a built-in voltage that is larger than the voltage generated by the piezoelectric effect, thus depleting the electrons in the 2DEG and creating an enhancement-mode structure [16].

1.4.4 Cascode Hybrid Enhancement-Mode Structure

An alternative to building a single-chip enhancement-mode GaN transistor is to place an enhancement-mode silicon MOSFET in series with a depletion-mode HEMT device [17,18] as shown in Figure 1.11. In this circuit, the MOSFET is turned on with a positive voltage on the

Figure 1.8  By etching away part of the AlGaN barrier layer a recessed gate e-mode transistor can be fabricated

Figure 1.9  (a) By implanting fluorine atoms into the AlGaN barrier layer negative charges are trapped in the barrier. (b) A Schottky gate now can be used to reconstruct the 2DEG when a positive voltage is applied

1.4.3 pGaN Gate Enhancement-Mode Structure

Figure 1.10  By growing a p-type GaN layer on top of the AlGaN the 2DEG is depleted at zero volts on the gate
Gate when the depletion-mode GaN transistor’s gate voltage goes to near-zero volts and turns on. Current can now pass through the depletion-mode GaN HEMT and the MOSFET, which is connected in series with the GaN HEMT. When the voltage on the MOS gate is removed, a negative voltage is created between the depletion-mode GaN transistor gate and its source electrode, turning the GaN device off.

This type of solution for an enhancement-mode GaN “system” works well when the GaN transistor has a relatively high on-resistance compared with the low voltage (usually 30 V rated) silicon MOSFET. Since on-resistance increases with the device breakdown voltage, cascode solutions are most effective when the GaN HEMT is high voltage and the MOSFET is very low voltage. In Figure 1.12 is a chart showing the added on-resistance to the cascode circuit by the enhancement-mode silicon MOSFET. A 600 V cascode device would only have about 3% added on-resistance due to the low-voltage MOSFET. Conversely, as the desired rated voltage goes down, and the on-resistance of the GaN transistor decreases, the MOSFET contribution becomes more significant. For this reason, cascode solutions are only practical at voltages higher than 200 V.

![Schematic of low-voltage enhancement-mode silicon MOSFET in series with a depletion-mode GaN HEMT](image1)

**Figure 1.11** Schematic of low-voltage enhancement-mode silicon MOSFET in series with a depletion-mode GaN HEMT

![Chart showing added on-resistance to cascode circuit](image2)

**Figure 1.12** At a higher voltage rating the low voltage MOSFET does not add significantly to the on-resistance of the cascode transistor system
1.4.5 Reverse Conduction in HEMT Transistors

Enhancement-mode GaN transistors can also conduct in the reverse direction when the drain voltage is higher than the gate voltage by at least $V_{GS(th)}$ (see Figure 1.13(b)). In this situation, the 2DEG is again restored under the gate electrode, and current can flow from source to drain. Because the enhancement-mode HEMT has no minority carrier conduction, the device, operating similar to a diode, will turn off instantly when the forward bias is removed between the gate and drain electrodes. This characteristic is quite useful in certain power conversion circuits.

In the reverse direction, the cascode-connected transistor discussed in Section 1.4.4 conducts in the same way as an enhancement-mode GaN HEMT, except that the diode of the MOSFET is conducting the reverse current, which then has to flow through the GaN device. The forward voltage drop of the MOSFET diode creates a slight positive voltage from gate to source in the HEMT which, therefore, is turned on in the forward direction. The HEMT on-resistance is added to the voltage drop of the MOSFET in this configuration. Unlike the enhancement-mode GaN HEMT, the cascode-configured transistor does have a recovery time due to the injection of minority carriers in the silicon-based MOSFET.

1.5 Building a GaN Transistor

Building a GaN transistor starts with the process of growing the GaN/AlGaN heterostructure. There are four different starting bases, or substrates, that have been commonly used in fabricating GaN HEMT transistors: bulk gallium nitride crystal, sapphire ($\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$), silicon carbide, and silicon.

1.5.1 Substrate Material Selection

The most obvious choice for a GaN HEMT starting material would be a GaN crystal. The first attempts at growing GaN crystals were in the 1960s. Native defects from high nitrogen vacancy concentrations rendered these early attempts unusable for semiconductor device fabrication. Since then, progress has been made and small-diameter, high-quality GaN crystals are becoming available, holding promise for use as a platform for active device fabrication.

Heteroepitaxy is a process whereby one type of crystal structure is grown on top of a different crystal. Because GaN crystals have not been readily available, there has been much work focused on growing GaN crystals on top of a more convenient platform such as sapphire.
silicon carbide, or more recently, silicon. The starting point for trying to grow on a dissimilar crystal layer is to find a substrate with the appropriate physical properties. Referring to Table 1.2, it can be seen that there are tradeoffs between any of the three listed choices for a substrate material. For example, sapphire (Al$_2$O$_3$) has a 16.1% mismatch to a GaN crystal lattice and has poor thermal conductivity. Thermal conductivity is especially important in transistors for power conversion because they generate a significant amount of heat flux during operation due to internal power dissipation. Silicon carbide (6H-SiC) substrate, on the other hand, has a reasonably good lattice match and excellent thermal conductivity. The disadvantage comes from the cost of the starting crystal substrate, which can be up to 100 times the cost of a silicon substrate of the same diameter. Silicon is also not an ideal base for a GaN heteroepitaxial structure due to the lattice mismatch and the mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients. Silicon, however, is the least expensive material and there is a large and well-developed infrastructure to process devices on silicon substrates.

For these reasons, silicon carbide is commonly used for devices that require very high power densities, such as linear RF applications; silicon is used for devices in more cost-sensitive commercial applications such as DC-DC conversion, AC-DC conversion, and motion control.

### 1.5.2 Growing the Heteroepitaxy

There are several types of technologies that have been used to grow GaN on different substrates [20–23]. The two most promising are metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) and molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). MOCVD is faster and generally lower cost, whereas MBE is capable of more uniform layers with very abrupt transitions between layers. For GaN HEMT devices in power conversion applications, MOCVD is the dominant technology owing to the cost advantages.

An MOCVD growth occurs in an inductively or radiantly heated reactor. A highly reactive precursor gas is introduced into the chamber where the gas is “cracked” by the hot substrate and reacts to form the desired compound. For GaN growth, the precursors are ammonia (NH$_3$) and trimethyl-gallium (TMG). For AlGaN growth, the precursors are trimethyl-aluminum (TMA) or triethyl-aluminum (TEA). In addition to the precursors, carrier gases such as H$_2$ and N$_2$ are used to enhance mixing and control the flow within the chamber. Temperatures in the range of 900–1100 °C are used for these growths.

A GaN heteroepitaxial structure involves at least four growth stages. Figure 1.14 illustrates this process. The starting material (a), of either SiC or Si, is heated in the reaction chamber. A layer of AlN is then grown (b) to create a seed layer that is hospitable to the AlGaN wurtzite crystal structure. An AlGaN “buffer layer” (c) creates the transition to the GaN crystal (d).
Finally, the thin AlGaN barrier (e) is grown on top of the GaN crystal to create the strain layer that induces the 2DEG formation.

Earlier in this chapter, several methods of making enhancement-mode GaN transistors were described. One method (pGaN enhancement-mode), illustrated in Figure 1.10, includes an additional GaN layer grown on top of the AlGaN barrier. This layer is most commonly doped with p-type impurities such as Mg or Fe. A cross section of this heteroepitaxy structure is shown in Figure 1.15.

1.5.3 Processing the Wafer

Fabricating an HEMT transistor from a heteroepitaxial substrate can be accomplished in variety of sequential steps. One example of a simplified process for making an enhancement-mode HEMT with a pGaN gate is shown in Figure 1.16. A cross section of a completed device using this process is shown in Figure 1.17.
Figure 1.16  A typical process for fabricating an enhancement-mode GaN HEMT (not to scale) [24,25]. The process steps are as follows: (a) Deposit gate metal and define gate pattern using photoresist as a protecting layer. (b) Etch the gate metal and pGaN crystal. (c) Deposit insulating material. (d) Create contact openings to source, drain, and gate (gate contact not pictured). (e) Deposit first aluminum metal layer and define metal pattern. (f) Deposit interlayer dielectric. (g) Cut vias between metal layers, form tungsten via plug, deposit and define second aluminum metal layer. (h) Deposit and define third aluminum layer and deposit final passivation layer.
1.5.4 Making Electrical Connection to the Outside World

Following the device fabrication, provisions are needed to make the electrical connection to the electrodes of the device. There are two common ways of making connection to a power transistor: (a) attach bond wires between metal pads on the device and metal posts in a plastic or ceramic package, or (b) create contacts that can be soldered directly onto the device while still in wafer form. As explored further in Chapter 3, GaN transistors are able to switch very quickly and, therefore, are very sensitive to inductances in either the power loop or the gate-source loop. Wire bonds have a significant amount of inductance and limit the ultimate capability of the GaN device. Wire bonding also increases the possibility for poor bonds, which can reduce the reliability of the final product [25–29]. It is for this reason that the preferred method for making electrical connection is by soldering directly to contacts on the device. A common process for making these contacts that can be soldered is shown in Figure 1.18. The solder bars can either be a Pb-Sn composition or a lead-free composition of Ag-Cu-Sn.

Following solder bar formation, the completed wafer looks like the example in Figure 1.19. The individual devices are singulated, and the final transistor may look like the example in Figure 1.20. This device is now ready to be soldered onto a printed circuit board (PCB) or onto a lead frame to be incorporated into a plastic molded package.

1.6 Summary

In this chapter, a new platform for making switching power transistors using gallium nitride grown on top of a silicon substrate was introduced. Enhancement-mode transistors have in-circuit characteristics very similar to power MOSFETs, but with improved switching speed, lower on-resistance, and at a smaller size than their silicon predecessors. These new capabilities, married with a step forward in chip-scale, high-density packaging, enable power conversion designers to reduce power losses, reduce system size, improve efficiency, and ultimately reduce system costs.

Chapter 2 will connect these basic physical properties of GaN transistors to the electrical characteristics most important in designing power conversion systems. These electrical characteristics will be compared to state-of-the-art silicon MOSFETs, in order to illustrate both the strong similarities and the subtle differences. In Chapters 3–10, these same electrical
Figure 1.18  A typical process for creating solder bars on an enhancement-mode GaN HEMT (not to scale). The basic process steps are as follows: (a) The finished wafer with openings in the passivation. Metal layer 3 is partially exposed. (b) Photopolyimide is deposited and removed in the area where the solder is desired. (c) An under-bump metal is deposited to create an interface between the aluminum top metal and the solderable material. (d) Photoresist is used to define where the solder will be plated. (e) Copper and solder are plated in the opening. (f) The photoresist is removed and the under-bump metal is etched. (g) The solderable metal is reflowed to form elongated solder bars.

characteristics will be related to circuit and system performance in such a way as to give the designer the tools to get the maximum performance from GaN transistors.

Finally, in Chapter 11 we discuss the “why, when, and how” that GaN transistors will displace MOSFETs. Included is a discussion of cost trajectories, reliability, and technology directions for the years 2014 through 2020.

These are the early years of a great new technology.
Figure 1.19  A completed 150 mm diameter enhancement-mode GaN HEMT wafer

Figure 1.20  A finished device with solder bars in land grid array (LGA). This device measures approximately 4 mm × 1.6 mm
References
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GaN Transistor Electrical Characteristics

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the basic physical properties of GaN transistors discussed in Chapter 1 will be connected to electrical characteristics that are important when developing power conversion circuits and systems. These electrical characteristics will be compared to state-of-the-art silicon power MOSFETs in order to explore both their similarities and their differences. Understanding these similarities and differences is fundamental to understanding the extent to which existing power conversion systems can be improved by GaN-based technologies.

2.2 Key Device Parameters

The key operating parameters should give the designer most of the information necessary to design a system with predictable results. For a power-switching transistor, the most basic parameters are: breakdown voltage between source and drain electrodes (\( BV_{\text{DSS}} \)), on-resistance (\( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \)), and threshold voltage (\( V_{\text{GS(th)}} \)). These three characteristics are enough to get a device to function in a circuit. In order to understand how this device will work when switched on and off, capacitances and reverse-conduction characteristics need to be added. Also, the amount of heat that can be extracted from a device is necessary for developing a full understanding of device and circuit performance. How all of these basic parameters vary over all the operating conditions of a power conversion system is the subject of this chapter.

2.2.1 Breakdown Voltage (\( BV_{\text{DSS}} \)) and Leakage Current (\( I_{\text{DSS}} \))

The breakdown voltage between the source and drain terminals of a GaN HEMT is determined by several factors [1] including: the fundamental \( E_{\text{Crit}} \) of GaN discussed in Chapter 1; the specific design of the device; the specifics of the heterostructure; the internal insulating layers in the device structure above the gate, source, and drain electrodes; and the underlying substrate material properties. A semiconductor transistor will break down and conduct current (or potentially destroy itself) when the critical electric field of any of the constituent materials is exceeded.
To visualize these electric fields in an HEMT transistor, a good starting point is the structure illustrated in Figure 2.1. Applied from drain to source is a voltage such that the transistor is reverse biased. In an enhancement-mode transistor, the transistor is turned off by shorting the gate to the source. In a depletion-mode device, there would need to be a negative bias from the gate to source electrodes to keep the HEMT from conducting current.

A simple two-dimensional analysis of the structure in Figure 2.1(a), shown in Figure 2.2, illustrates the electric fields at any point in the device. Higher electric fields, where the contour lines are closest together, develop near the drain and gate electrodes. When these fields, at any location in the device structure, exceed $E_{\text{Crit}}$, the device will break down and conduct current. Breakdown can also occur between the metal busing layers in the device. For example, Figure 1.17 showed an enhancement-mode HEMT with three levels of metal used to consolidate drain current and source current and bring them to the outside of the device where they can be connected into a circuit. When the device is reverse biased, sometimes called the “blocking state,” one of these layers may be connected to the source potential while an adjacent layer – or perhaps a higher or lower layer in the stack – might be at drain potential. If the $E_{\text{Crit}}$ of the dielectric material separating these two layers is exceeded, breakdown will occur. This can be prevented by either increasing the separation of the layers, or by switching to an insulating layer with a higher $E_{\text{Crit}}$.

Figure 2.1 An illustration of (a) a basic enhancement-mode GaN transistor with reverse bias applied, and (b) a depletion-mode transistor with the gate turned off and reverse bias applied.

Figure 2.2 The device in Figure 2.1(a) showing the electric fields when voltage is applied from drain to source.
If a HEMT device goes into breakdown, either from exceeding the $E_{\text{Crit}}$ of the GaN or of an insulating layer, the effect tends to be destructive. In the case where the insulating layers exceed their capacity for blocking voltage, a physical rupture of the dielectric material will develop. The closer the electric field approaches to $E_{\text{Crit (insulator)}}$, the sooner the rupture will occur. This effect is called “time-dependent dielectric failure” and is discussed extensively in the literature [2]. When the GaN layer exceeds $E_{\text{Crit (GaN)}}$, a different mechanism causes device failure. When breakdown occurs in the GaN or Al GaN regions, the electrons generated can destroy the 2DEG, causing the device on-resistance to increase greatly [3].

When a transistor of any kind is in the blocking state, there is still a small amount of “leakage current” ($I_{\text{DSS}}$) that will flow between terminals. In the case of an HEMT device, the leakage current can flow from the drain to the source electrodes, from the drain to the gate electrodes, or from the drain to the substrate. The sum of these three leakage currents will be the total $I_{\text{DSS}}$ measured between drain and source in a circuit.

These three components of leakage current are shown in Figure 2.3 and are measured on an enhancement-mode HEMT with a breakdown voltage above 700 V. In this example, the substrate material is silicon (Si) and is connected to source potential. The current has been normalized to a 1 mm-wide gate structure.

When designing a power conversion system, $I_{\text{DSS}}$ can become a significant source of power loss. For example, if a 100 V device has 100 μA $I_{\text{DSS}}$ leakage current, the overall power dissipation due to the leakage current would be 10 mW. In certain applications requiring very low standby power, this amount of loss could become unacceptable.

The drain-to-source leakage current ($I_{\text{DSS}}$) also varies with temperature. Figure 2.4 shows a family of curves from a sample of enhancement-mode transistors with 1 meter gate width, showing leakage current measured at various temperatures. Figure 2.4(a) traces an individual device at various temperatures as a function of $V_{\text{DS}}$. Figure 2.4(b) compares leakage current measurements of six different devices of the same part type plotted against the inverse temperature to illustrate device-to-device variation. Despite the fact that these devices were
selected to cover a wide range of drain-to-source leakage current, the slope of these measurements for each device gives a consistent activation energy of $E_A = 0.4$ eV. The activation energy for this commercial device lies between values reported in the literature of $0.2$ eV due to surface related traps [4,5], and $0.99$ eV due to a temperature-assisted tunneling mechanism [4].

Typically, commercial transistors are described using a datasheet. These datasheets vary from supplier to supplier and do not always follow consistent conventions for measurements leading to the numbers listed in the datasheet tables. For $BVPSS$ and $IDSS$, there are several relevant sections of a datasheet that can be analyzed to deduce device behavior and compare parts from different manufacturers.

In Tables 2.1 and 2.2 are examples of data from two different manufacturers of GaN transistors, Efficient Power Conversion Corporation (EPC) and Transphorm. Table 2.1 gives the specifications for an enhancement-mode transistor from EPC with a nominal maximum drain-source voltage ($V_{DS}$) of 100 V, and Table 2.2 shows the corresponding specifications for a cascode-configured GaN transistor from Transphorm with a nominal maximum $V_{DS}$ of

---

**Table 2.1** Data from an Efficient Power Conversion EPC2001 datasheet showing sections relating to $IDSS$ and $BVPSS$ [6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{DS}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Test Conditions</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typical</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$BVPSS$</td>
<td>$V_{DS}$ = 0 V, $I_D = 300 \mu A$</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$IDSS$</td>
<td>$V_{DS}$ = 80 V, $V_{GS}$ = 0 V</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>$\mu A$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 2.4** $IDSS$ over temperature for an EPC2001 enhancement-mode GaN transistor: (a) $IDSS$ vs. temperature for an individual device, and (b) $IDSS$ (Measured at $V_{DS} = 50$ V) for six different devices showing device-to-device variation
600 V. In both cases, there is also a specification for a transient voltage capability above the maximum \(V_{DS}\). This transient capability means that, for short periods of time, the devices can withstand higher voltages than their respective rated maximums. This type of rating is a sign of the relative immaturity of the technology. In the case of a mature 100 V Si MOSFET shown in Table 2.3, there are no transient over-voltage ratings. Instead, an avalanche capability is specified, giving the user license to take the device into full drain-source breakdown with a certain amount of energy (specified in millijoules). Whereas MOSFET users rarely take advantage of this avalanche capability, over time, and with improved device design, GaN transistors will also mature to the point where they can be used in avalanche without catastrophic failure.

Tables 2.1 and 2.2 also list the static (DC) \(I_{DSS}\) characteristics for their respective devices. In each case, the test conditions are slightly different. The EPC2001 gives the \(I_{DSS}\) at 80 V and the \(I_D\) at \(BVDSS\), both at 25 °C, whereas the TPH3006PD lists the \(I_{DSS}\) at maximum \(V_{DS}\) at both

---

**Table 2.2** Data from a Transphorm cascode TPH3006PD datasheet showing sections relating to \(I_{DSS}\) and \(BVDSS\) [7]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Limit Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(I_{DSS})</td>
<td>Drain-to-source leakage current, (T_J = 25^\circ C)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I_{DSS})</td>
<td>Drain-to-source leakage current, (T_J = 150^\circ C)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) For 1 \(\mu\)sec, duty cycle \(D = 0.1\).

---

**Table 2.3** Data from an Infineon BSC060N10NS3 G datasheet for an Si MOSFET showing sections relating to \(I_{DSS}\) and \(BVDSS\) and avalanche energy [8]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Test Conditions</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Ratings ((T_J = 25^\circ C), unless otherwise specified)</td>
<td>(E_{AS})</td>
<td>(I_D = 50\ A, R_{GS} = 25\ \Omega)</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>(mJ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Characteristics</td>
<td>(V_{(BR)DSS})</td>
<td>(V_{GS} = 0\ V, I_D = 1\ mA)</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(I_{DSS})</td>
<td>(V_{DS} = 100\ V, V_{GS} = 0\ V, \ T_J = 25^\circ C)</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(V_{DS} = 100\ V, V_{GS} = 0\ V, \ T_J = 125^\circ C)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
25°C and 150°C. The silicon MOSFET, BSC060N10NS3G from Infineon, has specifications for $V_{DSS}$ and $I_{DSS}$ under yet a third set of test conditions.

### 2.2.2 On-Resistance ($R_{DS(on)}$)

The on-resistance of a transistor is the sum of all the resistance elements that make up the device. Figure 2.5 shows the major elements that contribute to the $R_{DS(on)}$ of the device. The source and drain metals have to connect to the 2DEG through the AlGaN barrier. This component of resistance is called the contact resistance ($R_C$). Electrons then flow in the 2DEG with a resistance $R_{2DEG}$. This resistance is determined by the mobility of the electrons ($\mu_{2DEG}$), the number of electrons created by the 2DEG ($N_{2DEG}$), the distance the electrons have to travel ($L_{2DEG}$), the width of the 2DEG ($W_{2DEG}$), and the universal charge constant, $q$ ($1.6 \times 10^{-19}$ coulombs). This resistance can be described by the following formula [9]:

$$R_{2DEG} = \frac{L_{2DEG}}{q \cdot \mu_{2DEG} \cdot N_{2DEG} \cdot W_{2DEG}} \quad (2.1)$$

As discussed in Chapter 1, the number of electrons in the 2DEG will depend on the amount of strain induced by the AlGaN barrier. However, under the gate electrode, this 2DEG could have a lower concentration than in the region between the gate and drain electrodes. This electron concentration depends on the type of gate (recessed gate, MOS, Schottky, or pGaN), the particular process used, and the heterostructure deployed. It also depends on the voltage applied to the gate. A fully enhanced gate will have a higher electron concentration than a partially enhanced gate. A good approximation of the resistance of the transistor shown in Figure 2.5 can then be calculated as follows:

$$R_{HEMT} = 2 \cdot R_C + R_{2DEG} + R_{2DEG(Gate)} \quad (2.2)$$

Additional parasitic resistance ($R_{parasitic}$) can come in the form of metal resistance from the multiple metal buses that conduct the current from the individual source and drain electrodes to the terminals of the transistor. In the case of a cascode device, the resistance of the external Si MOSFET would also need to be added to the total resistance of the transistor.

In a power conversion circuit, the conduction losses of the transistor are quite significant and therefore the device is typically used either fully turned on, or fully turned off. For this reason, a
key parameter for specifying any power transistor is the on-resistance, \( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \), and can be defined as:

\[
R_{\text{DS(on)}} = R_{\text{HEMT(Fully Enhanced)}} + R_{\text{parasitic}}
\]  

(2.3)

Each of these components of \( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \) will vary with temperature. The metal layers typically are made of combinations of copper and aluminum and have resistivity temperature coefficients in the range of \( 3.8 \times 10^{-3} \degree \text{C} \) [10] for copper, to \( 3.9 \times 10^{-3} \degree \text{C} \) [11] for aluminum. In contrast, a 2DEG’s resistivity temperature coefficient is significantly higher in the range of \( 1.3 \times 10^{-2} \degree \text{C} \) [12,13], and the contact resistance, \( R_C \), has a temperature coefficient in the range of \( 4.7 \times 10^{-3} \degree \text{C} \) [12]. The transistor’s \( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \), as a function of temperature, would be expected to be somewhere in between these numbers and can be approximated as:

\[
R_{\text{DS(on)}}(t) = R_{\text{parasitic}}(t) + (2 \cdot R_C(t)) + (R_{\text{2DEG}} + R_{\text{2DEG(Gate)}})(t)
\]  

(2.4)

The final temperature variation of \( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \) will depend on the design of the device: how much of the \( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \) comes from 2DEG, contact resistance, or parasitic metal resistance. Devices in commercial use, however, demonstrate a variation of \( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \) with temperature that is somewhat less than silicon MOSFETs as shown in Figure 2.9. The 100 V-rated enhancement-mode GaN HEMT in this example has a temperature coefficient of approximately \( 6.5 \times 10^{-3} \degree \text{C} \) compared with the Si MOSFET’s temperature coefficient of \( 20 \times 10^{-3} \degree \text{C} \). For devices designed for higher \( \text{BV}_{\text{DSS}} \), the 2DEG will be a greater fraction of the total \( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \) and, since the temperature coefficient of the 2DEG is higher than that of the parasitic elements and the contact resistance, the temperature coefficient will be higher (see Figure 2.6).

![Figure 2.6](image_url)  

**Figure 2.6** Normalized \( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \) vs. temperature for a 100 V enhancement-mode GaN transistor (EPC2001) compared with an Si power MOSFET with similar ratings [6,8]
Equation 2.2 breaks down the resistance of the 2DEG into two components, the 2DEG between the drain and gate and the 2DEG under the gate. The resistance of the 2DEG under the gate changes from a very high value when the device is in the off state, to a very low value when the device is in the on-state. This transition depends on the specific design of the gate and has a significant impact on device performance in a switching circuit.

In Figure 2.7 is a graph of the $R_{DS(on)}$ of an enhancement-mode GaN HEMT as a function of gate-to-source voltage for various drain currents (ID) and at various temperatures. In this example, the resistance of the gate 2DEG rapidly decreases until it is fully enhanced at about $V_{GS} = 4$ V. Beyond that voltage there is only a nominal decrease in overall device $R_{DS(on)}$.

The datasheets for enhancement-mode GaN HEMT devices typically specify this on-resistance with a fully enhanced gate and at the maximum rated DC current. Table 2.4 gives data from a datasheet for a 100 V-rated enhancement-mode transistor specifying a maximum $R_{DS(on)}$ of 7 mΩ with 5 V on the gate at 25 °C. Table 2.5 gives data from a datasheet for a 600 V-rated cascode transistor specifying a maximum $R_{DS(on)}$ of 180 mΩ at 25 °C. Also indicated in this datasheet is the typical $R_{DS(on)}$ of 330 mΩ at 175 °C. Both measurements are with 8 V on the gate.

2.2.3 Threshold Voltage ($V_{GS(th)}$ or $V_{th}$)

For a power device, the threshold voltage is the voltage required to be applied to the gate-to-source to begin conducting current in the device. In other words, the threshold voltage defines

![Figure 2.7](image)

Figure 2.7 Two graphs of the $R_{DS(on)}$ of an enhancement-mode GaN HEMT (EPC2001) as a function of gate voltage for various drain currents (a) and at various temperatures (b) [6]
the voltage below which the device is off. An enhancement-mode or cascode device has a positive threshold voltage, and a depletion-mode device has a negative threshold voltage.

For a GaN power device, the threshold voltage is when the 2DEG underneath the gate is fully depleted by the voltage generated by the gate electrode [14]. This occurs when the voltage of the gate balances the voltage generated by the piezoelectric strain in the AlGaN/GaN barrier. This voltage has two components, the voltage applied externally to the gate (defined as $V_{th}$), plus the built-in voltage due to the specifics of the gate metallurgy. In the case of a Schottky gate device, this built-in voltage is the Schottky barrier height [15] of the gate metal on top of the AlGaN barrier. In the case of a MOS HEMT device, it is the voltage generated by the gate metal across the insulator as well as the AlGaN barrier. In the case of a pGaN gate, it is the voltage generated by the built-in field caused by a p-type semiconductor material next to an n-type material.

Because the strain in the AlGaN barrier is relatively constant with temperature, as are the voltages generated by the internal metallurgy, the threshold voltage in a GaN HEMT is relatively constant with temperature as shown in Figure 2.8. The threshold voltage of a cascode device, however, would track the change in threshold of the Si MOSFET in series with the GaN d-mode HEMT, and will decline with increasing temperature.

Table 2.6 shows data from the datasheet of a 100 V-rated enhancement-mode GaN HEMT. The typical value of 1.4 V is measured at 5 mA, a small amount of current compared with the 25 A DC rating for this same transistor.

Table 2.7 presents data from a 600 V-rated cascode transistor. In this case the $V_{th}$ is specified at 1 mA, which is a small value compared with the 17 A DC rating. No information is given on the change of this device’s threshold voltage as a function of temperature. Figure 2.9, however, shows a graph of the threshold voltage versus temperature for a 100 V Infineon BSC060N10NS3 [8] power MOSFET. The $V_{th}$ for this silicon device drops about 38% from about 2.75 V to about 2 V, when temperature changes from 25 °C to 125 °C compared with a nominal 3% increase in the enhancement-mode GaN transistor.

### 2.3 Capacitance and Charge

A transistor’s capacitance is a significant factor in determining the energy that will be lost in the device during a transition from the on-state to the off-state, or vice versa. The capacitance (C) determines the amount of charge (Q) that needs to be supplied to various terminals of the device to change the voltage across those terminals ($Q = C \cdot V$). The faster this charge is supplied, the faster the device will change voltage.
There are three main elements of capacitance related to a FET: (1) gate-to-source capacitance ($C_{GS}$), (2) gate-to-drain capacitance ($C_{GD}$), and (3) drain-to-source capacitance ($C_{DS}$). Figure 2.10 illustrates the physical origin of each of these capacitances. Occasionally designers need to look just at the total capacitance seen at either the input terminals ($C_{ISS} = C_{GD} + C_{GS}$), or output terminals ($C_{OSS} = C_{GD} + C_{DS}$).

These capacitances are a function of the voltage applied to various terminals. Figure 2.11 shows how the values change for an enhancement-mode HEMT, as the voltage from drain-to-source increases. The reason for the drop in capacitance as $V_{DS}$ increases is that the free electrons in the GaN are depleted. For example, the initial step down in $C_{OSS}$ is caused by the depletion of the 2DEG near the surface. Higher $V_{DS}$ values extend the depletion region laterally.

Table 2.6  Data from an Efficient Power Conversion EPC2001 datasheet showing the section relating to $V_{th}$ [6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Test Conditions</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typ</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{GS(th)}$</td>
<td>$V_{DS} = V_{GS}, I_{D} = 5$ mA</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.7  Data from a Transphorm cascode TPH3006PD datasheet showing the section relating to $V_{th}$ [7]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typical</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{GS(th)}$</td>
<td>Gate threshold voltage</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.8  EPC2010 normalized threshold voltage vs. temperature showing only a 3% change over the normal operating range of this device
from the field plate edge to the drain, further depleting the 2DEG and eliminating its capacitive component.

The result of integrating the capacitance between two terminals across the range of voltage applied to the same terminals is the amount of charge \(Q\) that is stored in the capacitor. Since current-integrated-over-time equals charge, it is often very convenient to look at the amount of charge necessary to change the voltage across various terminals in the GaN HEMT. Figure 2.12 shows the amount of gate charge, \(Q_G\), that must be supplied to increase the voltage from gate-to-source to the desired voltage. \(Q_G\) is the integrated value of \(C_{ISS}\) from the starting voltage on the gate to the ending voltage. Referring to Figure 2.12, it can be seen that about 5 nC is needed to achieve 5 V on the gate, a value that will ensure that the device is

![Figure 2.9](image_url) Data from an Infineon BSC060N10NS3 G datasheet showing the change in \(V_{th}\) vs. temperature [8]

![Figure 2.10](image_url) Schematic of GaN transistor capacitive sources
fully turned on. If the gate drive is capable of supplying 1 A of current, it will take about 5 ns to achieve this voltage.

The \( Q_{GD} \) and \( Q_{GS} \) are also specified separately because they impact the voltage- and current-switching transition speeds, respectively. Also, the ratio of these two values, \( Q_{GD}/Q_{GS} \), called the Miller ratio, is often an important metric to determine the point at which a device might turn on due to a voltage transient applied across the drain and source. The Miller ratio will be discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.
The capacitances and charges for an enhancement-mode GaN HEMT are shown in Table 2.8.

The gate-to-drain charge, and its corresponding capacitance $C_{RSS}$ (or $C_{GD}$), will change with drain-to-source voltage. In this example, the values are given at 50 V, which is half the rated $BVDSS$. This convention is used because, historically, the operating point for transistors in power conversion designs was about half the maximum rated voltage to provide safety margins for overshoot caused during switching transients.

### 2.4 Reverse Conduction

$V_{SD}$ is the voltage drop across the device when voltage is applied from source-to-drain. This is the reverse direction from the normal forward FET conduction. In an Si MOSFET, there is a p-n junction that forms a diode from the body of the channel to the drain of the transistor. It is, therefore, called a body-drain diode. As discussed in Chapter 1, enhancement-mode GaN HEMT transistors do not have a p-n diode, but they do conduct in a way similar to a diode in the reverse direction. Figure 2.13 shows how this “body diode” forward voltage drop varies with source-drain current. It should be noted that, because this body diode is formed by turning on the 2DEG in the reverse direction using the drain-gate voltage to enhance the channel, if the gate voltage is lowered below 0 V, the forward drop will increase proportionately. For example, if the gate drive of a circuit turns off the GaN HEMT by applying a negative 1 V to the gate, the $V_{SD}$ at 0.5 A will be 2.8 V instead of 1.8 V with 0 $V_{GS}$.

Because the reverse conduction in a GaN transistor is due to the turning on of the 2DEG, the forward voltage drop will change with temperature in much the same way as the $R_{DS(on)}$ changes with temperature in forward conduction. In an Si MOSFET, the reverse conduction is due to a p-n junction diode. Contrary to a GaN HEMT, the diode forward drop goes down with temperature in the Si MOSFET.

The voltage drop across an enhancement-mode GaN HEMT rated at 100 V when conducting in the reverse direction is shown in Table 2.9 [6].

For a cascode device, the reverse-conduction mechanism is somewhat different. The body diode of the Si MOSFET is conducting in series with the depletion-mode HEMT. The voltage across the MOSFET body diode helps to further enhance the depletion-mode HEMT, but the channel of the HEMT is now in series with the Si diode, and the voltage drop is the sum of the two. The reverse conduction is therefore a combination of the MOSFET diode and a depletion-
mode GaN HEMT, and could have either a positive or negative temperature coefficient to the VSD depending on the specifics of the cascode design.

There is one other charge element, QRR, which does not directly relate to a device capacitance in an enhancement-mode GaN HEMT. This is the amount of charge dissipated when a body diode is turned off. This charge comes from the minority carriers left over during diode conduction in a MOSFET. Because there are no minority carriers involved in conduction in an enhancement-mode GaN HEMT, there are no reverse recovery losses. Therefore, QRR is zero, which is a significant advantage compared with power MOSFETs, and will be discussed in greater detail in Chapters 3 and 6.

A cascode transistor, however, does have the stored charge that has to be swept out of the MOSFET before the diode from the series-connected Si MOSFET turns off, as shown in Table 2.10. Because the cascode MOSFET is a low-voltage device, the amount of stored charge is small compared to a comparable 600 V MOSFET. To illustrate this difference, Table 2.11 gives data from an Infineon 650 V CoolMOS™ datasheet [17]. This CoolMOS™ MOSFET has a maximum RDS(on) of 130 mΩ. In comparison, the Transphorm cascode device has a maximum RDS(on) of 180 mΩ – about 50% higher. Nevertheless, the MOSFET has a stored charge, Qrr, that is more than 100 times greater than the cascode GaN transistor.

### Table 2.9
Excerpt from an Efficient Power Conversion EPC2001 datasheet showing the section relating to the voltage drop when the transistor is conducting in the reverse direction [6]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typical</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Test Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VSD – Source-drain forward voltage</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>IS = 0.5 A, VGS = 0 V, T = 25°C</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.13** EPC2010 body-diode forward drop vs. source-drain current and temperature [16]
2.5 Thermal Resistance

The power consumed in a device during operation is dissipated in the form of heat. It is therefore important to understand the ability of a device to transfer the heat to the surrounding environment. Devices interface to their environment through a variety of packaged and “package-less” formats, but the specifications for the transfer of heat have two of the same component elements: junction-to-case thermal resistance ($R_{\theta JC}$) and junction-to-ambient thermal resistance ($R_{\theta JA}$). In the case of a double-sided device that can be cooled from the top and the bottom surfaces, a third parameter, junction-to-board ($R_{\theta JB}$), needs to be added to the list.

Figure 2.14 illustrates the first of these two thermal resistance parameters for a conventional single-sided device. In a single-sided device, the transistor is mounted onto a copper leadframe. This leadframe can be connected to a larger heatsink using thermal interface material, such as thermal grease, to improve the interface contact efficiency if the surfaces are not perfectly flat. The $R_{\theta JC}$ for this configuration would be the thermal resistance from the top die surface in contact with the leadframe through the copper leadframe or “case” – the larger the area of the
Figure 2.14  Cross section of a transistor mounted in a typical package including a copper leadframe or “case”

transistor, the lower this resistance. The thicker the substrate or the case, the longer the thermal path to the heatsink, and the higher $R_{\theta JC}$ will become. The heat flux then has to be transferred into the environment. The parameter that describes this is $R_{\theta JA}$, which includes the junction-to-case resistance and makes an assumption about the area of the back surface that is exposed to the ambient environment.

Figure 2.15 gives a simple schematic model describing the thermal resistance in steady state for the structure shown in Figure 2.14. The figure shows the thermal resistance broken down by location in the structure starting from the junction to the bottom of the leadframe ($R_{\theta JC}$), the thermal resistance through the thermal interface material ($R_{\theta TIM}$), and the thermal resistance from the interface with the heatsink to the ambient ($R_{\theta SA}$). The sum of these three is the thermal resistance from the junction to the ambient ($R_{\theta JA}$).

Table 2.10 shows data from a previously cited MOSFET datasheet (BSC060N10NS3G). In this example, there are two values given for $R_{\theta JA}$: the first value is for the resistance of the back surface of the package radiating into the environment without an added heatsink, and the second value makes the assumption there is a 6 cm$^2$ cooling layer of 70 $\mu$m thick copper embedded in an FR4 printed circuit board (PCB) acting as the heatsink.

Figure 2.15  Steady-state thermal resistance schematic model for the physical device structure given in Figure 2.14
Figure 2.16 illustrates all three thermal parameters in the case of the land grid array (LGA) format device first shown in Figure 1.20 of Chapter 1. In this example, the HEMT is mounted with the active transistor facing the PCB and separated by the solder bars that form the device terminals. $R_{\theta JC}$ is still defined as the resistance from the active surface of the die to the case. For a GaN HEMT in an LGA format, the case is the surface of the bare Si substrate (facing upwards in this illustration). The new thermal parameter, $R_{\theta JB}$, is the thermal resistance from the active surface of the transistor, through the solder bars to the copper traces on the PCB. The third thermal parameter, $R_{\theta JA}$ is the thermal resistance standardized to a specific PCB area (typically one square inch) with no heatsink, and gives an estimate of the overall thermal resistance between junction and ambient for this case. This differs from $R_{\theta JB}$, as it also includes the specific PCB-to-ambient thermal resistance, $R_{\theta BA}$, in series, as well as some direct case-to-ambient thermal resistance, $R_{\theta CA}$, due to radiation and convection.

The data in Tables 2.12 and 2.13 show that the resistance between the junction and the ambient, $R_{\theta JA}$, is the largest resistor and could therefore limit the amount of heat the device can dissipate. For this reason, it is common to add a heatsink to the device to facilitate heat removal. Figure 2.17 shows an assembly of two GaN HEMT devices with the addition of a heatsink and thermal interface material. The overall system thermal resistance is now the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Test Conditions</th>
<th>Values</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thermal Characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal resistance, junction-case</td>
<td>$R_{\theta JC}$</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal resistance, junction-ambient</td>
<td>$R_{\theta JA}$</td>
<td>Minimal footprint</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>K/W</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6 ms cooling area</td>
<td>50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sum of the parallel resistances of all the paths illustrated including the thermal resistance of the thermal interface material and the heatsink. This system can be modeled using a simple resistor network [18].

### 2.6 Transient Thermal Impedance

Rarely is a transistor used in steady state with a continuous DC flow of current through the device. In order to give designers a measure of the thermal impact of a shorter pulse, or a repetitive pulse of various duty cycles, datasheets also have a transient thermal impedance graph, such as the one shown in Figure 2.18 [16].

#### Table 2.13
Data from an EPC2010 datasheet showing the basic steady state thermal parameters [16]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thermal Characteristics</th>
<th>Typical</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{θJC}}$</td>
<td>Thermal resistance, junction-to-case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{θJB}}$</td>
<td>Thermal resistance, junction-to-board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{\text{θJA}}$</td>
<td>Thermal resistance, junction-to-ambient</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note 1: $R_{\text{θJA}}$ is determined with the device mounted on one square inch of copper pad, single layer 2 oz. copper on FR4 board. For details, see [http://epc-co.com/epc/documents/product-training/Appnote_Thermal_Performance_of_eGaN_FETs.pdf](http://epc-co.com/epc/documents/product-training/Appnote_Thermal_Performance_of_eGaN_FETs.pdf).

![Figure 2.17](image-url) Side view of two LGA devices mounted to a printed circuit board and connected to a heatsink via thermal interface material
To illustrate how these data in the graph can be used, take the example of the EPC2010 mounted on a PCB without a heatsink on the back. If the circuit pulses the part with a 10 W instantaneous pulse (PDM) at a 10% duty cycle, and the pulses are 100 μs long, and the board is sufficient to absorb the heat with little temperature impact, the effective thermal resistance and junction temperature rise would be as shown below. The effective junction-to-board temperature can be given by Equation 2.5, with the normalized thermal impedance $Z_{\theta_{JB}}$ determined from Figure 2.18 for a duty cycle of 10%:

$$R_{\theta_{JB}(effective)} = R_{\theta_{JB}} \times Z_{\theta_{JB}} = 16 \degree C/W \times 0.1 = 1.6 \degree C/W$$

(2.5)

$$\Delta T_J = P_{DM} \times R_{\theta_{JB}(effective)} = 10W \times 1.6 \degree C/W = 16 \degree C$$

(2.6)

Note the need to add to the $\Delta T_J$ in Equation 2.6 any rise in the temperature of the surface of the PCB to get a more accurate gauge of the actual rise in device temperature.

2.7 Summary

In this chapter, the basic electrical and thermal characteristics of GaN transistors were discussed and related to the physical and design characteristics of the devices.

The three characteristics that make a device function in a circuit are: breakdown voltage between source and drain electrodes ($V_{DSS}$), on-resistance ($R_{DS(on)}$), and threshold voltage ($V_{GS(th)}$). Capacitance and reverse-conduction characteristics were discussed to show how a power device will work when switched on and off. However, to develop a more complete understanding of device and circuit performance, the characteristics and specifications associated with the amount of heat that can be extracted from a device were also discussed.

The next two chapters are about circuit and layout techniques for GaN transistors. With a step-function improvement in switching speed and power density, designers need to take extra care to properly drive the gate of the device and reduce parasitic elements in the surrounding circuits.
References

3

Driving GaN Transistors

3.1 Introduction

This chapter discusses the basic techniques for using GaN transistors in high performance power conversion circuits. GaN transistors generally behave like power MOSFETs, but at much higher switching speeds and power densities. A good understanding of these similarities and differences is fundamental to understanding by how much existing power conversion systems can be improved by using GaN-based device technologies. The next three chapters highlight the benefits of GaN technology, design techniques for maximum performance, and ways to avoid common pitfalls that can result from the new GaN performance capabilities. Techniques to be addressed include:

- how to drive a GaN transistor
- how to layout a high-efficiency GaN transistor circuit
- how to model and measure, both thermally and electrically, a high power-density GaN transistor-based circuit.

To understand the differences in, and opportunities offered by these faster switching devices, the alternative GaN transistor structures need to be considered individually. Two of the structures shown in Chapter 1 will be examined: enhancement-mode transistors using a p-GaN type gate, and the two-transistor cascode configuration. The gate electrodes of both types of structures have very high input impedance, and control of the device is therefore accomplished by supplying or removing a certain amount of charge from the gate electrode.

Table 3.1 gives definitions of the various charge components that will be used to examine the switching properties of GaN and MOSFET devices. In Figure 3.1(a), these definitions are used to segment transistor switching into four regions: (1) the charge required to bring the gate electrode up to device threshold, (2) the charge required to complete the current rise transition time (t_{CR}), and reach the plateau voltage (V_{PL}), (3) the charge required to complete the voltage fall transition time (t_{VF}), and (4) the charge supplied to drive the gate to the steady-state gate voltage. In Figure 3.1(b) a gate charge curve for a GaN transistor is shown with the various gate charges.
To better understand why GaN transistors switch so much faster than MOSFETs, these two transistor technologies can be compared quantitatively using figures of merit (FOM). As mentioned in Chapter 1, the theoretical on-resistance versus blocking voltage of a GaN transistor is at least three orders of magnitude lower than that of silicon [2], and the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gate Charge Components</th>
<th>Definitions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{GS}$</td>
<td>Charge required to increase gate voltage from zero to the plateau voltage.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{GS1}$</td>
<td>Charge required to increase gate voltage from zero to the threshold voltage of the device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{GS2}$</td>
<td>Charge required to commutate the device current.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{GS} = Q_{GS1} + Q_{GS2}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{GD}$</td>
<td>Charge required to commutate the device voltage, at which point the device enters the linear region.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_G$</td>
<td>Total gate charge required to drive a device from zero to rated gate voltage, including $Q_{GD}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3.1](image)

**Table 3.1** Gate charge components and their definitions

**Figure 3.1** Gate charge vs. gate voltage showing different gate charge components for an EPC2010 GaN transistor [1]

To better understand why GaN transistors switch so much faster than MOSFETs, these two transistor technologies can be compared quantitatively using figures of merit (FOM). As mentioned in Chapter 1, the theoretical on-resistance versus blocking voltage of a GaN transistor is at least three orders of magnitude lower than that of silicon [2], and the
first-generation production devices were already beyond the silicon limit [3]. In general, these smaller devices have less capacitance when compared to silicon MOSFETs. Although more specialized FOMs will be discussed in the Chapters 6 and 7, the \( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \times Q_G \) product is commonly used for comparing different MOSFET technologies. Using this FOM to compare GaN to silicon (Figure 3.2) shows an improvement of three to seven times.

3.2 Gate Drive Voltage

Both enhancement-mode and cascode GaN transistors have maximum voltage limits that can be applied to the gate electrode with respect to the source. For a cascode device, such as the TPH3006PD [4], this maximum voltage is \( \pm 18 \) V. For an enhancement-mode device, such as the EPC2010, this maximum voltage is \( +6 \) V/\(-5\) V. (Note that different technologies and different manufacturers will rate their devices differently.) Exceeding these limits may damage devices permanently, and therefore must be avoided. Fortunately, the amount of gate voltage required to drive the device to the on-state is significantly lower than the maximum voltage allowed. With very fast switching speed, however, care must be taken to avoid overshoot that might inadvertently take the gates above the maximum voltage limit. For the enhancement-mode transistor, the device \( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \) is specified in the datasheet at a recommended 5 V\(_{\text{GS}}\), which is 1 V below the absolute maximum rating.

Because of this relatively tight requirement, we will discuss the gate drive requirements for an enhancement-mode GaN device first, with the understanding that the same basic principles apply to a transistor in a cascode configuration.

It is possible to drive these enhancement-mode devices with gate voltages as low as 4 V without a significant increase in \( R_{\text{DS(on)}} \), as shown by the rectangular box area in Figure 3.3. Furthermore, it is recommended to keep the gate driver voltage below 5.25 V to allow enough margin between the gate voltage and the absolute maximum gate voltage. These recommended gate voltage limits can be readily achieved by near-critical damping of the gate drive turn-on power loop.

The gate driver, the transistor, the gate drive bypass capacitor \( (C_{\text{VDD}}) \), and the inductance of the interconnections between them \( (L_{\text{G}}) \), form an LCR-series resonant tank as shown in Figure 3.4(a). This equivalent resistance value includes the transistor gate resistance \( (R_G) \), gate drive pull-up resistance \( (R_{\text{Source}}) \), the high-frequency interconnect resistance between the
components, as well as the equivalent series resistance (ESR) of the gate driver supply capacitor. To critically damp this loop, the overall gate loop resistance $R_{G(eq)}$ ($R_{G(eq)} = R_G + R_{\text{source}}$) must be larger than the value given in Equation 3.1. This is achieved by minimizing the gate loop inductance ($L_G$) (layout techniques for minimal gate inductance will be discussed in Chapter 4) and adjusting the series gate resistance to limit overshoot. The resultant damped gate voltage turn-on [5] is shown in Figure 3.5.

$$R_{G(eq)} \geq \sqrt{\frac{4L_G}{C_{GS}}} \tag{3.1}$$

For the gate drive voltage falling edge, the minus 5 V minimum does not present any practical limitations. It is, therefore, possible to drive the GaN transistor faster at turn-off and allow some negative ringing. Furthermore, the gate drive turn-off power loop, shown in Figure 3.4(b), will have smaller inductance, as this loop does not include the gate drive bypass capacitor. However, care should still be taken to avoid subsequent positive gate voltage ringing beyond the gate threshold of the device, as this will cause the device to turn on again. Figure 3.5 shows an under-damped turn-off with the subsequent positive ringing of less than half a volt.

**Figure 3.3** Two graphs of the $R_{D\text{S(on)}}$ of an enhancement-mode GaN HEMT (EPC2001) as a function of gate voltage for various drain currents (a) and at various temperatures (b) showing the recommended gate drive voltage range (boxed area) [6]

**Figure 3.4** Resonant loop formed between the gate driver and eGaN FET during (a) turn-on and (b) turn-off
Since the turn-on and turn-off damping requirements are different, the minimum gate loop resistance values will also differ. These differences are best addressed by separating the pull-up and pull-down gate driver resistances at the driver output (creating two separate driver outputs), thus allowing the use of two separate gate resistors to independently adjust the turn-on and turn-off gate loop damping.

### 3.3 Bootstrapping and Floating Supplies

The limited gate drive supply voltage range for the enhancement-mode GaN transistor also has an impact on the generation of a floating high-side supply for half-bridge applications. An almost ubiquitous solution for generating this supply is the use of a bootstrap circuit as shown in Figure 3.6. This circuit operates by charging the floating high-side supply capacitor ($C_{\text{Boot}}$)
during the on-state of the low-side device from the fixed low-side supply through a high-speed bootstrap diode ($D_{\text{Boot}}$). During the high side on state, the bootstrap diode blocks the full bus voltage, and the floating capacitor supplies the required gate drive energy at the voltage of the bootstrap capacitor.

In practice, the bootstrap capacitor is charged to the low-side supply voltage minus the drop across the bootstrap diode, typically around a half a volt, resulting in a lower high-side supply voltage. When the bootstrap capacitor is fully charged, the diode will block current and end the charging period. However, due to the body diode drop of the GaN transistor, prolonged diode conduction of the low-side device will cause the bootstrap supply to charge up to the low-side bus voltage ($V_{DD}$) plus the reverse conduction voltage drop ($V_{SD}$) – minus the bootstrap diode, which altogether could be higher that the maximum allowable gate voltage.

There are three common ways to avoid overcharging the bootstrap capacitor, which increases the likelihood of over-voltage on the high-side transistor gate:

1. Minimize diode conduction by reducing the dead-time to less than a few nanoseconds between the turn-on and turn-off of the two transistors.
2. Place an external Schottky diode across the low-side transistor to limit the diode drop. This option will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
3. In applications where the switching of the half-bridge devices are not complementary (prolonged dead-time), use a high-side regulator with a discrete solution using a series voltage regulator, or an integrated gate driver IC as shown in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 [7,8].

### 3.4 dv/dt Immunity

GaN power devices are exposed to significantly higher voltage and current slew rates, which can impact the performance of the transistor. These conditions need to be understood well in order to fully utilize the technology.
A high, positive-voltage slew rate (\(dv/dt\)) on the drain of an off-state device can occur in both hard- and soft-switching applications, and is characterized by a quick charging of the device’s capacitances as depicted in Figure 3.9. During this \(dv/dt\) event, the drain-source capacitance \(C_{DS}\) is charged. Concurrently, the gate-drain \(C_{GD}\) and gate-source \(C_{GS}\) capacitors in series also are charged. The concern is that, unless addressed, the charging current through the \(C_{GD}\) capacitor will flow through and charge \(C_{GS}\) beyond \(V_{th}\) and turn the device on. This event, sometimes called Miller turn-on, can be very dissipative.

Such unintended turn-on can be avoided by supplying an alternative parallel path across \(C_{GS}\) through which the \(C_{GD}\) charging current can then flow. With the addition of a gate driver pull-down keeping the device off, some of the current flowing through \(C_{GD}\) can be diverted from \(C_{GS}\) through the series gate resistor \((R_G)\) to the gate driver pull-down resistor \((R_{Sink})\). This

Figure 3.8  Block diagram of a single GaN transistor driver with integrated supply regulation [8]

Figure 3.9  Effect of \(dv/dt\) on a device in the off state and requirements for avoiding Miller-induced shoot-through
additional path allows the efficient operation of devices that would otherwise be sensitive to \( \frac{dv}{dt} \) turn-on.

To determine the \( \frac{dv}{dt} \) susceptibility of a power device, a Miller charge ratio (\( \frac{Q_{GD}}{Q_{GS1}} \)), as function of drain-to-source voltage, needs to be evaluated. A Miller ratio of less than one will guarantee \( \frac{dv}{dt} \) immunity \[9\]. GaN transistors, like MOSFETs, are typically operated up to 80% of rated voltage. At these higher voltages, the Miller charge ratio should preferably remain at less than one, but for most commercial devices this is not the case. As an example, the Miller charge ratio versus drain-to-source voltage for a 100 V-rated part, EPC2016, is plotted in Figure 3.10. As illustrated, the ratio increases above one at about 40 V, and therefore, requires at least some pull-down resistor circuit to keep the device off at higher voltages.

For complementary switching applications (e.g. a half-bridge circuit where one or the other switch is always on), it is possible to improve the \( \frac{dv}{dt} \) immunity of the device artificially through adjustment of the dead-time between the switching devices. From the gate waveform shown in Figure 3.5, it can be seen that the gate drive voltage briefly becomes negative at turn-off due to the slightly under-damped resonance within the gate loop. By adjusting the turn-on timing of the complementary switch to coincide with this negative voltage dip of the device’s gate voltage, the effective charge needed to induce Miller turn-on is increased significantly. Although only applicable when the timing between devices is fixed, this technique allows for an increase in \( \frac{dv}{dt} \) switching speed, as well as the use of marginal Miller-ratio devices without fear of \( \frac{dv}{dt} \) induced turn-on.

Figure 3.11 shows two cases where a device with marginal Miller ratio is turned off and then subjected to a high \( \frac{dv}{dt} \), as induced by the complementary switch turn-on. The solid line in the drain voltage curve shows a \( \frac{dv}{dt} \)-induced turn-on with a characteristic “knee” where the drain voltage rise time is self-limited due to \( \frac{dv}{dt} \) turn-on. In contrast, by turning on the complementary device during the gate voltage dip (dotted line \( V_{DS} \)), \( \frac{dv}{dt} \) turn-on is avoided and higher \( \frac{dv}{dt} \) edge rates are achieved.
3.5 $\text{di/dt Immunity}$

A rising current through an off-state device, as shown in Figure 3.12, will induce a step voltage across the common-source inductance (CSI). The CSI is the inductance on the source side of a device that is common to both the power loop (drain-to-source current) and the gate drive loop (gate-to-source current). This positive voltage step will induce an opposing voltage across $C_{GS}$. For a rising current, this causes the gate voltage to be driven to a negative value and with insufficient damping of the off-state gate loop LCR resonant tank, this initial negative voltage

![Figure 3.11](image)

**Figure 3.11** Improvement of $dv/dt$ turn-on immunity through controlled gate timing using under-damped gate turn-off

![Figure 3.12](image)

**Figure 3.12** Impact of a positive $di/dt$ of an off-state device with common-source inductance
step across the gate could induce positive ringing and cause an unintended turn-on and shoot-through as shown in Figure 3.13.

It is possible to avoid this type of \( \frac{dV}{dt} \) turn-on by sufficiently damping the gate turn-off loop, although some level of undershoot may be preferred, as described in the \( \frac{dV}{dt} \) immunity case above. However, increasing the gate turn-off power loop damping through an increase in gate pull-down resistance would negatively impact \( \frac{dV}{dt} \) immunity. Thus, adjusting gate resistance alone for devices with marginal Miller charge ratios may not be enough to avoid \( \frac{dV}{dt} \) and/or \( \frac{dV}{dt} \) turn-on.

A better solution is to limit the size of the CSI through improved packaging and device layout. This is accomplished by separating the gate and power loops to as close to the GaN device as possible, and minimizing the internal source inductance of the GaN device, which will remain common to both loops. (This will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.) Reducing CSI is also beneficial for hard-switching performance, and will be discussed in Chapter 6.

### 3.6 Ground Bounce

Ground bounce is a common phenomenon in the world of high-speed logic [11,12]. The concept is that high voltage slew rates across capacitors generate large current pulses of short duration. Conceptually, these current pulses generate pairs of dynamic voltage pulses across any layout inductances at the rising and falling edges of the current pulse. These ground bounces can lead to unintended switching and degraded performance, and can potentially damage devices. An idealized example in Figure 3.14(a) shows the gate drive in close proximity to the GaN transistor to minimize common-source inductance. By tying the gate drive return directly to the source of the GaN device, the source-side layout inductance is pushed outside the gate drive loop. Any voltage pulses across this source inductance will cause the logic and controller ground to “bounce” relative to the source of the power device (and thus the “ground” of the gate driver). If these pulses are large enough, they can change the logic state of the gate driver input, and thus, negatively impact a GaN power device.
The best way to avoid ground bounce is to place the controller on the same ground as the gate driver, as shown in Figure 3.14(b), something that may not be practical with multiple low-side switching devices. In those cases, there are two ways to address ground bounce as shown in Figure 3.15. First, the ground bounce noise can be filtered out by placing a small RC low-pass

Figure 3.14  Inductance between the gate drive and the power ground causes a “bounce” of the gate driver ground. (a) Tying controller to power ground (b) Tying controller to gate driver ground

The best way to avoid ground bounce is to place the controller on the same ground as the gate driver, as shown in Figure 3.14(b), something that may not be practical with multiple low-side switching devices. In those cases, there are two ways to address ground bounce as shown in Figure 3.15. First, the ground bounce noise can be filtered out by placing a small RC low-pass

Figure 3.15  Solutions for filtering out ground “bounce” noise from gate drive input. (a) RC filter and (b) level-shifter or isolator
filter (LPF) between the controller and the gate driver. There is a tradeoff between too much filtering causing significant delay and pulse width distortion due to variation in the gate driver input thresholds, or not enough filtering maintaining susceptibility to logic glitches. The second alternative solution is to use a level-shifter or isolator between the controller and the gate driver. This approach effectively treats the low-side gate driver the same way as the floating high-side driver. Although a level-shifter increases complexity and component count, it does have the added advantage of improving the gate driver propagation delay matching between the high side and low side.

3.7 Common Mode Current

Another mechanism for generating logic glitches is common mode current through the level-shifter or isolator. This can happen to the high-side device in a half-bridge application during high positive or negative switch-node dv/dt. For a positive dv/dt event, as shown in Figure 3.16, the high voltage slew rate across the isolator capacitance causes the generation of a common mode current flowing in the loops, as shown. The common mode current causes ground bounce within the level-shifter and can cause changes in logic state if the common mode current is large enough.

With GaN transistors, the slew rates are likely to be hundreds of volts per nanosecond. This issue will need to be addressed to avoid becoming a limiting factor on circuit performance and, since this is a level-shifter issue, it is common to all GaN device applications that have a high-side floating device. Resolution requires minimizing floating high-side-to-ground capacitance as well as increasing dv/dt immunity within the level-shifter. High-side-to-ground capacitance can be minimized by avoiding PCB layout overlap between ground and the high side, selecting components with low inherent capacitance, and limiting the size of the high-side copper area.

![Figure 3.16](image-url)
3.8 Gate Driver Edge Rate

As GaN devices continue to improve, their relative capacitances and figures of merit will continue to decrease. This means that the required resistance for damping in the equation described earlier (Equation 3.1) will increase with decreasing die size (higher $R_{DS(on)}$) and also with improvements in GaN technology. It also means that the gate charge time will decrease with decreasing gate capacitance, and the resulting decrease in theoretical switching time. To achieve this, however, the actual gate driver rise time must become even faster. This requires the minimization of the gate drive loop inductance as well as the gate driver power loop, as shown in Figure 3.17. Implementation means that the gate driver packaging inductance must be minimized through the use of chip-scale packaging, or similar low inductance packaging, and the integration of some of the $V_{DD}$ bus capacitance, $C_{VDD}$, within the driver. Furthermore, the gate drive and the high-speed GaN device need to be closely connected, while the interconnection impedance is minimized. This interconnection would require complementing pinouts and packaging options for both the gate driver and GaN transistor.

3.9 Driving Cascode GaN Devices

Cascode devices have a number of unique driving requirements. One of the main characteristics of the cascode device is the fact that it is a hybrid design with two discrete devices, a depletion-mode GaN transistor in-series with a MOSFET, each made on dissimilar processes that require external connections.

Driving the cascode device through the MOSFET gate has a number of advantages and disadvantages compared to an enhancement-mode device.

Some advantages are as follows:

- The cascode device gate terminal is that of a MOSFET. It has the same MOSFET gate voltage ratings and can be driven, in concept, with traditional MOSFET drivers. It doesn’t necessarily need as much attention to avoid gate overshoot.
- Turning off the GaN transistor with a positive current is self-commutating, once the MOSFET turns off. In other words, the load current itself is responsible for generating the necessary depletion-mode gate voltage to turn the device off through charging up the MOSFET output capacitance. The higher the load current, the faster this switching occurs, thus resulting in a turn-off energy that is largely load current independent.
Some disadvantages are as follows:

- There are two loops where common inductance is important. Referring to Figure 3.18, there is the common-source inductance (L_{CSI}), similar to a single enhancement-mode device, and the common cascode inductance (L_{CCI}) in the loop between the MOSFET and the depletion-mode GaN transistor. Both of these loops will negatively impact switching speed.
- The use of two discrete devices means the interconnect parasitics are larger than for a single enhancement-mode device. As with most parasitics, this can be addressed through higher levels of package integration and complexity [13].
- The turn-on speed of the device is limited by the speed of the low-voltage silicon MOSFET and the CSI between the driver and MOSFET. One method to address both of these issues is to integrate the MOSFET and driver into a single module using a low-voltage LDMOS process [14].
- The size of the entire cascode device is at least twice that of the enhancement-mode GaN transistor.
- The addition of a lower-voltage series MOSFET device negatively impacts the resultant R_{\text{DS(on)}} of the cascode device. This impact decreases with increasing device voltage rating, as was shown in Figure 1.12. This makes the cascode structure less suitable for lower-voltage applications.

Another of the concerns with using a cascode structure is the static voltage sharing during the off-state, and the dynamic voltage sharing at turn-off and turn-on. For static sharing, the depletion-mode GaN transistor and MOSFET devices must have similar I_{DS} leakage currents. If they are not well matched, the drain-to-source voltage drop across the MOSFET will either keep increasing or decreasing. If it keeps increasing, the low-voltage MOSFET’s maximum voltage will be reached, at which point its I_{DS} will start increasing due to avalanche breakdown, until equilibrium is reached. The voltage across the depletion-mode GaN FET gate-to-source will then be equal to the MOSFET’s rated breakdown voltage. On the other hand, if the MOSFET leakage current is higher than the depletion-mode transistor, the MOSFET

![Figure 3.18 Schematic of cascode GaN device showing parasitic inductances and the different high-frequency loops between transistors](image-url)
drain-to-source voltage will collapse to near zero, at which point the GaN device starts to turn on, increasing its leakage current, and restoring drain leakage equilibrium.

Dynamically, the total output capacitance charge ratio between the MOSFET and the depletion-mode GaN transistor should be similar to the ratio of their rated drain voltages. What complicates matters is the non-linearity of these capacitances, coupled with the additional parasitic inductances between the devices. These factors can generate significant voltages during current rise and fall intervals. It may even be possible under certain circumstances to dynamically over-voltage the source-to-gate of the depletion-mode GaN transistor.

3.10 Summary

In this chapter the driver considerations for high-speed GaN transistors were addressed, including the following:

- Gate power loop inductance minimization: The gate driver should be designed to minimize the inductance between the V_{DD} supply capacitor and the actual gate driver power devices (sink and source devices). This will minimize gate driver rise time and maximize driver di/dt.
- Ground bounce immunity: The gate driver design should be made with the assumption that the driver ground and the controller ground can differ significantly, and the input logic pin must be immune to noise-induced changes in logic state.
- High dv/dt immunity for high-side drivers: Logic-isolators or level-shifters used to transfer the control logic signal to the floating high-side device need to be immune to high dv/dt rise and fall times without changing the logic state.
- Optimized driver packaging and pin-out: The gate drive and high-speed GaN device need to be closely connected with the interconnection impedance minimized. This requires pin-outs and packaging options that complement the GaN transistor.
- Separate control of the turn-on and turn-off: For a general purpose GaN driver, the speed of the driver needs to be matched to the size and speed of the device being driven. This flexibility requires a low-resistance gate driver with the option of additional external resistors. Furthermore, to adjust both the turn-on and turn-off separately, it is preferred to have separate pins for turn-off and turn-on.
- Regulation of gate drive supply voltage: For enhancement-mode transistors in particular, both low-side drivers, and especially high-side drivers, need to regulate the gate drive supply voltage to avoid an over-voltage condition on the transistor gate.

The next chapter will focus on layout techniques and ways to minimize the parasitic inductances that have increased importance due to the higher switching speed of GaN transistors.
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4

Layout Considerations for GaN Transistor Circuits

4.1 Introduction

The previous chapter discussed the driver requirements for GaN transistors, which are capable of much higher switching speeds than Si MOSFETs. The faster switching speeds also magnify the impact of parasitic inductances on performance. As GaN matures and becomes capable of even higher switching speeds, the minimization of parasitics will be even more critical to fully utilizing GaN transistors. In this chapter, the focus will be on layout techniques and ways to minimize these parasitics. In subsequent chapters, the impact of these parasitics will be quantified along with their relative importance for performance in various applications.

For a half-bridge configuration, which is used in about 90% of power converters, there are two main power loops to consider: (1) the high-frequency power loop formed by the two power switching devices along with the high-frequency bus capacitor, and (2) the gate drive loop formed by the gate driver, power device, and high-frequency gate drive capacitor. The common source inductance (CSI) is defined by the part of the loop inductance that is common to both gate loop and power loop. It is represented by the inductance shown in Figure 4.1 where the power and gate loops coincide.

4.2 Minimizing Parasitic Inductance

The minimization of all parasitic inductances is vital when considering the layout of high-speed power devices. It is not possible to reduce all components of inductance equally, and therefore they must be addressed in order of importance, starting with common source inductance, then power loop inductance, and, lastly, gate loop inductance. The importance of CSI was discussed in Chapter 3, but the actual layout implementation varies with the packaging of GaN transistors. Chapter 6 will further quantify the impact of CSI on circuit performance.

For high-voltage PQFN (Power Quad Flat No lead) MOSFET packages, the need for a separate gate-return source pin is well known [1], and is implemented in high-voltage GaN PQFN structures [2,3]. When these separate pins are available, the gate drive loop and the power loop are
separated within the package and must not be connected externally. As stated in the previous gate driver chapter, the reduction in common source inductance comes at the expense of external source inductance, pushed outside the gate loop. This external inductance can lead to increased ground bounce due to the improved speed of the device once CSI is removed [4].

Enhancement-mode transistors are available in a wafer level chip-scale package (WLCSP) with terminals in a land grid array (LGA). Some of these devices do not offer a separate gate-return source pin, but rather a number of very low inductance LGA solder bars, as shown in Figure 4.2. These parts can be treated in the same way as one provided with a dedicated gate-return pin or bar, by allocating the source pads closest to the gate to act as the “star” connection point for both gate loop and power loop. The layout of the gate and power loops are then separated by having the currents flow in opposite or orthogonal directions, as shown in Figure 4.2.

**Figure 4.1** Schematic of a half-bridge power stage showing power and gate drive loops with common source inductance defined by where the loops coincide

**Figure 4.2** GaN transistor in an LGA format showing the direction of device current flow that minimizes common-source inductance
Both of the remaining inductance loops can be minimized in a similar manner. While minimizing the inductance of the individual elements that make up the loop (i.e. capacitor ESL, device lead inductance, PCB interconnect inductance) is important, the designer must also focus on minimizing the total loop inductance. Because the inductance of the loop is determined by the magnetic energy that is stored within, it is possible to further minimize the overall loop inductance by using the coupling between adjacent conductors to induce magnetic field self-cancellation. For such a coupled structure, consider a theoretical parallel plate transmission line with end terminations as shown in Figure 4.3. The inductance from A to B in this loop is given by equation 4.1.

\[
L_{A-B} = \mu_R \cdot \mu_0 \cdot (h \cdot l)/w \quad (4.1)
\]

In this equation \(\mu_0\) is the permeability of free air, and \(\mu_R\) is the relative permeability of the PCB material. It shows that the inductance is proportional to the cross-sectional area of the loop \((h \times l)\) and is inversely proportional to the width of the conductors, \(w\). To form this loop, the current has to flow in opposite directions in the two adjacent layers, which causes magnetic field self-cancellation and reduces the inductance. The loop inductance will increase linearly with an increase in conductor spacing \((h)\). It is therefore recommended to make all high-frequency loops as short and wide as possible, with the return path directly adjacent and as close as possible.

It should be noted that Equation 4.1 does not include the vertical interconnection between the layers, or even require that there be one. This approach, therefore, can be implemented on any incremental loop inductance, provided that there are two equal and opposing currents in adjacent layers that form the area of the loop. It is especially useful for LGA devices, as shown in Figure 4.4.

By interleaving the drain and source terminals on one side of the device, a number of small loops with opposing currents are generated that will decrease the overall inductance through magnetic field self-cancellation. This is not only true for the PCB traces shown in Figure 4.4(a), but also for the vertical LGA solder bars and the interlayer connection vias shown in Figure 4.4(b). With multiple small magnetic field canceling loops formed, the total magnetic energy, and therefore inductance, is significantly reduced [5]. A further reduction in partial loop inductance is possible by bringing both drain and source currents out on both sides of the device from the centerline and duplicating the magnetic field cancellation effect. This works by reducing the current in each conductor, thus further reducing the energy stored, and the shorter current path yields a lower inductance as previously discussed.
4.3 Conventional Power Loop Designs

To see how this inductance minimization is realized in an actual layout, two conventional approaches to power loops are presented for comparison. These two approaches will be called “lateral” and “vertical” respectively. The lateral layout places the input capacitors and devices on the same side of the PCB, in close proximity to minimize the size of the high-frequency power loop. The high-frequency loop for this design is contained on the same side of the PCB and is considered a lateral power loop as a result of the power loop flowing laterally on a single PCB layer. An example of the lateral layout using an LGA transistor design is shown in Figure 4.5 with the high-frequency loop highlighted.

While minimizing the physical size of the loop is important for reducing parasitic inductance, the design of the inner layers is also critical. For the lateral power loop design, the first inner layer serves as a “shield layer.” This layer has a critical role in shielding the circuit from the fields generated by the high-frequency power loop. The power loop generates a magnetic field that induces a current in the shield layer that flows in the opposite direction from the power loop. The current in the shield layer generates a magnetic field to counteract the original power loop’s magnetic field. The end result is a cancellation of magnetic fields that translates into a reduction in parasitic power loop inductance.
Having a complete shield plane in close proximity to the power loop yields the lowest power loop inductance. For the lateral power loop design, the high-frequency loop inductance shows little dependence on board thickness because the power loop is completely contained on the top layer. The lateral design, however, is very dependent on the distance from the power loop to the shield layer contained on the first inner layer [6].

The second conventional layout, shown in Figure 4.6, places the input capacitors and transistors on opposite sides of the PCB, with the capacitors located directly underneath the devices to minimize the physical loop size. This layout is called a vertical power loop because

![Figure 4.5](image)

**Figure 4.5** Conventional lateral power loop for LGA GaN transistor-based converter: (a) top view (b) side view

![Figure 4.6](image)

**Figure 4.6** Conventional vertical power loop for LGA transistor-based converter: (a) top view (b) bottom view (c) side view
the loop is connected vertically through the PCB using vias. The LGA transistor design of Figure 4.6 has the vertical power loop highlighted.

For this design, there is no shield layer due to the vertical structure. The vertical power loop uses a magnetic field self-cancellation method (with currents flowing in opposite directions) to reduce inductance, as opposed to the use of a shield plane. For the PCB layout, the board thickness is generally much thinner than the horizontal length of the traces on the top and bottom side of the board. As the board thickness decreases, the area of the loop shrinks significantly when compared to the lateral power loop, and the current that is flowing in opposing directions on the top and bottom layers begins to provide magnetic field self-cancellation. For a vertical power loop to be most effective, the board thickness must be minimized.

### 4.4 Optimizing the Power Loop

An improved layout technique that provides the benefits of reduced loop size, magnetic field self-cancellation, consistent inductance independent of board thickness, a single-sided component PCB design, yielding high efficiency for a multilayer structure, is shown in Figure 4.7. The design utilizes the first inner layer, shown in Figure 4.7(b), as the power loop return path. This return path is located directly underneath the top layer’s power loop, shown in Figure 4.7(a), allowing for the smallest physical loop size combined with magnetic field self-cancellation. The side view (Figure 4.7(c)) illustrates the concept of creating a low profile magnetic field self-canceling loop in a multilayer PCB structure.

The characteristics of the conventional and optimal designs are compared in Table 4.1.
This improved layout places the input capacitors in close proximity to the top device, with the positive input voltage terminals located next to the drain connections of the top transistor. The GaN devices are located in the same arrangement as the lateral and vertical power loop cases. Located between the two transistors is a series of interleaved inductor node and ground vias arranged to match the LGA fingers. The interleaved inductor node and ground vias are duplicated on the bottom side of the synchronous rectifier.

These interleaved vias provide three advantages:

- The interleaving of the vias with current flowing in opposing direction reduces magnetic energy storage and helps generate magnetic field cancellation. This results in reduced eddy and proximity effects, reducing AC conduction losses.
- The vias located in between the two transistors provide a shorter high-frequency loop inductance path, leading to lower parasitic inductance.
- The vias located beneath the lower transistor reduces resistance and accompanying conduction losses during the transistor freewheeling period.

In Chapter 10, some comparative results for these different power loops in a hard-switching buck converter application will demonstrate the significant efficiency improvement that can be achieved through proper layout.

### 4.5 Paralleling GaN Transistors

The layout considerations presented above assume that a single GaN device will be used per switching element. For higher power applications, it may be necessary to place multiple transistors in parallel, and have them behave like a single device. Alternatively, multiple devices for a switching element may be required in more complex structures such as a half-bridge, where additional current paths need to be considered.

#### 4.5.1 Paralleling GaN Transistors for a Single Switch

Figure 4.8 shows an example with three parallel devices with their interconnections between them, indicated as series resistor and inductor elements. To achieve the best possible overall resistance matching, the drains and sources of each of the devices are connected in a diagonal symmetry such that any additional resistance mismatch in the drain paths are mirrored and compensated for in the source paths. This configuration is typically used in hot-swap and similar slow switching applications where DC and low frequency current sharing is critical. The reason that this implementation cannot be used for fast-switching converters becomes clear when considering where to place the gate driver return connection. Choosing a geometrically symmetrical point – for example “E” in Figure 4.8 – results in a significant
mismatch in CSI between the loops (dotted circles and solid circle respectively). At high speeds, CSI is the most important parasitic element, so any high-speed layout must solve the CSI symmetry issue.

The requirement for symmetry, in order to place GaN devices in parallel efficiently, is illustrated conceptually in Figure 4.9. Symmetry of the power loops, the CSI components, as well as the gate loop inductances is key to effectively paralleling GaN transistors. Even with improved symmetry, the CSI when using multiple devices will be higher than for a single device as the gate return connection point will be pushed further away.

Figure 4.8 Schematic diagram showing three parallel devices with interconnect parasitics. The three drain current paths (dashed lines) are designed for matched drain-to-source impedance. Positive common-source inductance circled in dotted oval and negative CSI circled in solid oval

Figure 4.9 Conceptual schematic diagram showing three parallel devices with interconnect parasitics designed for complete symmetry. Common-source inductance circled in dotted oval and drain current paths shown in dashed lines
A layout with complete symmetry can be challenging. When considering the priority of these different parasitic components, the need for symmetry in CSI is foremost. Second would be the power loop (or, for a single switching element, the common drain-to-source inductance outside the transformer). Last is the gate drive loop inductance, as the gate drive speed and power always will be lower than that of the switching device itself. Following the above requirements for complete symmetry and applying the magnetic field self-canceling approach through interleaved vias and opposing currents in neighboring PCB layers, it is possible to generate an adequate solution using LGA GaN transistors, as shown in Figure 4.10.

![Figure 4.10 Layout for four parallel LGA GaN devices](image-url)
One advantage that GaN transistors have over MOSFETs when placing them in parallel is a positive temperature coefficient in the transfer characteristic over the whole gate voltage range. This means that even during transition, the saturation or triode region of GaN transistors will share current to some extent due to the negative temperature feedback effect. Thus, if one device carries too much current it will heat up relative to the other devices, its on-resistance and plateau voltage will go up, and thus the current in the device is reduced.

Figure 4.10  Layout for four parallel LGA GaN devices (Continued)
automatically. In a MOSFET during parallel switching, the reduction of threshold voltage with increasing temperature can cause the current to increase, and thus an imbalance between devices can occur.

The key elements that have been integrated in a design with four GaN transistors connected in parallel to generate a single switching element can be summarized as follows:

- On the top layer, the devices are placed in a row, with four being the maximum number one would place in parallel before mirroring this design around another axis.
- All the devices have their drain and source terminals extending on both sides of the device to minimize drain and source inductance. These traces are then connected immediately down to all the subsequent PCB layers through a number of parallel and interleaved vias to further reduce inductance as much as possible.
- The gate of each of the devices is connected through separate pull-up and pull-down resistors, one per device. This allows for independent adjustment of the device switching speed as needed.
- On the second layer, the gate-return source connection is made directly to all the source vias and is not externally connected to any other part of the power circuit. This minimizes the CSI and isolates the gate drive from the power loop.
- On the third layer, both pull-up and pull down gate driver outputs are bused across to each of the devices, and then through the vias up to the gate resistors on the top layer. Thus, the gate-return path on layer two is sandwiched between the gate drive conductors on both adjacent layers.
- The power loop drain connection is also made on the third layer. The drain current flows up towards the devices before distributing laterally in both directions from the drain vias to the top layer.
- On the bottom layer, the power loop source connection is made. The source current flows down, away from the devices, after distributing laterally in both directions once through the source vias from the top layer. The third and bottom layers are adjacent, and the drain and source currents in these layers are of equal and opposite magnitude, allowing for magnetic field self-cancellation and minimizing loop inductance.

### 4.5.2 Paralleling GaN Transistors for Half-Bridge Applications

For paralleling devices in half-bridge applications, the above layout approach may work, but it does not provide an optimal solution due to some practical limitations. To form a half-bridge, consider another switching element with multiple parallel devices placed in mirror image below that of Figure 4.10. This will result in a layout with gate drivers on opposite edges of the power device layout. This configuration is not suitable for a single half-bridge gate driver, but could be implemented with a separate floating gate driver for each group of parallel devices, as long as a suitable symmetrical layout for bringing out the switch node can be achieved. Alternatively, the other switching element should be mirrored along the left or right side of the layout as shown in Figure 4.10. This would result in a single gate driver along the top edge of the layout, but the high-frequency power loop will run left to right (or right to left), resulting in a mismatch in common-source inductance similar to the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 4.8.

Although both above approaches are possible, a better alternative would be to place in parallel complete half-bridge power loops, rather than individual devices. A conceptual...
schematic for two such loops is shown in Figure 4.11. At first glance this may seem counterintuitive, as this solution will result in larger inductances between the DC supply terminals, but these additional inductances do not carry any high-frequency currents. Following the same order of layout requirements as before, a complete half-bridge layout with four parallel power loops is shown in Figure 4.12. An example comparing these paralleling approaches and verifying the performance advantage of the parallel loop approach is shown in Chapter 10.
Figure 4.12  Suggested layout for a half-bridge converter with four parallel devices per switch in a parallel power loop layout
As before, the different key elements that have been integrated in the four parallel power loop design for a half-bridge are summarized as follows, with reference to Figure 4.12:

- On the top layer, the optimum layout from Figure 4.7 is mirrored in both the x- and y-axes with the single gate driver placed in the center of the layout that drives all eight devices.
- The gate of each of the devices is connected through separate pull-up and pull-down resistors, one per device. This allows for independent adjustment of the device switching speed as needed.
- On the second layer, the gate-return source connections are made directly to just one set of the source vias, and are not connected to any other part of the power circuit (note the two separate ground planes). This minimizes the CSI, isolates the gate drive from the power loop, and keeps the gate loop inductances symmetrical.
- Also, on the second layer are the power loop ground returns that form the basis of the optimal layout. The arrows show the flow of the high-frequency power loop current from the source of the bottom device towards the ceramic high-frequency bus capacitor.
- On the third layer, both pull-up and pull-down gate driver outputs are bused upwards and downwards to each of the devices, and then through the vias up to the gate resistors on the top layer. The high-side gate-return path on layer two is sandwiched between the gate drive conductors on the adjacent layers.
- The switch-node connection is also made on the third layer. The low-frequency switch-node current flows down from the devices on either side before combining towards an inductance element (not shown).
- On the bottom layer, the low-side gate return connection is made in an adjacent layer to the low-side gate driver outputs on layer three, thus preserving the loop magnetic field canceling effects. The low-frequency, or DC-current positive bus connections are made on this layer as well.

The actual implementation in Figure 4.13 shows how compact the parallel loop layout can be.

**Figure 4.13**  Half-bridge converter with four parallel devices per switch in a parallel power loop layout
4.6 Summary

In this chapter, layout parasitics that are important when using GaN transistors were discussed; namely the common-source inductance, the high-frequency power loop inductance, and the gate loop inductance. A number of methods to minimize these important parasitics were reviewed, starting with the most basic single transistor, through a complete half-bridge configuration and, finally, looking at the placement of multiple devices in parallel to behave as a single device for both a single-switching element and a half-bridge application.

The next step is to understand the actual behavior of these devices in-circuit. This requires not simply measuring circuit elements accurately, but also good electrical and thermal modeling approximations of aspects that cannot be measured directly. These will be discussed in Chapter 5.
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5 Modeling and Measurement of GaN Transistors

5.1 Introduction
The previous chapter focused on the layout parasitics that are important when using GaN transistors, and showed methods of minimizing these parasitics for layouts with various levels of complexity. In this chapter, the focus will be on how best to understand and predict the actual in-circuit behavior of the GaN transistors once the layout has been completed. Although measurement and modeling are very different, they complement each other when attempting to better understand real-world behavior. The initial discussion will focus on the electrical and thermal modeling of GaN transistors, and conclude with discussion of the requirements and limitations when directly measuring in-circuit behavior.

5.2 Electrical Modeling
Accurate electrical modeling of in-circuit GaN transistor behavior can be challenging. Apart from the active device characteristics, there is an additional need to model the high-frequency parasitic elements, such as layout inductance and skin and proximity effects. Most of these parasitics are package-dependent and cannot be modeled readily within a generic GaN transistor model. Also, cascode structures require not just an accurate model of both the active elements, but also a high-frequency model including all parasitic interconnect elements between the two devices.

Although enhancement-mode devices are made to operate similarly to silicon MOSFETs, they cannot be readily modeled with traditional physics-based MOSFET models, such as BSIM3 [1], as the physics of the GaN transistor is significantly different. A widely available model [2] for enhancement-mode GaN transistors and the methodology used in its development will be discussed in the following section.

5.2.1 Basic Modeling
SPICE models use an equivalent circuit for a device, consisting of various building blocks such as current sources, resistors, capacitors, and inductors to emulate the actual in-circuit device
behavior. The cross section of the device structure in reference [2] and shown in Figure 1.16, will be the basis for the model discussed throughout this section.

The basic equivalent circuit for an enhancement mode GaN transistor is shown in Figure 5.1. The main components are: a voltage-controlled current source $I_D$, capacitors $C_{GD}$, $C_{GS}$, and $C_{DS}$, and the termination resistors, $R_S$, $R_D$, and $R_G$. The DC characteristics of the device depend on the voltage-controlled current source and the equivalent circuit resistances, while the AC characteristics also depend on the parasitic capacitors that vary with the bias conditions of the device. Thus, the equivalent circuit components are as follows:

1. Drain current ($I_D$) is a non-linear function of voltages at internal nodes $D$, $G$, and $S$.
   
   For $V_D > V_S$: $I_D > 0$ and for $V_D < V_S$: $I_D < 0$

2. Gate-source capacitance ($C_{GS}$) is a non-linear function of voltages at internal nodes $D$, $G$, and $S$.

3. Gate-drain capacitance ($C_{GD}$) is a non-linear function of voltages at internal nodes $D$, $G$, and $S$.

4. Output capacitance ($C_{OSS}$) is a non-linear function of voltages at internal nodes $D$ and $S$.

5. Drain termination resistance ($R_D$) is a constant resistance that depends on the device and package termination resistances.

6. Source termination resistance ($R_S$) is a constant resistance that depends on the device and package termination resistances.

7. Gate termination resistance ($R_G$) is a constant resistance that depends on the device and package termination resistances.

The DC current–voltage models for the GaN transistor can be similar to MOSFET models [1]. In the current model, the non-linear current response is the result of saturation current that is gate-to-source voltage-dependent, with a drain-to-source voltage-dependent shaping function. For the GaN transistor model, various parameters were obtained by fitting the output curves from a large number of devices. The temperature dependence of the

![Figure 5.1](image-url)  
*Figure 5.1 Equivalent circuit implemented by the GaN transistor model in [2]*
current–voltage characteristics were also included. Figure 5.2 shows an example of the device’s transfer and output characteristics.

Unlike the silicon power MOSFET, enhancement-mode GaN transistors do not have a conventional body diode. As discussed in Chapter 1, the channel under the gate can be enhanced in either the forward or reverse direction, which gives rise to an electrical characteristic similar to the MOSFET body diode. The SPICE model accounts for this by having two parallel current sources connected in opposing orientation. Figure 5.3 shows the forward versus reverse output curves of an EPC2001 part.

The three capacitances in the equivalent circuit shown in Figure 5.1 are comprised of several elements that depend on the underlying device geometry, and vary based on the physics of the device’s characteristics.

Figure 5.2 Transfer and output curves for EPC2001 device model

Figure 5.3 Forward and reverse current as function of drain-to-source voltage showing the symmetric nature of the device
device. These elements consist of both the constant metal-to-metal capacitance and the voltage-dependent capacitances associated with the 2DEG in the channel layer; and are shown in Figure 5.4. For modeling purposes, the substrate is shorted to the source and the various substrate capacitances are assigned to the source terminal. All these separate parasitic capacitances are modeled through two equivalent lumped-capacitance components for each of the three equivalent circuit capacitors: one constant capacitor and one non-linear voltage-dependent capacitor, thus yielding six equivalent capacitors overall. The non-linear equivalent capacitors are modeled using semi-empirical fits to measured values. Rather than using high-order polynomials, the models employ sum of sigmoid (or Fermi) functions. These functions provide a close fit to the data, and have better stability and convergence properties during simulation.

5.2.2 Limitations of Basic Modeling

The equivalent circuit models only account for the capacitive elements of the device’s frequency-dependent behavior. In many cases, silicon power MOSFET models also include packaging inductance to accurately represent the high-frequency terminal characteristics of the packaged device. These inductances can be significant with respect to the overall non-device layout inductances, and thus cannot be omitted. As a result, and in most cases, these equivalent MOSFET circuits will give representative modeling results, even when layout parasitics are omitted.

For the LGA enhancement-mode GaN transistor with virtually no packaging inductance, layout inductance is dominant, and the way in which the layout interacts with the resultant packaging inductance is shown in Figure 5.5. Since this cannot be taken into account on a device-model level, parasitic inductance needs to be added as an additional component for accurate system modeling.
A simulation model example with parasitic layout inductance included is shown in Figure 5.6. This model can be used to match the switch-node waveform of a GaN transistor-based buck converter to the experimental results of a simple power stage [3]. The simulation data can then be compared to the experimentally measured waveform shown in Figure 5.7. There is good correlation between the results, and in particular the ringing frequency, which is dependent on the parasitic inductances and non-linear device capacitance.

![Image of simulation model example with parasitic layout inductance](image)

**Figure 5.5** Impact of device termination on packaging and layout inductance through changes in PCB layout (a) dual-sided termination with flux cancellation (b) single-sided termination with no flux cancellation

![Image of LTSPICE schematic](image)

**Figure 5.6** LTSPICE schematic of a buck converter power stage with layout parasitics included
From this simulation, the in-circuit power loop inductance can be estimated to be about 400 pH. The voltage overshoot damping rate is dependent on the skin and proximity effect losses at the ringing frequency. To approximate this, a parallel damping resistance of $1 \Omega$ is placed across each of the parasitic inductance elements. The choice of this resistance value will depend on the frequency of oscillation, as SPICE is incapable of directly modeling this frequency-dependent resistance component.

5.2.3 Limitations of Circuit Modeling

The circuit modeling results will only be as good as the accuracy and complexity of the circuit model used. To best illustrate this point, simulations with varying levels of complexity were made, and the efficiency results for each simulation were calculated versus load current and compared against an actual experimental result as shown in Figure 5.8. The simulated converter efficiency was calculated by measuring the steady-state input and output power, and integrating these over a sufficiently large number of switching cycles.

Figure 5.7 Switch node voltage versus time obtained for a 28 V to 3.3 V buck at 15 A. (a) simulation data (b) measured data [3]
First, by building a simulation circuit without the required layout resistances and inductances (purely the equivalent schematic elements), the resultant efficiency is over 5% higher than experimental results. With these parasitic impedance components included, this error drops to about 2% higher at heavy load. Then, with both the inductor core and the gate drive losses added to the simulated input power, there is excellent correlation between simulated and experimental results.

5.3 Thermal Modeling

In general, the thermal modeling of GaN transistors is no different than that of MOSFET devices. For high-voltage parts, traditional through-hole and PQFN-type packages typically are used. These plastic over-molded packages are thermally insulated on the one side, with the main direction of heat removal down through the case of the device. For such devices, heat flow is mainly one-dimensional as described in Chapter 2. For package-less devices, such as the LGA GaN transistors, the devices are flipped upside down and the back surface – the “case” – of the device is mounted away from the PCB. This arrangement is thermally similar to other “flipped” devices, such as wafer-level chip-scale packages and DirectFET® MOSFETs [4], and has two distinct thermal heat dissipation paths, as shown in Figure 5.9 and described travelling:

1. down through the LGA pads, solder bars and into the PCB
2. up through the back of the die (case). If a heatsink is used, the heat passes through a thermal interface material and through the top-side heatsink. Without a heatsink, a small amount of heat can still flow through the top of the die, but only by means of radiation and convection.

The electrically equivalent thermal resistance model for each of these two mounting approaches with a single device is shown in Figure 5.10. For the electrically equivalent circuits, the heat flux generated within the part is modeled through an equivalent power-loss
current source. In both approaches, the two thermal paths are in parallel, effectively lowering the overall thermal resistance to ambient and improving the power-handling capability. Plastic over-molded packaged devices can also be modeled, using Figure 5.10(a), for large case-to-ambient temperature deltas where radiation and convection heat flow become significant.

5.3.1 Improving Thermal Performance

For traditional PQFN-packaged devices, the thermal resistance down through the PCB becomes the limiting factor, as this is the main heat flow path. This can be improved through
the addition of multiple thermal vias, allowing improved heat flow through the PCB [5]. On the opposite side, a heatsink typically is added to reduce PCB-to-ambient thermal resistance as shown in Figure 5.11.

For the LGA GaN transistor, thermal resistance improvements to both thermal heat paths can also be made, as shown in Figure 5.12. First, the PCB-to-ambient thermal resistance can be reduced through the addition of thermal vias (similar to the PQFN case), but with the thermal vias connecting to internal and external copper layers to spread the heat laterally. Second, the thermal interface material (TIM) resistance can be reduced:

1. by reducing the thickness of the device-to-heatsink interface: typically some form of spacer between heatsink and devices is required together with a TIM, as any mounting force applied to the heatsink cannot be transferred to the device for fear of cracking. This spacer determines the minimum distance between the heatsink and the GaN devices.

Figure 5.11 Thermal diagram of board-mounted PQFN device with thermal vias and opposite side heatsink to improve thermal performance

Figure 5.12 Thermal diagram of board-mounted LGA GaN transistors with dual-sided cooling showing top-side heatsink and thermal vias with heat spreading through PCB
2. by placing the thermal interface material on all sides of the devices and not just the top (case): this reduces thermal resistance, as the surface area of the device perimeter side walls is larger than the top surface, as shown in Figure 5.13.

Further improvements are possible by utilizing dual-sided heatsinking, forced-air cooling, and through the use of exotic PCB materials, such as direct bonded copper (DBC) [6], or insulated metal substrate (IMS). Regardless of the thermal solution used, it is possible to model the overall thermal system using an electrically equivalent circuit thermal model. Some values for the device thermal resistances ($R_{θJC}$, $R_{θJB}$) are given in the datasheet; some resistances are configuration-specific, such as the PCB-to-ambient thermal resistance $R_{θBA}$. Values for the thermal resistance of the heatsink and thermal interface material can be extracted from their datasheets, whereas the thermal resistance for convection and radiation are configuration- and size-dependent, as well as temperature- and orientation-dependent. Furthermore, considering multiple devices and heat sources within a configuration increases the overall complexity of the model.

5.3.2 Modeling of Multiple Die

Due to the complexity of multiple heat sources, it is necessary to determine the components of thermal resistance beforehand. One method for estimating thermal resistance requires initial temperature calibration of the heat-generating transistors. This is done by utilizing a known relationship between junction temperature and on-resistance. Placing a device in a controlled thermal chamber and monitoring the $R_{DS(on)}$ versus temperature yields such a relationship, as shown in Figure 5.14. With the exact relationship between temperature and on-resistance for each device known, the system can be heated such that the in-circuit on-resistance can be monitored.

Consider an example of two devices mounted on the same board without heatsink cooling as shown in Figure 5.15. With their on-resistance as a function of temperature known, these devices can be heated by passing a known current through both devices and measuring their in-circuit on-resistance. The board temperature, as close as possible to each device, also can be measured using a thermal infrared camera. The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 5.16. If there were no heat flowing through the top (case) of the devices, then the
estimated junction temperature, based on the measured PCB temperature and device thermal resistance, would match that of the measured junction temperature. Figure 5.16, however, shows that this is not the case, and that the amount of heat flowing through the top is increasing with temperature, as expected for a radiating device.

With the junction, board, and ambient temperatures known, as well as the device thermal resistances and power losses, an electrically equivalent circuit thermal model can be constructed by first calculating the amount of heat flux down into the PCB from each device. The resultant thermal model with estimated thermal resistance values is shown in Figure 5.17 (values were chosen to yield a symmetrical system). The total resistance split between the spreading resistances ($R_{\theta SP1}$ and $R_{\theta SP2}$) and the PCB-to-ambient resistance ($R_{\theta BA}$) is determined by the temperature difference between the measured PCB temperatures at the two devices. This example also shows that a significant fraction of the total losses are dissipated through the case, even though no heatsink was attached. From the results in Figure 5.17, the following determinations can be made:

**Figure 5.14** Normalized on-resistance vs. temperature for an LGA GaN transistor [7]

**Figure 5.15** Thermal diagram of two board-mounted LGA GaN transistors without heatsink
1. The thermal resistance of the top surface (case) of the LGA GaN transistor to the ambient air with no airflow ($R_{\theta BA1}$ and $R_{\theta BA2}$) is about 120°C/W, at around 70°C, but varies with case temperature.

2. The thermal spreading resistance between the two transistors mounted next to each other on the PCB ($R_{\theta SP1}$ and $R_{\theta SP2}$) is about 10°C/W.

3. The thermal resistance through the PCB-to-ambient ($R_{\theta BA}$) is about 60°C/W in still air.

4. The effective junction-to-ambient thermal resistances for each of the devices is between 69°C/W and 74°C/W, due to the thermal interaction of the two devices. With only one device dissipating heat, the effective thermal resistance decreases to about 50°C/W.

Figure 5.16  Measured device junction and PCB temperature vs. power dissipation for the two LGA GaN transistors [7] mounted on a PCB [8]

![Figure 5.16](image)

1. The thermal resistance of the top surface (case) of the LGA GaN transistor to the ambient air with no airflow ($R_{\theta BA1}$ and $R_{\theta BA2}$) is about 120°C/W, at around 70°C, but varies with case temperature.

2. The thermal spreading resistance between the two transistors mounted next to each other on the PCB ($R_{\theta SP1}$ and $R_{\theta SP2}$) is about 10°C/W.

3. The thermal resistance through the PCB-to-ambient ($R_{\theta BA}$) is about 60°C/W in still air.

4. The effective junction-to-ambient thermal resistances for each of the devices is between 69°C/W and 74°C/W, due to the thermal interaction of the two devices. With only one device dissipating heat, the effective thermal resistance decreases to about 50°C/W.

Figure 5.17  Electrically equivalent circuit thermal model of the LGA GaN transistor PCB with two devices, no heatsink, and only convection cooling: (a) parameters (b) resultant values

![Figure 5.17](image)
With the thermal resistance model complete, the system thermal performance can be estimated for varying operating conditions.

### 5.3.3 Modeling of Complex Systems

More complex systems with additional non-device-related losses can be addressed in a similar fashion as for two devices. For example, consider an envelope tracking buck converter with the thermal diagram shown in Figure 5.18. (This converter will be discussed in detail in Chapter 10.) To improve the thermal performance, a 15 mm square, 9.5 mm tall finned heatsink was added above the LGA GaN transistors. A forced airflow of 200 linear feet per minute (LFM) was used across both PCB and heatsink. In order to ensure adequate clearance between the heatsink and the 30 mil thick LGA device, the heatsink was attached to the board using Gap Pad\textsuperscript{\textregistered} GP 1500 (60 mils/1.5 mm thick) [9] as spacer over half the heatsink area, while the area covering the GaN transistors was filled using two layers of Sarcon 30x-m [10]. The two layers have a total thickness of 60 mils (1.5 mm) and are able to conform around the die when compressed. This allows the die to conduct heat from the sidewalls as well as from the top surface (case). The heatsink was offset to barely cover the devices such that the temperature of the PCB directly adjacent to the devices could be measured using an infrared camera. A complete discussion on the component loss breakdown is given in [11].

The electrically equivalent circuit thermal model for this example is shown in Figure 5.19(a), with the resultant thermal resistance values and temperatures for full-load operation shown in Figure 5.19(b). Thermal resistance values for the heatsink and devices were taken from their datasheets, while the TIM thermal resistance was estimated based on the die contact area and material thickness. For the PCB spreading resistance, the values from Figure 5.17 were used, since the board layout was almost identical. With the loss breakdown known, the PCB-to-ambient resistance was adjusted until good correlation with the measured PCB temperature was achieved. This resulted in a PCB-to-ambient thermal resistance (not including spreading resistance) of about 5°C/W for this forced-air cooling condition, and is significantly lower that for the still-air example.

![Thermal diagram of two board-mounted LGA GaN transistors with heatsink cooling on a PCB with additional non-device losses](image-url)

*Figure 5.18*  Thermal diagram of two board-mounted LGA GaN transistors with heatsink cooling on a PCB with additional non-device losses
5.4 Measuring GaN Transistor Performance

The increase in switching speed offered by GaN transistors with their accompanying faster di/dt and dv/dt, requires a proportional increase in the bandwidth of the measurement equipment used. First-generation GaN transistors were generating speeds close to the limit of the present oscilloscope and probe technology, making it likely that the GaN power transistor revolution will be accompanied by a corresponding step change in measurement technology. To determine the extent of these requirements, each different measurement will be evaluated in turn.

5.4.1 Voltage Measurement Requirements

To determine the requirements for voltage measurement of the high dv/dt switching waveforms, it is necessary to relate the fidelity requirements of switching waveforms with the bandwidth (BW) requirements of the oscilloscope and accompanying probes. The relationship between rise time and bandwidth is typically given by Equation 5.1, and is based on a number of assumptions [12].

\[
\text{t}_{\text{rise(10\%−90\%)}} \approx \frac{0.35}{\text{BW}_{-3\text{dB}}}
\]  

Equation 5.1

The resultant rise time from Equation 5.1 assumes that measuring an infinitely fast rising edge will yield the given measured rise time. This does not mean that a waveform with this actual rise time will be represented accurately on an oscilloscope. To yield an accurate representation of the waveform rise time, a rule of thumb is that a bandwidth between three and five times that of Equation 5.1 is required [12].

\[
\text{BW}_{-3\text{dB}} \approx \frac{k \cdot 0.35}{\text{t}_{\text{rise(10\%−90\%)}}}, \text{ k is between 3 and 5}
\]  

Equation 5.2

Figure 5.19 Electrically equivalent circuit thermal model of the LGA GaN transistor-based buck converter with heatsink and forced-air cooling: (a) parameters (b) resultant values at full load
Thus, for a waveform with a 1 ns rise time, Equation 5.2 would require an overall bandwidth of between 1.1 GHz to 1.8 GHz. However, the oscilloscope alone cannot measure the switching waveforms. A voltage probe, with its own associated bandwidth limitations, is also required. For such a cascade system, the effective rise time is given by the root-mean-square (RMS) of separate component rise times. This can be expressed in terms of component bandwidths as in Equation 5.3 [13]:

\[ BW_{-3dB} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{BW_{-3dB,\text{Scope}}} + \frac{1}{BW_{-3dB,\text{Probe}}}} \]  

(5.3)

The oscilloscope and probe each need to have a bandwidth in excess of the overall required bandwidth. Although oscilloscope bandwidths in excess of 2 GHz are readily available, voltage probe capabilities are limited, and they decrease with increasing voltage range. Table 5.1 shows voltage probes suitable for GaN transistor measurement and their related voltage and rise-time capability. Higher-bandwidth passive and active probes are available, but these are limited to a maximum voltage of about 15 V, which is too low for most GaN transistor applications.

At these high frequencies and voltages, having sufficient rise-time capability alone isn’t enough to make useful voltage measurements. It is also important to place the probe as close to the required measurement point as possible while generating an inductive loop that is as small as possible. A practical example to achieve this is shown in Figure 5.20. The probe loop needs to be minimized for two reasons:

1. The high impedance of the probe, coupled with the fast-changing currents (and associated magnetic fields), will induce noise in the probe, through electromagnetic induction. This can be mitigated by limiting the loop area and choosing the loop orientation to avoid flux coupling.
2. The probe impedance in series with the loop inductance forms an LC resonant tank that not only reduces bandwidth, but also generates oscillations not present in the actual measurement [14], as the probe gain becomes more than unity at resonance. The impact of a given loop inductance is more pronounced in a probe with higher capacitance. In short, if the waveform being measured has a fast enough rise time to contain within its Fourier spectrum the probe loop resonant frequency, then the probe itself will oscillate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attenuation</th>
<th>Input impedance</th>
<th>Bandwidth</th>
<th>Maximum voltage</th>
<th>Rise time (Equation 5.2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High-end passive probe</td>
<td>10:1</td>
<td>10 MΩ/∼10 pF</td>
<td>500 MHz</td>
<td>300 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LeCroy PP065</td>
<td>100:1</td>
<td>5 kΩ/2 pF</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>30 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TPP1000</td>
<td>10:1</td>
<td>10 MΩ/&lt;4 pF</td>
<td>1 GHz</td>
<td>300 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tektronix TPP0850</td>
<td>50:1</td>
<td>40 MΩ/1.8 pF</td>
<td>800 MHz</td>
<td>2500 V</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Assuming oscilloscope bandwidth high enough not to impact performance.
Figure 5.20 shows that the probe needs to be placed as close to the device under test as possible. To show the impact of probe position requires a simulation. Using the available SPICE models for the LGA GaN transistors, a buck converter simulation with layout parasitics was created as shown in Figure 5.21. The switch-node-to-ground voltage waveform (an estimation of a practical voltage measurement), with the actual voltage across the active device, is shown in Figure 5.22. It clearly shows that the “measured” voltage has much smaller ringing than is actually seen across the active device. In practice, the ringing may be higher or lower, depending on the parasitic inductance and the direction of the changing current. Secondly, there is a measured initial bump in the voltage rise time that is due to the induced voltage drop across the parasitic inductance within the measurement loop. From the active device’s drain current – also shown in Figure 5.22 – the bump coincides with the current rising in the device. Thus, although this added bump adds uncertainty to the voltage rise time and shape, it indirectly does add information about the current rise time.

5.4.2 Current Measurement Requirement

As with voltage measurement, the current measurement bandwidth is determined by the rise-time requirement. For a typical rise time of 2 ns (as shown in the simulation results in Figure 5.22), a practical current measurement bandwidth (using Equation 5.2) of more than 500 MHz is required. This is well beyond the capability for traditional current probes, such as Hall element [15] and Rogowski coils [16,17], which have bandwidths of 50 MHz or less. This leaves the option of using current-sense resistors or coaxial current shunts, some of which have
bandwidths up to 2 GHz [18]. Sufficient bandwidth, however, is only one of the criteria for accurate current measurement.

In most cases, the bandwidth of the sensing resistor or shunt is limited by the corner frequency made between the resistance and the parasitic series inductance. For a given series inductance, the bandwidth can be improved by increasing the value of the sense resistance, but this comes at the cost of increased voltage drop and power loss. This effect can be seen for a selection of coaxial shunts in Table 5.2. Thus, to measure a 20 A current pulse similar to the

Figure 5.21 LTSPICE simulation created to show impact of probe location on practical voltage measurement

time constants involved, the output voltage would drop, limiting the achievable accuracy.

Theoretical device voltage

Practical measurement across bottom device

Probe Voltage Across Measurement Nodes

Figure 5.22 SPICE simulation results showing impact of probe location on practical voltage measurement
one shown in Figure 5.22, the bandwidth requirement implies that the 10 mΩ shunt could not be used, and a minimum shunt voltage drop of 0.5 V would have to be induced. This may be excessive for a low-voltage application.

Furthermore, the main advantage of a coaxial current shunt compared with sense resistors is the reduction of parasitic inductance between the measurement nodes, increasing measurement bandwidth. Due to their size and shape, coaxial shunts add a larger amount of inductance to the overall circuit, and any significant increase in power loop inductance will adversely affect switching operation. One method is to place a large number of shunt resistors in parallel to reduce the overall inductance [19], but this still requires a significant reduction in switching speed to achieve meaningful current waveform measurements.

In summary, with present technology, it is practically impossible to measure the GaN transistor current in circuit without adversely affecting its dynamic performance.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter, the basic techniques for modeling and measuring GaN transistors in high-performance power conversion circuits were discussed. The next chapter will explore how the superior properties of GaN transistors yield significant performance improvements in hard-switching applications.
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### Table 5.2 Selection of high bandwidth coaxial shunts [18]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Resistance (mΩ)</th>
<th>Bandwidth (MHz)</th>
<th>Voltage drop at 20 A (V)</th>
<th>Rise time (ns)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SDN-414-01</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN-414-025</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN-414-05</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDN-414-10</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6

Hard-Switching Topologies

6.1 Introduction

In hard-switching converters, the transistors are turned on and off rapidly, while there is voltage across – and current through – the drain and source of the device. These switching transitions lead to significant power losses during the switching event. The main metrics of any converter performance are: (a) efficiency, where higher is better, (b) size, where smaller is better, and (c) cost, where lower is better. Efficiency can be increased through improvements in the switching (dynamic) and conduction (static) characteristics of the devices, thereby allowing higher switching frequencies to be used. This, in turn, leads to a size reduction, which also can lead to lower cost. In this chapter, hard-switching topologies will be reviewed and we will look at how the superior properties of GaN transistors yield significant performance improvements.

Table 6.1 provides definitions for terms used in hard-switching loss analysis discussions in this chapter.

6.2 Hard-Switching Loss Analysis

To drive the frequency higher in a hard-switching converter, power devices must have very low dynamic losses. The dominant component of these losses is the hard-switching “event” where, in a turn-on switching transition, current flows through the device before the voltage across that device commutates to zero as shown in Figure 6.1(a) [1,2]. The reverse sequence occurs when the device turns off, as shown in Figure 6.1(b).

The transitions of current and voltage within the device are not the only loss contributors as there are other directly and indirectly related components. These additional factors are: output capacitance losses (P_{OSS}), gate charge losses (P_{G}), reverse conduction losses (P_{SD}), and reverse recovery losses (P_{RR}).

The output capacitance losses (P_{OSS}) are associated with the output capacitance of the device. The charging or discharging of this capacitor requires energy of which half is dissipated in the resistance in the current path of the capacitor in normal, positive current operation of the converter.

Gate charge losses (P_{G}) are similar to the output capacitance losses in that the energy required to charge the gate-to-source capacitance is dissipated in the resistance of the current path of the capacitance.
In most converters, an anti-parallel diode is present across the drain-to-source terminals of the device. In some cases, it is inherent to the device structure, such as in MOSFETs. In cascode GaN transistors, there is a body diode in the Si MOSFET. In the case of enhancement-mode GaN transistors, as explained in Chapter 1, there is a mechanism to conduct reverse current when the device is off, allowing operation similar to a diode. Since diode conduction is a function of the switching transient, they are included in the hard-switching loss calculation. These losses are defined as reverse conduction losses ($P_{SD}$).

### Table 6.1 Definitions used in hard-switching loss analysis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{th}$</td>
<td>Gate threshold voltage (at $Q_{GS1}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{DR}$</td>
<td>Gate driver on-state output voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{pl}$</td>
<td>Gate plateau voltage (at $Q_{GD}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{pl(op)}$</td>
<td>Plateau voltage at the operating condition current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{CR}$</td>
<td>Rise time for current in the transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{CF}$</td>
<td>Fall time for current in the transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{VR}$</td>
<td>Rise time for voltage across the transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{VF}$</td>
<td>Fall time for voltage across the transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{SD}$</td>
<td>Reverse diode conduction time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{ZVS}$</td>
<td>Zero voltage switching transition time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{eff}$</td>
<td>Effective dead-time between transistor switching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{on}$</td>
<td>Power losses due to the turn-on switching transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{off}$</td>
<td>Power losses due to the turn-off switching transition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{COSS}$</td>
<td>Power losses due to output charge $Q_{OSS}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{G}$</td>
<td>Power losses due to gate charge $Q_{G}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{SD}$</td>
<td>Power losses due to the forward drop of the body diode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{RR}$</td>
<td>Power losses due to the reverse recovery charge of the body diode (MOSFET and Cascode transistors only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{SW}$</td>
<td>Total power losses during switching transitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{Dynamic}$</td>
<td>Power loss due to dynamic loss components in the transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{Conduction}$</td>
<td>Power loss due to static conduction loss in the transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$f_{SW}$</td>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{GS1}$</td>
<td>Charge required to increase gate voltage from zero to the stated threshold voltage of the device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{GS2}$</td>
<td>Charge required to increase gate voltage from the stated threshold voltage of the device to the plateau voltage (current conduction interval)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{GS}$</td>
<td>Charge required to increase gate voltage to the plateau voltage (complete current transition) $Q_{GS} = Q_{GS1} + Q_{GS2}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{GD}$</td>
<td>Charge required into the gate to change the drain voltage down from the blocking state to near zero, at which point the device enters the linear region. (constant current region)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{G}$</td>
<td>Total gate charge required to drive a device from zero to rated gate voltage (fully enhanced)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{GS(op)}$</td>
<td>Charge required to increase gate voltage to the operating plateau voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q_{G(op)}$</td>
<td>Total gate charge required to drive a device from zero to rated gate voltage based on the operating conditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_{m}$</td>
<td>Transconductance of the transistor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In most converters, an anti-parallel diode is present across the drain-to-source terminals of the device. In some cases, it is inherent to the device structure, such as in MOSFETs. In cascode GaN transistors, there is a body diode in the Si MOSFET. In the case of enhancement-mode GaN transistors, as explained in Chapter 1, there is a mechanism to conduct reverse current when the device is off, allowing operation similar to a diode. Since diode conduction is a function of the switching transient, they are included in the hard-switching loss calculation. These losses are defined as reverse conduction losses ($P_{SD}$).
Reverse recovery losses ($P_{RR}$) are based on the amount of charge required to turn off the body diode, and are only present in MOSFET and cascode GaN transistors, because enhancement-mode GaN transistors have no reverse recovered charge.

Next, the details of each of the loss mechanisms will be presented, plus the means to determine each of the losses.

### 6.2.1 Switching Losses

The switching power loss can be determined graphically from Figure 6.1, by summing the voltage transition power losses ($P_{Vt}$) and the current transition power losses ($P_{Ct}$) using the following equation:

$$P_{sw} = P_{Vt} + P_{Ct} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot V_{BUS} \cdot I_L \cdot (t_{xR} + t_{xF}) \cdot f_{sw} \quad (6.1)$$

Where $t_{xR}$ and $t_{xF}$ are the switching commutation times as seen in Figure 6.1, $V_{BUS}$ is the voltage across the device during the off-state, and $I_{DS}$ is the on-state drain-to-source current, and where one parameter (either voltage or current) is always in transition while the other is fixed. This leads to the factor of 1/2 in Equation 6.1. The switching times ($t_{xR}$ and $t_{xF}$) are not given in the circuit and need to be determined from the gate charge ($Q_G$) characteristics of device based on the circuit operating conditions.

GaN transistors are driven in a similar manner to MOSFETs. The gate electrodes have very high input impedance, and control of the device is accomplished by supplying or removing a certain amount of charge to/from the gate electrode. Transistor switching can be segmented into four regions, as shown in Figure 6.2: (1) the charge required to transition the drain-to-source voltage ($Q_{GD}$), (2) the charge required to bring the gate electrode up to device threshold ($Q_{GS1}$), (3) the charge required to transition the current from zero to the load current ($Q_{GS2}$), and (4) the incremental additional charge to overdrive the gate ($Q_G - (Q_{GS1} + Q_{GS2} + Q_{GD})$).
6.2.1.1 Miller Charge (QGD): The Voltage Transition Period

The voltage commutation period of a traditional hard-switching commutation is based on the Miller charge. The Miller charge is characterized by the plateau voltage on the gate waveform and can be used to determine the switching losses during the voltage transition period. At turn-on, the period begins after the current has fully transitioned, and is complete when the drain-to-source voltage has reaches zero. The reverse process occurs for turn-off. The larger the voltage swing, the longer it will take for the transition, and the higher the losses. Figure 6.2 is a graph of the measured gate voltage as a function of gate charge, highlighting the impact of various drain-to-source voltages.

In general, the time (t) it takes to charge a capacitor to a specific charge (Q) is given by:

\[ t = \frac{Q}{I} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.2)

Where I is the current used to charge the capacitor.

QGD for any given drain-to-source voltage can be calculated using Equation 6.3 [2] if the function of \( C_{RSS}(v_{DS}) \) is known.

\[ Q_{GD} = \int_{0}^{V_{BUS}} C_{RSS}(v_{DS}) \cdot dv_{DS} \]  \hspace{1cm} (6.3)

Alternatively, the \( C_{RSS}(v_{DS}) \) function can be captured from the graph provided in device datasheets. It can be seen from Figure 6.3 that all the devices capacitances have a non-linear relationship with drain-to-source voltage.
Substituting Equation 6.2 into Equation 6.1 for the voltage transition only, and using a linear approximation for the gate voltage and current transitions, the power losses during the voltage transition can then be approximated with Equation 6.4.

\[ P_{Vt} \approx \frac{V_{BUS} \cdot I_L}{2} \cdot t_{Vx} \cdot f_{sw} \]

As can be seen in Equation 6.4, the gate current appears in the power loss equation. The current into the gate thus affects the transition time, and increasing the gate current will reduce this time. However, gate driver impedance and gate circuit inductance may limit this gate current and therefore the transition period.

The gate current \( I_{Gvon} \) during the turn-on voltage transition period \( t_{VF} \) can be estimated as:

\[ I_{Gvon} = \frac{V_{DR} - V_{PL}}{R_{Gon}} \]  

(6.5a)

Where \( V_{DR} \) is the gate driver on-state output voltage.

The gate current \( I_{Gvoff} \) during the turn-off voltage transition period \( t_{VR} \) can be estimated as:

\[ I_{Gvoff} = \frac{V_{PL}}{R_{Goff}} \]  

(6.5b)

The gate currents \( I_{Gvon} \) and \( I_{Gvoff} \) can be equated to \( I_G \) in Equation 6.4 to determine the voltage transition power loss.
6.2.1.2 Gate Charge (Q_{GS2}): The Current Transition Period

The charge that determines the current transition time is Q_{GS2}. It can be used to calculate the switching losses during this period. For turn-on, the period begins after the gate voltage reaches the threshold voltage and current begins to flow. It is complete when the drain-to-source voltage begins to transition. For turn-off, the sequence occurs in reverse. The larger the current swing, the longer it will take for the transition, and power losses will increase. Figure 6.4 shows a graph of the measured gate voltage as a function of gate charge for various current levels. The higher the drain current, the longer the period lasts.

The relationship between the gate voltage and drain current is highly non-linear and therefore requires a graphical technique to estimate Q_{GS2}.

The typical datasheet provides information for only one switching condition, but it can be used to determine the Q_{GS2} needed for the loss calculations. The plateau voltage in Figure 6.4 needs to be noted, as well as Q_{GS} for the same conditions. In this example, I_{DS} is 33 A and the plateau voltage is about 2.3 V. The threshold voltage for these devices is about 1.4 V, giving an estimated value of Q_{GS1} of 2 nC, and Q_{GS2} of about 1 nC at this drain current. In Figure 6.5 we have highlighted this same operating condition. If we do this same calculation at 100 A, the plateau voltage changes to 2.8 V, and Q_{GS1} is unchanged, but Q_{GS2} increases to 2 nC.

In general, Q_{GS1} can be calculated using Equation 6.6:

$$Q_{GS1} = \left( \frac{Q_{GS}}{V_{pl}} \right) \cdot V_{th} \quad (6.6)$$

Since Q_{GS} and V_{pl} both vary proportionally with current and drain-source voltage, their ratio is virtually constant. Therefore, Q_{GS1} is a fixed value regardless of operating conditions.

The Q_{GS(op)}, which is the Q_{GS} at the operating value of I_{DS}, can also be calculated for the operating conditions by reading off the plateau voltage V_{pl(op)} from the transfer characteristic.

![Figure 6.4](image-url) Impact of drain current on the gate plateau voltage for EPC2015 [3]
graph, as shown in Figure 6.5, and using Equation 6.7:

\[ Q_{\text{GS(op)}} = \left( \frac{Q_{\text{GS}}}{V_{\text{pl}}} \right) \cdot V_{\text{pl(op)}} \]  
(6.7)

With \( Q_{\text{GS(op)}} \) and \( Q_{\text{GS1}} \) determined, \( Q_{\text{SG2}} \) can be calculated using Equation 6.8:

\[ Q_{\text{GS2}} = Q_{\text{GS(op)}} - Q_{\text{GS1}} \]  
(6.8)

Substituting Equation 6.2 into Equation 6.1 for the current transition only, the losses can be approximated using Equation 6.9.

\[ P_{\text{cl}} \approx \frac{V_{\text{BUS}} \cdot I_{\text{DS}}}{2} \cdot t_{\text{C}} \cdot f_{\text{sw}} \]
\[ = \frac{V_{\text{BUS}} \cdot I_{\text{DS}}}{2} \cdot \frac{Q_{\text{GS2}}}{I_{\text{G}}} \cdot f_{\text{sw}} \]  
(6.9)

The gate current again appears in the power loss equation. Thus, the current into the gate affects the transition time, and increasing the gate current will reduce this time.

The gate current during the current turn-on and turn-off transition periods can be estimated as:

\[ I_{\text{Gcon}} = \frac{V_{\text{DR}} - \left( \frac{V_{\text{pl}} + V_{\text{th}}}{2} \right)}{R_{\text{Gon}}} \]  
(6.10a)

\[ I_{\text{Goff}} = \frac{\left( \frac{V_{\text{pl}} + V_{\text{th}}}{2} \right)}{R_{\text{Goff}}} \]  
(6.10b)
The gate currents $I_{G\text{con}}$ and $I_{G\text{off}}$ can be equated to $I_G$ in Equation 6.9 to determine the current transition power loss.

Using Equations 6.4, 6.5a, 6.9, and 6.10a, the total device turn-on loss then can be determined using Equation 6.11:

$$P_{\text{on}} = P_{Vt} + P_{Ct}$$

$$= \frac{V_{BUS} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot f_{sw} \cdot R_{Gon}}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{Q_{GD}}{V_{DR} - V_{pl}} + \frac{Q_{GS2}}{V_{DR} - \left(\frac{V_{pl} + V_{dl}}{2}\right)} \right]$$

(6.11)

Similarly using Equations 6.4, 6.5b, 6.9, and 6.10b, the total turn-off power loss ($P_{\text{off}}$) can be determined using Equation 6.12:

$$P_{\text{off}} = P_{Vt} + P_{Ct}$$

$$= \frac{V_{BUS} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot f_{sw} \cdot R_{Goff}}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{Q_{GD}}{V_{pl}} + \frac{Q_{GS2}}{\left(\frac{V_{pl} + V_{dl}}{2}\right)} \right]$$

(6.12)

The total switching losses can now be summarized as the sum of $P_{\text{on}}$ and $P_{\text{off}}$:

$$P_{sw} = P_{\text{on}} + P_{\text{off}}$$

(6.13)

### 6.2.2 Output Capacitance ($C_{OSS}$) Losses

The power loss due to the output capacitance can be calculated for the specific working voltage using the Equation 6.14:

$$P_{OSS} = f_{sw} \cdot E_{OSS}$$

$$= f_{sw} \cdot \int_{0}^{V_{BUS}} v_{DS} \cdot C_{OSS}(v_{DS}) \cdot dv_{DS}$$

(6.14)

The $C_{OSS}(v_{DS})$ function can be captured from the graph typically provided in the datasheet for the part being analyzed. The topology and operating conditions will determine whether $P_{OSS}$ losses are present. As an example, self-commutation transitions have zero $P_{OSS}$ losses, but only if the load current is sufficient to completely charge $C_{OSS}$ to $V_{BUS}$ or discharge to zero, and if the time to complete the self-commutation transition is much longer than the current transition time of the device itself.

### 6.2.3 Gate Charge ($Q_{G}$) Losses

The power loss associated with the gate charge is calculated as follows:

$$P_{G} = Q_{G} \cdot V_{DR} \cdot f_{sw}$$

(6.15)
The gate power losses become an important consideration at higher frequencies and at lower output power levels. It is important to note that all the gate energy is supplied during the charging phase, half of which is consumed, and during the discharge phase the remaining half of the energy is then consumed.

### 6.2.4 Reverse Conduction Losses \((P_{SD})\)

Reverse or diode conduction occurs when the current in the device turning on goes through the body diode before the switch conducts the current, and is as a result of dead-time between when one device turns off and when the next device turns on. Reverse conduction follows a self-commutation transition and will only occur if the timing between the transitions is longer than needed to establish zero-voltage switching (ZVS) as shown in Figure 6.6.

The power loss due to the reverse conduction voltage through the body diode is given by the following equation:

\[
P_{SD} = V_{SD} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot t_{SD} \cdot f_{sw} \tag{6.16}
\]

The reverse conduction time \(t_{SD}\) needs to be determined from the operating conditions as it is dependent on load current, supply voltage and device parameters. To do this, a definition of effective dead-time is needed.

The time from when the gate voltage of the device reaches the turn-off plateau voltage to when the other device’s load current commutates from the diode will be defined as the effective

![Figure 6.6](image-url)  
**Figure 6.6** Switch-node voltage commutation with the same load current for various dead-times: (a) partial ZVS, (b) ZVS, and (c) ZVS plus diode conduction
dead-time (shown in Figure 6.7). Although they are related, this definition differs from the dead-time generated by the gate drive command signals. Also shown in Figure 6.7 is the definition of reverse conduction time ($t_{SD}$), which starts when the diode starts to conduct, and ends when the device itself turns on and conducts the current through the transistor channel.

The effective dead-time for the ZVS interval needs to be determined next, and then the diode conduction losses can be calculated. To establish ZVS, the external current must have sufficient energy to fully commutate the voltage, and the timing of the second device gate turn-on threshold occurs at the instant the voltage reaches zero across device Q2 (see the solid line labeled $V_{GS,Q2}$ in Figure 6.7). The output charge is used to determine the ZVS transition time, together with the turn-off current ($I_{\text{turn-off}}$) of device Q1. The output charge can be calculated using Equation 6.17:

$$Q_{OSS} = \int_0^{V_{\text{BUS}}} C_{OSS}(v_{DS}) \cdot dv_{DS}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.17)

The output capacitances of transistors Q1 and Q2 need to be considered together to correctly determine the ZVS transition time by using Equation 6.18:

$$t_{ZVS} = \frac{Q_{OSS,Q1} + Q_{OSS,Q2}}{I_{\text{Turn-off}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.18)

where $I_{\text{turn-off}}$ is the current in the conducting device at the time of turn-off. The reverse conduction time can then be determined by subtracting the ZVS time from the effective dead-time, chosen for the operation of the converter.

$$t_{SD} = t_{\text{eff}} - t_{ZVS}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.19)

A zero result for Equation 6.19 indicates that a ZVS transition has occurred.

**Figure 6.7** Effective dead-time definition for turn-on
A positive time result for Equation 6.19 indicates that diode conduction and the associated losses can be determined using Equation 6.16.

A negative reverse conduction time means that the converter is operating in partial ZVS mode. In this case, a hard-switching event is established with associated losses, but occurs at lower voltage than the bus voltage. There is no reverse recovery loss, regardless of whether the device is a MOSFET or a GaN transistor, as no diode is conducting. The switch-node voltage when $Q2$ turns on ($V_{PZVS}$) can be determined by calculating the amount of charge transferred at the effective time relative to the total charge in the circuit using Equation 6.20:

$$
V_{PZVS} = \frac{I_{Turn-off} \cdot t_{eff} \cdot V_{BUS}}{Q_{OSS\_Q1} + Q_{OSS\_Q2}}
$$

(6.20)

In the case of partial ZVS, during the self-commutation time, the loss analysis must be treated the same as the ZVS case but at a reduced time.

### 6.2.5 Reverse Recovery ($Q_{RR}$) Losses

The body diode reverse recovery losses occur when the body diode transitions from the on-state to the off-state. Enhancement-mode GaN transistors, unlike standard power MOSFETs or cascode GaN devices, have no minority carriers to be stored in a junction, and therefore have no reverse recovery charge. As discussed in Chapter 2, cascode GaN transistors have a small amount of reverse recovery due to the small series-connected silicon power MOSFET.

The diode reverse recovery power loss can be calculated from the recovery charge and the bus voltage using Equation 6.21:

$$
P_{RR} = E_{RR} \cdot f_{sw}
= Q_{RR} \cdot V_{BUS} \cdot f_{sw}
$$

(6.21)

The reverse recovery charge is provided in device datasheets at typical operating conditions, but it may prove inaccurate when operating conditions for the converter have large deviations from those given in the datasheet. Unfortunately there is no simple means to correctly calculate the $Q_{RR}$.

### 6.2.6 Total Hard-Switching Losses

The total dynamic power loss is the sum of the individual components:

$$
P_{DYN} = (P_{sw} + P_{OSS} + P_{G} + P_{SD} + P_{RR})
$$

(6.22)

Owing to the GaN transistor’s lower $Q_{SG2}$ and $Q_{GD}$, $P_{sw}$ is much lower than a comparable power MOSFET. The output capacitance for all types of GaN transistors is smaller than MOSFETs of comparable $R_{DS(on)}$, making $P_{OSS}$ relatively low. Both gate drive voltages and gate charge are also lower, making $P_{G}$ lower. Finally, due to the reverse current conduction mechanism, enhancement-mode GaN transistors have a higher $V_{SD}$ when compared with the body diode forward voltage of a MOSFET, whereas cascode-connected GaN transistors have comparable forward drop. This characteristic of an enhancement-mode GaN transistor has the potential to increase the power loss $P_{SD}$ and is influenced by the total reverse conduction time, a
condition that can be controlled by the time that the rectifier switch is acting like a diode [4].
Enhancement-mode GaN transistors have zero reverse recovery, making the final term in Equation 6.22 zero (or small in the case of a cascode device).

Overall, the dynamic power losses of GaN transistors are significantly lower than power MOSFETs and enable power converters using hard-switching topologies to be more efficient and smaller. Now let’s look at a simple figure of merit that can be used to estimate circuit performance and compare expected results between technologies and products within the same technology [5–8].

6.2.7 Hard-Switching Figure of Merit

Before a hard-switching figure of merit (FOM$_{HS}$) can be defined, we need to work through all the components that contribute to switching losses and determine which of those factors can quickly be extracted from a datasheet and are relevant enough to be compared. From Equation 6.22, it can be seen that there are five factors that need to be analyzed for inclusion in the FOM$_{HS}$.

The output capacitance losses are less dominant than switching losses in lower-voltage, hard-switching converters, and these can be omitted from the FOM$_{HS}$ comparison. Gate-related losses can also be omitted as they are very small compared to other losses. Reverse conduction losses depend on operating conditions and can be mitigated by control techniques to correctly adjust for effective dead-time. Hence, reverse conduction losses will also be omitted from the FOM$_{HS}$. Lastly, the reverse recovery losses, although highly relevant for the comparison between different technologies, results in a complex and time-consuming process to correctly analyze. Enhancement-mode and cascode GaN transistors both have relatively low losses and so $P_{RR}$ will also be omitted from FOM$_{HS}$.

The FOM$_{HS}$ must be proportional to the power loss contribution from both the conduction and switching loss components, and is summarized in Equation 6.23 [9].

$$FOM_{HS} = (Q_{GD} + Q_{GS2}) \cdot R_{DS(on)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.23)

For a given technology, a lower value of FOM$_{HS}$ indicates lower power loss proportional to:

$$P_{Total} \propto \sqrt{FOM_{HS}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.24)

where the total device power loss is the sum of the conduction losses and the dynamic losses and is given by Equation 6.25 and 6.26:

$$P_{Total} = P_{Conduction} + P_{DYN}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.25)

and:

$$P_{Conduction} = I_{DS RMS}^2 \cdot R_{DS(on)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (6.26)

The FOM$_{HS}$ can be plotted on a graph with $R_{DS(on)}$ on the x-axis and the charge-related terms ($Q_{GS2} + Q_{GD}$) on the y-axis as shown in Figure 6.8.

From Figure 6.8 it can be seen that 200 V GaN transistors have a similar FOM$_{HS}$ to 40 V Si MOSFETs, and 600 V GaN transistors have a similar FOM$_{HS}$ to 100 V MOSFETs.
6.3 External Factors Impacting Hard-Switching Losses

In the previous section, a detailed analysis of the derivation of hard-switching losses was presented. In practical applications, this picture is somewhat incomplete as there are additional factors that can further impact hard-switching losses, such as common-source inductance (CSI) ($L_S$) and loop inductance ($L_{\text{Loop}}$). These factors appear in practical circuits with physical limitations brought on by device size, device parasitics, and circuit layout parasitics. Their impact on hard-switching losses will be presented in this section.

### 6.3.1 Impact of Common-Source Inductance

The two main inductances, CSI and high-frequency loop inductance, are shown in Figure 6.9 for a half-bridge configuration.

![Figure 6.9 Power loop ($L_{\text{Loop}}$) and source inductance ($L_{S1}$ and $L_{S2}$) in a half bridge configuration](image)

**Figure 6.8** Comparison of hard-switching FOM\(_{\text{HS}}\) between GaN transistors and silicon MOSFETs at various voltages: (a) 40 V and 200 V, (b) 100 V and 600 V
The impact of common source inductance on gate drive performance has been discussed in Chapter 3. In this section, its impact will be quantified for the hard-switching current transition.

During a current transition event, the voltage generated across the common source inductance will oppose the gate voltage, thereby reducing the gate current used to charge the gate capacitance. This effectively lengthens the current transition period as shown in Figure 6.10.

An analysis of the gate circuit shown in Figure 6.11 can be used to determine the amount of time by which the current transition is lengthened. Because a full analysis reveals terms with exponential and sinusoidal components, some simplifying assumptions need to be made.

The first simplifying assumption is that the voltage induced across the CSI can be regarded as a voltage source in phase with the gate voltage, and thus will only impact the magnitude of the voltage in the gate circuit. The second assumption ignores the impact of the gate circuit inductance. In Chapter 4, it was shown that this inductance contributes negligibly to circuit

**Figure 6.10** Effect of common-source inductance on the gate voltage

**Figure 6.11** Gate circuit loop including common-source inductance
switching performance. The third assumption is that the external drain current is constant during the transition.

Neglecting the gate driver voltage drop, as it can be included as part of the gate resistance, the Kirchhoff voltage loop in the gate circuit is given by:

\[ V_{DD} = V_{RG} + V_{GS} + V_{LS} \]  
(6.27)

The gate and drain currents can then be added to yield:

\[ V_{DD} = I_G \cdot R_G + V_{GS} + \frac{L_S \cdot I_DS}{t_{CR\_CSI}} \]  
(6.28)

Where the gate circuit current is given by:

\[ I_G = \frac{Q_{GS2}}{t_{CR\_CSI}} = \frac{C_{GS} \cdot I_DS}{t_{CR\_CSI} \cdot g_m} \]  
(6.29)

Where \( t_{CR\_CSI} \) is the current rise interval time, shown on Figure 6.10.

Combining Equations 6.28 and 6.29, \( t_{CR\_CSI} \) can be determined:

\[ t_{CR\_CSI} = \frac{I_DS}{V_{DD} - V_{GS}} \cdot \frac{C_{GS}}{g_m} \left( \frac{L_S \cdot g_m}{C_{GS}} + R_G \right) \]  
(6.30)

From Equation 6.30, the equivalent common-source inductance resistance (\( R_{CSI} \)) can be extracted as:

\[ R_{CSI} = \frac{L_S \cdot g_m}{C_{GS}} \]  
(6.31)

It can be deduced from the resistance in Equation 6.31 that the impact of CSI on the gate circuit resistance is large, given that the device input capacitance is already small. The value of \( L_S \), therefore, will need to become very small to minimize the impact of CSI. For example, 100 pH of CSI in a MOSFET circuit with \( C_{GS} \) of 2900 pF, and \( g_m = 60 S \) results in 2 \( \Omega \) equivalent resistance. The same 100 pH CSI in an equivalent GaN transistor circuit with \( C_{GS} \) of only 850 pF, and \( g_m = 60 S \), results in a 7 \( \Omega \) equivalent resistance.

Equation 6.31 can be used to estimate the current transition time, including the influence of the CSI. It can simply be added to the \( R_G \) term in Equations 6.11 and 6.12 for the \( Q_{GS2} \) component only.

As an example, a 1 MHz converter was evaluated with a fixed loop inductance and the CSI was varied, with the results shown in Figure 6.12. It is notable how quickly the losses increase as a function of CSI.

### 6.3.2 Impact of High Frequency Power-Loop Inductance on Device Losses

Another factor that impacts hard-switching losses is the high-frequency power loop inductance that impacts the commutation of voltage and current between the switching devices. This is
inductance encompassed by the bus supply as well as the devices connected to this bus as shown in Figure 6.9. Component parasitic inductance and physical layout inductance elements all contribute to the total loop inductance.

The power loop inductance has two main negative effects on the switch during turn-off: it slows the transition and it increases the voltage across the drain and source. During device turn-on, the loop inductance reduces the device drain-to-source voltage, which decreases losses. However, the sum of the two negative effects and the positive effect has a net negative result, which means that the loop inductance will increase losses in the circuit as can be seen in Figure 6.13.

Using the circuit conditions of Figure 6.12, and by adding as little as 1 nH of CSI, losses can increase 50% over an ideal case. This is due to the negative impact of CSI on both turn-on and turn-off switching transitions. Adding 3 nH of loop inductance increases loss by 30% over the ideal case as shown in Figure 6.13. The smaller relative increase in loss is the result of the partial savings at turn-on from high frequency loop inductance.

Understanding the impact of parasitic inductance on performance, GaN transistor designers have to make the reduction of package inductance a high priority. Since all of the connections of a lateral enhancement-mode HEMT transistor are contained on the same side of the die, the die can be mounted directly to the PCB, minimizing the total inductance to the internal busing and external solder bumps. To further decrease inductance, the drain and source connections can be arranged in an interleaved land grid array, providing multiple parallel connections to the PCB from the die [10].

To illustrate the impact of loop inductance, different layouts with similar CSI and different loop inductances were compared. The impact of loop inductance on efficiency for various layout variations in a buck converter operating at 1 MHz is shown in Figure 6.14, where the CSI was kept at the minimum achievable level. An increase in the high-frequency loop inductance from around 0.4 nH to 2.9 nH decreases efficiency by over 4%.

![Figure 6.12](image-url)  
Figure 6.12  Effect of common-source inductance on power loss [24,25,26] (V_{BUS} = 12 V, V_{OUT} = 1.2 V, I_{OUT} = 20 A, f_{SW} = 1 MHz, control FET is EPC2015 [3], synchronous rectifier FET is EPC2015 [3].)
With these higher switching speeds, even small values of high-frequency loop inductance can increase the voltage overshoot. Decreasing this inductance therefore results in lower voltage overshoot, increased input voltage capability, and reduced electromagnetic interference (EMI). Figure 6.15 shows the drain-to-source voltage waveforms for a design with a
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**Figure 6.13**  Effect of loop inductance on power loss [24,25,26] ($V_{BUS} = 12$ V, $V_{OUT} = 1.2$ V, $I_{OUT} = 20$ A, $f_{SW} = 1$ MHz, control FET is EPC2015 [3], synchronous rectifier FET is EPC2015 [3]

With these higher switching speeds, even small values of high-frequency loop inductance can increase the voltage overshoot. Decreasing this inductance therefore results in lower voltage overshoot, increased input voltage capability, and reduced electromagnetic interference (EMI). Figure 6.15 shows the drain-to-source voltage waveforms for a design with a

![Figure 6.14](image2)

**Figure 6.14**  Impact of high-frequency loop inductance on efficiency for designs with similar common-source inductance ($V_{BUS} = 12$ V, $V_{OUT} = 1.2$ V, $I_{OUT} = 20$ A, $f_{SW} = 1$ MHz, control FET is EPC2015 [3] synchronous rectifier FET is EPC2015, control MOSFET is BSZ097N04LSG [11], synchronous rectifier MOSFET is BSZ040N04LSG) [12]
Figure 6.15 Synchronous rectifier switching waveforms of designs with (a) $L_{\text{Loop}} \approx 1.6 \text{nH}$ and (b) $L_{\text{Loop}} \approx 0.4 \text{nH}$ ($V_{\text{BUS}} = 12 \text{ V}$, $V_{\text{OUT}} = 1.2 \text{ V}$, $I_{\text{OUT}} = 20 \text{ A}$, $f_{\text{SW}} = 1 \text{ MHz}$, $L = 150 \text{nH}$, control FET is EPC2015 [3] synchronous rectifier FET is EPC2015)

high-frequency loop inductance of $1.6 \text{nH}$ compared with $0.4 \text{nH}$. The voltage overshoot is reduced from 100% of the input voltage to 25%, respectively.

### 6.4 Reducing Body Diode Conduction Losses in GaN Transistors

Figure 6.16 shows the forward voltage conduction drop of both a MOSFET and a typical enhancement-mode GaN transistor. There is about $1.5 \text{ V}$ difference between the two devices and, as the temperature increases, it can go as high as $2 \text{ V}$. This graph, however, does not account for

![Graph showing reverse transfer characteristics of 100 V MOSFET (typical) and enhancement-mode GaN transistor (typical)]
dynamic behavior, where in the case of the enhancement-mode GaN transistor, there is no reverse recovery ($Q_{RR} = 0$), in addition to lower output capacitance.

In Section 6.2.4, it was shown that optimal timing between the transistors can yield very low losses under specific conditions. Those conditions are dynamic, and depend on operating conditions such as load current and voltage, supply voltage and duty cycle. For most circuits, it is not practical to have a circuit that can actively control the dead-time to the precision needed to absolutely minimize losses. However, a simple anti-parallel Schottky diode can be connected with the GaN transistor to improve the efficiency of the body diode with less reliance on precise dead-time control.

One of the most critical requirements for the addition of the anti-parallel Schottky diode is the minimization of the connection inductance between the two devices. This comes down to three factors: the parasitic inductance between the drain and source of the GaN transistor, the parasitic inductance of the Schottky diode, and the layout inductance connecting the GaN transistor to the Schottky diode. The low parasitic inductance of the GaN transistors with LGA packages makes the addition of an external Schottky diode simple and efficient.

Using the definition of effective dead-time from Figure 6.7, the power losses associated with the diode conduction as a function of effective dead-time are shown in Figure 6.17 for a typical GaN transistor and equivalent MOSFET. It can be seen that, due to the lower forward voltage drop of the MOSFET, the losses as a function of the effective dead-time increase at a lower rate than that for a GaN transistor.

The addition of an anti-parallel Schottky diode to the GaN transistor synchronous rectifier will reduce the conduction voltage during the diode conduction period as shown in Figure 6.18.

![Figure 6.17](image)

**Figure 6.17** GaN transistor and MOSFET comparison of the impact of effective dead-time on power loss of the synchronous rectifier device in a buck converter operating with $V_{BUS} = 48$ V, $I_{OUT} = 16$ A, $f_{sw} = 1$ MHz
However, the addition of an anti-parallel Schottky diode does add some output capacitance with an associated increase in output capacitance loss.

A buck converter was tested with various effective dead-times and the effect of adding an anti-parallel Schottky diode was measured. The results shown in Figure 6.19 were obtained

![Figure 6.18](image)

**Figure 6.18** Comparison of the impact of effective dead-time on the power loss of an enhancement-mode GaN transistor-based buck converter operating with $V_{BUS} = 48$ V, $I_{OUT} = 16$ A, $f_{sw} = 1$ MHz with and without an anti-parallel Schottky diode

However, the addition of an anti-parallel Schottky diode does add some output capacitance with an associated increase in output capacitance loss.

A buck converter was tested with various effective dead-times and the effect of adding an anti-parallel Schottky diode was measured. The results shown in Figure 6.19 were obtained

![Figure 6.19](image)

**Figure 6.19** Experimental verification of the impact of adding an anti-parallel Schottky diode to an enhancement-mode transistor in a buck converter with $V_{BUS} = 12$ V, $V_{OUT} = 1.2$ V, $f_{sw} = 1$ MHz
with the converter operating with a $V_{BUS}$ of 12 V, output voltage of 1.2 V, output current of 16 A, and operating at a switching frequency of 1 MHz.

6.5 Frequency Impact on Magnetics

Magnetic components such as transformers and inductors account for the other large contributor to power loss in switching power converters.

6.5.1 Transformers

Consider a magnetic core with a specific cross-sectional core area and specific winding window area. The core-area product is commonly used to design magnetic structures [13] and directly relates to the volume of the core. A constant core-area product results in similar losses and, consequently, converter efficiencies for a given operating frequency.

As the switching frequency is increased over a practical range for a given material, the core losses will decrease at a higher rate than the increase in frequency. This is due to the non-linearity of these losses as a function of the core flux density [14,15], an effect that can be used to an advantage in a converter using GaN transistors, compared with one using Si MOSFETs. It may be beneficial to consider magnetic materials with lower core loss density as the frequency is increased.

As an example, consider what happens when the switching frequency is increased from 300 kHz to 500 kHz. The core cross-sectional area of the 300 kHz design can be decreased to the point where there is the same flux density as the 500 kHz design. This results in a core cross-sectional area that is 60% of the 300 kHz design, as shown in Figure 6.20. Additional effects from this new core design are:

1. The magnetic core volume has decreased to approximately 60% of the original value.
2. The core losses per unit volume may have increased, but this depends upon the core material and the switching frequency.
3. The winding volume and mean length-per-turn has also been reduced to approximately 85–90% (depending on the length-to-width ($l/w$) ratio). This results in a lower DC winding resistance and resulting copper wire conduction losses.

![Figure 6.20](image)  
**Figure 6.20** Cross-sectional view of two equivalent transformer structures (constant flux density) for different switching frequencies
4. The AC winding resistance per unit length has increased, due to reduced skin depth, and depending on the design and conductor thickness. Furthermore, the AC winding resistance change is proportional to the decrease in DC winding resistance.

Typically, (1) is greater than (2) and (3) is greater than (4) and, therefore, the transformer will yield a higher efficiency at 500 kHz than at 300 kHz. The extent by which the frequency can be increased is material-dependent; as the material is pushed beyond its intended operating frequency range, any real benefit from increasing the frequency will become negated. An alternative core material may result in higher frequency capability, but at a reduced improvement gain. In the multi-MHz frequency range, many core materials are operating at their upper limit, and, in some cases, air-core approaches may need to be investigated.

6.5.2 Inductors

In the case of inductors, the impact of the change in magnetic size is similar to the transformer, but due to a slightly different mechanism. The core material in a transformer will experience a full flux swing due to the voltage excitation but, in the case of an inductor, the current in the winding has a DC component to it. This means that the flux excitation and associated losses are proportionately lower than those of a transformer for the same frequency. However, the inductor conduction losses will be higher due to the DC component. Using the same analysis as for the transformer, a more efficient inductor will again result at higher frequencies because (1) is greater than (2) and (3) is greater than (4). The same upper frequency operating limits apply to the inductor as for the transformer.

6.6 Buck Converter Example

The analyses of the previous five sections can now be applied to an actual converter. A buck converter was chosen because it provides a simple circuit that includes a hard-switching device and a transistor acting as a synchronous rectifier, as shown in Figure 6.21. Since most of the

![Figure 6.21 Basic buck converter circuit](image-url)
dynamic losses are related to the input voltage, and to the ratio between the input voltage and output voltage, this basic rule applies: the higher the input voltage and the greater the ratio between the input and output voltage, the greater the benefits derived from using GaN transistors.

In this example, a buck converter is used, operating at 1 MHz and delivering 20 A at 1.2 V into the load with a supply of 12 V. The hard-switching loss analysis is based on the EPC2015 [3] for both the control switch (Q1) and the synchronous rectifier (Q2). The buck inductor value is 300 nH for continuous-conduction mode operation, and both devices are driven with an external turn-on gate resistance of 2 Ω, and turn-off gate resistance of 0.5 Ω. The calculated losses will be compared with experimental measurements.

The buck converter has two switching events, defined relative to the control switch, as turn-on (where the switch-node voltage will rise to the bus voltage) and turn-off (where the switch-node voltage falls to zero). Since there are two transistors involved in this design, four conditions need to be analyzed: the turn-on and turn-off events for each of the transistors, as shown in Figure 6.22. The turn-off switching transient is defined as self-commutation. The current (I_{Buck}) in the buck inductor (L_{Buck}) at the time Q1 is turned off will discharge the output capacitance, without Q2 being turned on, and hence reduces the switch-node voltage on its own. The turn-on switching transient is defined as forced commutation. Regardless of the current in the buck inductor at the time Q2 is turned off, the switch-node voltage must be forced to the bus voltage when Q1 turns on.

An analysis of the buck converter is required before calculating device losses:

![Figure 6.22 Buck converter waveforms](image-url)
The control switch duty cycle (D) is given by [16,17,18]:

\[
D = \frac{V_{\text{OUT}}}{V_{\text{Bus}}} = \frac{1.2}{12} = 0.1 = 10\%
\] (6.32)

Using this duty cycle, the peak-to-peak ripple current in the inductor can be calculated:

\[
I_{\text{Ripple}} = \frac{(V_{\text{Bus}} - V_{\text{OUT}}) \cdot D}{f_{\text{sw}} \cdot L_{\text{Buck}}} = \frac{(12 - 1.2) \cdot 0.1}{1 \cdot 10^6 \cdot 300 \cdot 10^{-9}} = 3.6 \text{ A}
\] (6.33)

Using the load current in the inductor and Equation 6.33, the turn-on current (rising transition of the switch node) can be calculated using:

\[
I_{\text{Turn-on}} = I_{\text{Load}} - \frac{I_{\text{Ripple}}}{2} = 20 - \frac{3.6}{2} = 18.2 \text{ A}
\] (6.34)

The corresponding turn-off (falling transition of the switch node) current of the control switch is given by:

\[
I_{\text{Turn-off}} = I_{\text{Load}} + \frac{I_{\text{Ripple}}}{2} = 20 + \frac{3.6}{2} = 21.8 \text{ A}
\] (6.35)

The operating mode of the buck converter results in positive current commutation for the control switch, and negative current commutation for the synchronous rectifier (diode conduction operation). The effective dead-time is set to 5 ns for both transitions. Due to the ripple current, the current-related losses for the control switch will need to be determined independently from the synchronous rectifier.

Given all these conditions, Table 6.2 highlights parameters that need to be calculated for the complete loss analysis.

**6.6.1 Output Capacitance Losses**

\(P_{\text{OSS}}\) losses will be analyzed first. Since \(C_{\text{OSS}}\) is only dependent on the input voltage, both the control switch and synchronous rectifier can be analyzed simultaneously. From the EPC2015 [3] datasheet, the \(C_{\text{OSS}}\) as a function of drain-to-source voltage can be used to
determine \( E_{\text{OSS}} \) as a function of drain-to-source voltage using Equation 6.14, and as plotted in Figure 6.23.

\[
E_{\text{OSS}} = \int_0^{V_{\text{BUS}}} v_{DS} \cdot C_{\text{OSS}}(v_{DS}) \cdot dv_{DS}
\]

\[
= \int_0^{12} v_{DS} \cdot C_{\text{OSS}}(v_{DS}) \cdot dv_{DS}
\]

\[
= 80.6 \text{ nJ}
\]

Since there are two devices and only one transition that creates \( E_{\text{OSS}} \) losses, the total \( E_{\text{OSS}} \) will be 161 nJ, and is dissipated in the control switch only. Therefore at 1 MHz, the \( P_{\text{OSS}} \) is 161 mW.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transition state</th>
<th>Control Switch</th>
<th>Synchronous Rectifier</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Turn-off</td>
<td>Turn-on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commutation</td>
<td>Self</td>
<td>Forced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective dead-time</td>
<td>Fixed at 5 ns</td>
<td>Fixed at 5 ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{OSS}} )</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{G} )</td>
<td>Yes (1/2 ( P_{G} ))</td>
<td>Yes (1/2 ( P_{G} ))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{RD}} )</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{RR}} )</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{on}} )</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{off}} )</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.23 \( C_{\text{OSS}} \) and \( E_{\text{OSS}} \) as a function of drain-to-source voltage for the EPC2015 [3]
6.6.2 Gate Losses ($P_G$)

The magnitude of the gate losses is small in comparison to switching losses, but the values for $Q_{GS2}$ and $Q_{GD}$ need to be determined for later use in the switching loss calculations.

Both devices incur gate losses. The drain current will affect the total gate charge such that the values differ for the control switch and synchronous rectifier. In the case of the control switch, the total gate charge includes $Q_{GD}$ as the device experiences a voltage transition. The synchronous rectifier, however, has no $Q_{GD}$ component as it always switches from diode conduction.

Before $Q_{GS}$ can be determined for the specific operating condition, the value of the plateau voltage must be read from the device transfer characteristic graph (extracted from the EPC2015 [3] datasheet), and as shown in Figure 6.24, with $V_{pl} = 2.3$ V at $I_{DS} = 33$ A and $V_{pl(op)} = 2.2$ V at $I_{DS} = 20$ A.

The value for $Q_{GS}$ can now be determined using Equation 6.7 and the EPC2015 [3] datasheet, which is $Q_{GS} = 3$ nC. The $Q_{GS(op)}$ value for the buck example then can be calculated:

$$Q_{GS(op)} = \left(\frac{Q_{GS}}{V_{pl}}\right) \cdot V_{pl(op)}$$

$$= \left(\frac{3}{2.3}\right) \cdot 2.2$$

$$= 2.87 \text{ nC} \quad (6.37)$$

![Figure 6.24](image.png)

*Figure 6.24* Transfer characteristic for EPC2015 [3] with $V_{pl,ds}$ (at 33 A) and $V_{pl}$ (at 20 A) shown.
Using the same method and Equation 6.6, and the typical value given in the datasheet for $V_{th}$ as 1.4 V, $Q_{GS1}$ results in:

$$Q_{GS1} = \left( \frac{Q_{GS}}{V_{pl}} \right) \cdot V_{th}$$

$$= \left( \frac{3}{2.3} \right) \cdot 1.4$$

$$= 1.83 \text{ nC} \quad (6.38)$$

$Q_{GS2}$ can then be calculated using Equation 6.8, which yields:

$$Q_{GS2} = Q_{GS(op)} - Q_{GS1}$$

$$= 2.87 - 1.83$$

$$= 1.04 \text{ nC} \quad (6.39)$$

The value of $Q_{GD}$ cannot be linearly approximated, so in this case, it needs to be determined from the $C_{RSS}$ capacitance. From the EPC2015 [3] datasheet, the $C_{RSS}$ as a function of drain-to-source voltage can be used to determine $Q_{GD}$ as a function of drain-to-source voltage using Equation 6.3. This result has been plotted in Figure 6.25, and the value of $Q_{GD}$ at 12 V is 1.94 nC.

Knowing both $Q_{GS2}$ and $Q_{GD}$, it is possible to estimate $Q_{G(op)}$. Once the device has fully turned on, the slope of the $Q_G$ graph will always be the same, regardless of the voltage or current to which the device is switching. The slope can be determined from the datasheet for the

![Figure 6.25](image-url)  

*Figure 6.25* $C_{RSS}$ and $Q_{GD}$ as a function of drain-to-source voltage for the EPC2015 [3]
region between the plateau voltage and the final gate voltage (5 V) using Equation 6.40 for the datasheet-provided conditions:

\[
m_{QG_{\text{slope}}} = \frac{Q_G - (Q_{GS} + Q_{GD})}{V_{DR} - V_{pl}} = \frac{10.5 - (3 + 2.5)}{5 - 2.3} = 1.85 \frac{nC}{V} \tag{6.40}
\]

Using the slope \(m_{QG_{\text{slope}}}\) the \(Q_{G_{\text{op}}(op)}\) for each of the operating conditions can be determined. First, for the control switch:

\[
Q_{G_{\text{op}}} = (Q_{GS_{\text{(op)}}} + Q_{GD}) + (m_{QG_{\text{slope}}} \cdot (V_{DR} - V_{pl})) \\
= (1.04 + 1.94) + (1.85 \cdot (5 - 2.2)) \\
= 10 \text{nC} \tag{6.41}
\]

and for the synchronous rectifier:

\[
Q_{G_{\text{op}}} = (Q_{GS_{\text{(op)}}} + Q_{GD}) + (m_{QG_{\text{slope}}} \cdot (V_{DR} - V_{pl})) \\
= (1.04 + 0) + (1.85 \cdot (5 - 2.2)) \\
= 8.1 \text{nC} \tag{6.42}
\]

The new calculated values for \(Q_{GS}, Q_{GD},\) and \(Q_G\) are plotted as a function of gate-to-source voltage in Figure 6.26 together with the plot given in the datasheet. Figure 6.26 shows the gate charge difference between the control switch and synchronous rectifier.

![Figure 6.26 Q_G as a function of gate-to-source voltage for the EPC2015 [3] plotted with the datasheet value and re-plotted for the two cases of the example](image)
The gate power now can be determined using Equation 6.15. For the control switch:

\[
P_G = Q_G \cdot V_{DR} \cdot f_{sw}
\]

\[
= 10 \text{nC} \cdot 5 \text{V} \cdot 1 \cdot 10^6
\]

\[
= 50 \text{mW}
\]

and for the synchronous rectifier:

\[
P_G = Q_G \cdot V_{DR} \cdot f_{sw}
\]

\[
= 8.1 \text{nC} \cdot 5 \text{V} \cdot 1 \cdot 10^6
\]

\[
= 40 \text{mW}
\]

6.6.3 *Body Diode Conduction Losses* \((P_{SD})\)

Only the synchronous rectifier device incurs diode conduction, which is a function of the effective dead-time. This dead-time needs to be either selected or determined for each case. For this example, a fixed value of 5 ns will be selected, and the amount of diode conduction time calculated. The two cases that need to be analyzed are for turn-off (falling switching-node voltage) and turn-on (rising switch-node voltage).

6.6.3.1 *Turn-Off Transient Diode Conduction Losses*

Since the turn-off transition is self-commutating, the buck inductor current at the time of turn-off and the total output charge for both devices need to be determined. The turn-off current has already been calculated using Equation 6.35 and \(I_{\text{Turn-off}} = 21.8 \text{A}\). Next, the \(Q_{\text{OSS}}\) for the devices need to be determined. This can be done using Equation 6.17, the results of which are plotted in Figure 6.27. The value for \(Q_{\text{OSS}}\) at 12 V is 14 nC.

![Figure 6.27](image)

**Figure 6.27** \(C_{\text{OSS}}\) and \(Q_{\text{OSS}}\) as a function of drain-to-source voltage for the EPC2015 [3]
The $Q_{OSS}$ for the converter is used to determine the effective dead-time using Equation 6.45.

$$t_{\text{Fall}} = \frac{Q_{OSS}}{I_{\text{off}}}$$

$$= \frac{2 \cdot 14 \, \text{nC}}{21.8 \, \text{A}}$$

$$= 1.28 \, \text{ns} \hspace{1cm} (6.45)$$

It is extremely important to include the $Q_{OSS}$ of both devices in Equation 6.45. If both devices are the same, $Q_{OSS}$ simply doubles. If both devices are not the same, each device’s $Q_{OSS}$ needs to be determined independently for the same voltage condition and added together, and the total $Q_{OSS}$ is used to calculate the fall-time. Furthermore, if the circuit includes a Schottky diode across the synchronous rectifier, it too must be included in the $Q_{OSS}$ calculation. The fall-time is determined to be 1.28 ns. Having chosen 5 ns effective dead-time, the diode conduction time will be:

$$t_{\text{Diode}} = t_{\text{eff}} - t_{\text{Fall}}$$

$$= 5 - 1.28$$

$$= 3.72 \, \text{ns} \hspace{1cm} (6.46)$$

It is important to note that a negative result for $t_{\text{Diode}}$ would mean that the converter is operating in the partial ZVS region, which should be avoided due to the high losses.

Next, the voltage drop across the body diode needs to be determined. Again, the datasheet is referenced for the drain current value. From Figure 6.28, it can be seen that, at 21.8 A, the voltage drop for diode conduction is 2.25 V. This value should be similar to the plateau voltage in the case of an enhancement-mode GaN transistor only.

![Figure 6.28](image.png)  

**Figure 6.28** Reverse current conduction for the EPC2015 [3]
Now the turn-off reverse conduction losses can be calculated using Equation 6.16:

\[
P_{SD} = V_{SD} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot t_{SD} \cdot f_{sw}
\]

\[
= 2.25 \cdot 21.8 \cdot 3.72 \cdot 10^{-9} \cdot 1 \cdot 10^6
\]

\[
= 182 \text{ mW}
\]

6.6.3.2 Turn-On Transient Diode Conduction Losses

Since this transition is forced-commutating, the buck inductor current at the time of turn-on needs to be determined. In this case, the diode will conduct nearly instantaneously after the synchronous rectifier Q2 is turned off and will keep conducting until the control switch is turned on. This is due to the buck inductor’s current keeping the diode in the conduction state. Thus, the diode conduction time is equal to the effective dead-time, which is 5 ns for this example. The turn-on current has already been calculated using the Equation 6.34 as 18.2 A. Using this current and the datasheet graph in Figure 6.28, the voltage drop for the diode is 2.2 V.

Now the turn-on reverse conduction losses can be calculated using Equation 6.16:

\[
P_{SD} = V_{SD} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot t_{SD} \cdot f_{sw}
\]

\[
= 2.2 \cdot 18.2 \cdot 5 \cdot 10^{-9} \cdot 1 \cdot 10^6
\]

\[
= 200 \text{ mW}
\]

6.6.4 Switching Losses \((P_{sw})\)

The losses for the control switch and synchronous rectifier will be determined separately.

6.6.4.1 Control Switch Dynamic Losses

The control switch experiences both hard turn-on and turn-off losses. Since all the components have already been determined, Equations 6.11 and 6.12 can be used to determine the switching power losses.

\[
P_{on} = \frac{V_{BUS} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot f_{sw} \cdot R_{Gon}}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{Q_{GD}}{V_{DR} - V_{pl}} + \frac{Q_{GS2}}{V_{DR} - \left( \frac{V_{pl} + V_{th}}{2} \right)} \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{12 \cdot 18.2 \cdot 10^6 \cdot 2}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{1.94}{5 - 2.2} + \frac{1.04}{5 - \left( \frac{2.2 + 1.4}{2} \right)} \right]
\]

\[
= 223 \text{ mW}
\]
\[ P_{\text{off}} = \frac{V_{\text{Bus}} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot f_{\text{sw}} \cdot R_{\text{Goff}}}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{Q_{\text{GD}}}{V_{pl}} + \frac{Q_{\text{GS2}}}{\left( V_{pl} + V_{th} \right) / 2} \right] \]

\[ = \frac{12 \cdot 21.8 \cdot 10^6 \cdot 0.5}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{1.94}{2.25} + \frac{1.04}{\left( 2.25 + 1.4 \right) / 2} \right] \]

\[ = 94 \text{ mW} \]

**6.6.4.2 Synchronous Rectifier Dynamic Losses**

The synchronous rectifier’s switching losses are small because it only switches to and from a diode voltage drop (see Table 6.2). Equations 6.11 and 6.12, therefore, can be used to calculate the switching power losses with \( V_{\text{BUS}} \) equated to \( V_{SD} \).

\[ P_{\text{on}} = \frac{V_{\text{Bus}} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot f_{\text{sw}} \cdot R_{\text{Gon}}}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{Q_{\text{GD}}}{V_{\text{DR}} - V_{pl}} + \frac{Q_{\text{GS2}}}{V_{\text{DR}} - \left( V_{pl} + V_{th} \right) / 2} \right] \]

\[ = \frac{2.25 \cdot 21.8 \cdot 10^6 \cdot 2}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{0}{5 - 2.25} + \frac{1.04}{5 - \left( 2.25 + 1.4 \right) / 2} \right] \]

\[ = 16 \text{ mW} \]

\[ P_{\text{off}} = \frac{V_{\text{Bus}} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot f_{\text{sw}} \cdot R_{\text{Goff}}}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{Q_{\text{GD}}}{V_{pl}} + \frac{Q_{\text{GS2}}}{\left( V_{pl} + V_{th} \right) / 2} \right] \]

\[ = \frac{2.2 \cdot 18.2 \cdot 10^6 \cdot 0.5}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{0}{2.2} + \frac{1.04}{\left( 2.2 + 1.4 \right) / 2} \right] \]

\[ = 6 \text{ mW} \]

**6.6.5 Total Dynamic Losses (P_{Dynamic})**

With all the dynamic loss components calculated, they can be summarized and added together to yield the total dynamic loss, which is given in Table 6.3.

**6.6.6 Conduction Losses (P_{Conduction})**

All that remains to be calculated for the total hard-switching device losses are the conduction losses (P_{Conduction}). The conduction time for each device is based on the duty cycle. The duty
The duty cycle for the control switch (D) has already been calculated using Equation 6.32 and is 10%. The duty cycle for the synchronous rectifier (D_{Sync}) can be determined from the control switch duty cycle using Equation 6.53:

\[ D_{Sync} = 1 - D \]
\[ = 1 - 0.1 \]
\[ = 0.9 \]
\[ = 90\% \] (6.53)

The conduction losses (P_{Conduction}) for the control switch can then be calculated using Equation 6.54, where the equation for the RMS of the current is given in [19]:

\[
P_{Conduction} = \left( I_{Load}^2 + \frac{I_{Ripple}^2}{12} \right) \cdot R_{DS(on)} \cdot D
\]
\[
= \left( 20^2 + \frac{3.6^2}{12} \right) \cdot 3.2 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot 0.1
\]
\[
= 128 \text{ mW} \] (6.54)

and for the synchronous rectifier:

\[
P_{Conduction} = \left( I_{Load}^2 + \frac{I_{Ripple}^2}{12} \right) \cdot R_{DS(on)} \cdot D_{Sync}
\]
\[
= \left( 20^2 + \frac{3.6^2}{12} \right) \cdot 3.2 \cdot 10^{-3} \cdot 0.9
\]
\[
= 1155 \text{ mW} \] (6.55)

### 6.6.7 Total Device Hard-Switching Losses (P_{HS})

The total device hard-switching losses (P_{HS}) can be calculated by adding the conduction (P_{Conduction}) and dynamic (P_{DYN}) components together.
For the control switch:

\[
P_{HS} = P_{DYN} + P_{Conduction} \\
= 0.528 + 0.128 \\
= 656 \text{ mW}
\]  

(6.56)

For the synchronous rectifier:

\[
P_{HS} = P_{DYN} + P_{Conduction} \\
= 0.444 + 1.155 \\
= 1599 \text{ mW}
\]  

(6.57)

6.6.8 Inductor Losses \((P_L)\)

The final loss component is the inductor loss \((P_L)\). The inductor used for this example is the SLC1175-301ME [20], which has the following parameters: DC resistance \((DCR) = 0.24 \text{ m}\Omega\), ACR (at 1 MHz) = 0.24 m\(\Omega\), inductance 300 nH. The difference between DCR and ACR cannot be neglected for switching frequencies in the multi-MHz region. The manufacturer also provides a core loss calculator on its website [21], which will be utilized in this example. Alternative methods can be used to determine core losses that include referencing the manufacturers’ core losses as a function of flux density and frequency.

Using the core loss calculator, the loss \((P_{core})\) was given as 51 mW at 1 MHz with a 3.6 A ripple current:

\[
P_L = I_{Load}^2 \cdot DCR + \frac{I_{Ripple}^2}{12} \cdot ACR + P_{Core} \\
= 20^2 \cdot 240^{-6} + \frac{3.6^2}{12} \cdot 240^{-6} + 0.051 \\
= 147 \text{ mW}
\]  

(6.58)

6.6.9 Total Buck Converter Estimated Losses \((P_{Total})\)

Adding all the loss components together yields the total estimated power loss for the buck converter example:

\[
P_{Total} = P_{Control} + P_{Sync} + P_L \\
= 656 + 1599 + 147 \\
= 2402 \text{ mW}
\]  

(6.59)

This results in an estimated efficiency for the converter of 90.9%, which excludes control circuit power.
6.6.10 **Buck Converter Loss Analysis Accounting for Common Source Inductance**

Ignoring the effect of CSI can lead to an artificially low loss prediction. Therefore, in this section, the switching losses will be recalculated to include the effect of CSI. By the very nature of CSI, it is impossible to measure without significant perturbation of the circuit.

CSI can be estimated using a commercial parametric extraction simulation program [22] that can compute the inductance from the layout and the device design. This would require knowledge of the internal design of the device that would seldom be made available. Alternatively, CSI can be estimated using circuit simulation software and using an ideal switch in the simulation. In the simulation, CSI can be added and waveforms compared with measured waveforms until enough correlation is found. For this calculation, a value of 110 pH will be used as a reasonable approximation.

Equation 6.31 can be used to determine the equivalent gate circuit resistance introduced by the CSI. This resistance will be used in conjunction with Equations 6.11 and 6.12 to determine the CSI-impacted losses. Note that CSI only impacts the current transition interval, and therefore Equations 6.11 and 6.12 need to be adjusted so that \( R_{CSI} \) is only added to \( R_G \) for the \( Q_{GS2} \) interval.

To calculate \( R_{CSI} \), the value of \( C_{GS} \) and transconductance \( (g_m) \) at the operating conditions are required. First, the transconductance can be determined using the small signal model for a MOSFET [23] given in Equation 6.60.

\[
g_m = \frac{2 \cdot I_{DS}}{V_{pl} - V_{th}}
\]

\[
g_m = \frac{2 \cdot 20}{2.2 - 1.4} = 50 \text{ S} \tag{6.60}
\]

Next \( C_{GS} \) needs to be determined. This value can be derived from \( Q_{GS} \), which yields a time-equivalent capacitance, by reading off the values at the plateau voltage:

\[
C_{GS} = \frac{Q_{GS}}{V_{pl}}
\]

\[
C_{GS} = \frac{2.87}{2.2} = 1.3 \text{ nF} \tag{6.61}
\]

The equivalent CSI impedance \( (R_{CSI}) \) was then calculated using Equation 6.31 as:

\[
R_{CSI} = \frac{L_S \cdot g_m}{C_{GS}}
\]

\[
R_{CSI} = \frac{110 \cdot 10^{-12} \cdot 50}{1.3 \cdot 10^{-9}} = 4.22 \Omega \tag{6.62}
\]
6.6.10.1 Control Switch Dynamic Losses Including the Effect of CSI

The control switch turn-on and turn-off losses, adjusted for CSI, can be determined by updating Equations 6.11 and 6.12 as follows:

\[
P_{\text{on}} = \frac{V_{\text{Bus}} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot f_{sw}}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{Q_{GD} \cdot R_{Gon} + Q_{GS2} \cdot (R_{Gon} + R_{CSI})}{V_{DR} - V_{pl}} + \frac{Q_{GS2} \cdot (R_{Gon} + R_{CSI})}{V_{DR} - \left(\frac{V_{pl} + V_{th}}{2}\right)} \right]
\]

\[
P_{\text{on}} = \frac{12 \cdot 18.2 \cdot 10^6}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{1.94 \cdot 2 + 1.04 \cdot (2 + 4.22)}{5 - 2.2} + \frac{2.2 + 1.4}{2} \right] = 373 \text{ mW}
\]

\[
P_{\text{off}} = \frac{V_{\text{Bus}} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot f_{sw}}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{Q_{GD} \cdot R_{Goff} + Q_{GS2} \cdot (R_{Goff} + R_{CSI})}{V_{pl}} + \frac{Q_{GS2} \cdot (R_{Goff} + R_{CSI})}{\left(\frac{V_{pl} + V_{th}}{2}\right)} \right]
\]

\[
P_{\text{off}} = \frac{12 \cdot 21.8 \cdot 10^6}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{1.94 \cdot 0.5 + 1.04 \cdot (0.5 + 4.22)}{2.25} + \frac{2.25 + 1.4}{2} \right] = 409 \text{ mW}
\]

Note the degree to which turn-off losses are affected by CSI: from 94 mW to 409 mW for the control switch.

6.6.10.2 Synchronous Rectifier Dynamic Losses Including the Effect of CSI

The synchronous rectifier also experiences both hard turn-on and turn-off losses. Since all the components have already been determined, Equations 6.11 and 6.12 can be used to calculate the switching energy losses. In the case of turn-on, the rectifier switch only turns on with the diode voltage drop across it, hence \( V_{\text{BUS}} \) is equated to \( V_{SD} \) at turn-off (\( I_{\text{Turn-off}} \)).

\[
P_{\text{on}} = \frac{V_{\text{BUS}} \cdot I_{DS} \cdot f_{sw}}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{Q_{GD} \cdot R_{Gon} + Q_{GS2} \cdot (R_{Gon} + R_{CSI})}{V_{DR} - V_{pl}} + \frac{Q_{GS2} \cdot (R_{Gon} + R_{CSI})}{V_{DR} - \left(\frac{V_{pl} + V_{th}}{2}\right)} \right]
\]

\[
P_{\text{on}} = \frac{2.25 \cdot 18.2 \cdot 10^6}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{0.2 + 1.04 \cdot (2 + 4.22)}{5 - 2.25} + \frac{2.25 + 1.4}{2} \right] = 84 \text{ mW}
\]
Substituting these values for those in Table 6.3 and then recalculating, the total power loss increased by 582 mW to 2.95 W. The buck converter efficiency was reduced from 90.9% to 88.9%, which is 2.0% lower due to the inclusion of CSI.

6.6.11 Experimental Results for the Buck Converter

Based on the buck converter example, a practical version was designed and tested. The buck converter was operated and measured at various load currents up to the maximum rating. The dead-time was set at 5 ns. Measurements taken for the converter include the controller power and charge pump regulator for the controller IC, which accounts for as much as 152 mW of power loss in the measurements. The measured efficiency for the buck converter when operating at 12 VBUS, as shown in Figure 6.29 (third trace from the top), is about 88.1% at 20 A load. This compares very well with the estimate of 88.4%. Figure 6.29 also shows the calculated efficiency results without compensating for CSI or controller consumption (top

\[
P_{\text{off}} = \frac{V_{\text{BUS}} \cdot I_{\text{DS}} \cdot f_{\text{sw}}}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{Q_{\text{GD}} \cdot R_{\text{Goff}}}{V_{\text{pl}}} + \frac{Q_{\text{GS2}} \cdot (R_{\text{Goff}} + R_{\text{CSI}})}{\left(\frac{V_{\text{pl}} + V_{\text{th}}}{2}\right)} \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{2.2 \cdot 18.2 \cdot 10^6}{2} \cdot \left[ \frac{0.5}{2.2} + \frac{1.04 \cdot (0.5 + 4.22)}{\left(\frac{2.2 + 1.4}{2}\right)} \right]
\]

\[
= 55 \text{ mW}
\]

Figure 6.29 Calculated and measured efficiency results of the GaN transistor-based (EPC2015 [3]) buck converter operating at 12 V input and compared against a comparable MOSFET converter with control switch is BSC097N04LSG [11] and synchronous rectifier is BSC0400N04LSG [12]
trace), and with compensating for CSI and controller power consumption (dashed trace above measured results).

Figure 6.29 also shows the results of an equivalent MOSFET-based converter, operating under the same conditions (bottom trace). In this case, the GaN transistor-based converter efficiency exceeds that of the MOSFET converter by several percentage points.

6.7 Summary

In Chapter 6, the mechanism and key factors that contribute to hard-switching losses have been discussed. The analytical tools needed to calculate losses from the greatest contributors were developed and used in a concrete example. The calculations agreed with the actual measured results from a circuit built to these same specifications.

In the next chapter, soft-switching and resonant-switching techniques will be discussed.

References
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Resonant and Soft-Switching Converters

7.1 Introduction

The previous chapter addressed the application of GaN transistors in hard-switching power converters, and we demonstrated the benefits that GaN transistors provide—as compared to state-of-the-art silicon power MOSFETs. In this chapter, we discuss the fundamentals of resonant and soft-switching applications and evaluate the superior performance capabilities of GaN transistors over silicon MOSFETs in these applications. The chapter will conclude with a design example comparing GaN transistors and Si MOSFETs in an isolated, high-frequency 48 V intermediate bus converter (IBC) with a 12 V output, utilizing a resonant topology operating at 1.2 MHz.

7.2 Resonant and Soft-Switching Techniques

Resonant and soft-switching techniques can improve performance in converters by reducing switching-related losses compared to conventional hard-switching converters. This is accomplished by creating operating conditions where the transistor does not encounter simultaneous high voltage and high current during the switching commutation. There are many different resonant and soft-switching techniques [1–4] and the two conditions in common are zero-voltage switching (ZVS) and zero-current switching (ZCS).

7.2.1 Zero-Voltage and Zero-Current Switching

Zero-voltage switching is used to eliminate the turn-on commutation losses in a switching device. ZVS is achieved when the transistor drain-to-source voltage is reduced to zero before turning on. To reduce the drain-to-source voltage across the transistor in the majority of resonant and soft-switching topologies, the device output charge (QOSS) must be removed by conducting current from source to drain through the output capacitance (Coss) until the drain-to-source voltage reaches zero. The switching trajectory of a traditional hard-switching and ZVS, soft-switching, turn-on transition is shown in Figure 7.1(a), where the x-axis, \( V_{\text{DS}} \),
represents switch voltage, and the y-axis, $I_{DS}$, represents switch current. For the hard-switching transition, first the current rises to the load current, then the voltage falls to zero. This results in large values of voltage and current being commutated simultaneously in the transistor, generating loss as well as incurring $E_{OSS}$ losses as discussed in Chapter 6. For the ZVS transition, before the transistor current rises to the load current, a negative current drives the drain-to-source voltage to zero, creating a soft turn-on condition. The device does not commutate high voltage and high current simultaneously, reducing the turn-on commutation losses in the device to zero, and eliminating $E_{OSS}$ losses.

While ZVS erases turn-on commutation losses, it does not reduce the turn-off commutation losses. ZCS provides soft commutation during device turn-off, as shown in Figure 7.1(b). For the hard-switching turn-off transition, also shown in Figure 7.1(b), first the voltage rises to the bus voltage, and then the current falls to zero. This results in large values of voltage and current being commutated simultaneously in the transistor, generating losses. ZCS occurs when the transistor drain-to-source current is reduced to zero and before turning off. To achieve ZCS, the current is shaped as a sinusoidal pulse using a resonant network. When the switch current resonates to zero, the device can turn off with ZCS. During a ZCS turn-off transition, large values of voltage and current are not commutated simultaneously in the transistor, virtually eliminating the turn-off losses in the transistor. For ZCS resonant converters, the hard-switching turn-on commutation remains, and the turn-on switching transition and $E_{OSS}$ losses are dissipated in the device.

For resonant and soft-switching topologies to operate under ZVS and ZCS, passive networks are required to shape the transistor’s voltage and current. Often, the addition of passive resonant components can be avoided by utilizing the parasitics internal to the device and in-circuit elements such as package and PCB inductances. This allows the parasitics that diminished hard-switching converter performance to be used effectively to achieve soft-switching commutations in resonant and soft-switching converters. For the majority of resonant and soft-switching DC-DC power converters, zero-voltage switching is preferred to zero-current switching due to the reduction of the $E_{OSS}$ losses, which are incurred only during the turn-on switching transition.

### 7.2.2 Resonant DC-DC Converters

The traditional approach for resonant converters used for DC-DC power conversion is shown in Figure 7.2. The input voltage source, $V_{IN}$, connects to a switching network, which outputs a
pulsed waveform to the resonant network. The resonant network then shapes the voltage or current to achieve soft-switching in the switching network’s power devices. Following the resonant network is the rectifier network, which rectifies and filters the voltage and current to deliver DC power to the load.

### 7.2.3 Resonant Network Combinations

The most basic resonant networks consist of a series network, where the load is connected in series with the resonant capacitance ($C_S$), as shown in Figure 7.3(a), a parallel network, where the load is connected in parallel with the resonant capacitance ($C_P$), as shown in Figure 7.3(b), or a combination of the series and parallel networks, also known as a series-parallel network, as shown in Figure 7.3(c). Another popular resonant network is the LLC, where the parallel capacitance ($C_P$) of the series parallel network is replaced with a parallel inductor ($L_P$), and $L_R$ and $C_S$ are rearranged, as shown in Figure 7.3(d). These different resonant networks can operate with ZVS or ZCS and can provide unique benefits, while having disadvantages when compared to traditional hard-switching converters [1–3,5,6]. There are also less common

![Figure 7.2](image-url) Resonant DC-DC converter block diagram consisting of switch network, resonant network, and rectifier network

![Figure 7.3](image-url) DC-DC converter resonant networks (a) series LC (b) parallel LC (c) series-parallel LCC (d) LLC
resonant network topologies as well as multi-element resonant networks that can be employed as resonant tanks [5,7,8].

### 7.2.4 Resonant Network Operating Principles

In this section, the basic operation of a common resonant configuration – the series-resonant network, shown in Figure 7.3(a) – will be discussed. This series-resonant network allows for either ZVS or ZCS to occur in the switching network transistors, reducing either turn-on or turn-off commutation losses. The magnitude of the impedance of the series network can be given by:

\[
|Z_{SRN}| = \sqrt{R^2 + (X_L - X_C)^2} = \sqrt{R^2 + \left(\frac{\omega \cdot L_R - \frac{1}{\omega \cdot C_S}}{\omega \cdot C_S}\right)^2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)

\[
X_L = \omega \cdot L_R
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.2)

\[
X_C = \frac{1}{\omega \cdot C_S}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.3)

where \(X_L\) and \(X_C\) are the reactances of the inductor and capacitor respectively, \(R\) is the equivalent load resistance, \(Z_{SRN}\) is the magnitude of the impedance of the series-resonant network, and \(\omega\) is the angular frequency of the resonant network. The standard frequency common to DC-DC converters is given by:

\[
f = \frac{\omega}{2 \cdot \pi}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.4)

where \(f\) is frequency measured in hertz.

The magnitude of the impedance plot for a series-resonant network is shown in Figure 7.4. The resonant frequency is the point where the network transitions from appearing capacitive to inductive. The resonant frequency provides the minimum impedance and is given by:

\[
f_0 = \frac{1}{2 \cdot \pi \cdot \sqrt{L_R \cdot C_S}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (7.5)

![Figure 7.4](image-url)  

**Figure 7.4** Impedance plot of series-resonant network
The turn-on commutation of a transistor connected to a series-resonant network operating above the resonant frequency will switch under ZVS. Operation above the resonant frequency makes the resonant tank appear inductive, as shown in Figure 7.4. For an inductive load, the current lags the voltage, as shown in Figure 7.5(a). The inductive-resonant tank produces a negative current in the device before turn-on, discharging the transistor output charge and allowing for a soft ZVS turn-on commutation. For operation above the resonant frequency, there will be voltage and current in the device at turn-off, leading to a hard turn-off commutation.

For operation below the resonant frequency, the transistor will turn off under ZCS. For a series-resonant converter, operation below the resonant frequency makes the resonant tank appear capacitive, as shown in Figure 7.4. For a capacitive load, the current leads the voltage, as shown in Figure 7.5(b). The capacitive-resonant tank produces a negative current in the device before turn-off, allowing for a soft ZCS turn-off commutation. For operation below the resonant frequency, there will be voltage and current in the device at turn-on, leading to a hard turn-on commutation and $E_{OSS}$ losses.

### 7.2.5 Resonant Switching Cells

The best performance is achieved for traditional resonant converters operating close to the resonant frequency, yet output regulation is achieved by varying the switching frequency. The further the operating frequency is moved from the resonant point to maintain regulation, the more the performance of the resonant converter suffers from higher circulating energy and component stresses [1–8].

To apply the principles of resonant power conversion to pulse width modulated (PWM) converters, another family of resonant converters was developed [1,9]. These quasi-resonant (QR) cells are commonly seen in DC-DC power conversion and combine a resonant network with a single transistor to create a ZVS or ZCS device. They can be applied to traditional non-isolated topologies like the buck converter discussed in Chapter 6 [1,3,4], as well as to various other topologies and applications. The resonant cells use the same concept of shaping of the voltage and or current to achieve soft-switching as the traditional resonant networks. (Later in this chapter there will be a design example to demonstrate the use of a QR cell in a GaN-based resonant converter.) The ZVS QR cell, shown in Figure 7.6(a), places a resonant capacitor, $C_R$, in parallel with the transistor and a resonant inductor in series with the capacitor-switch network, while the ZCS QR cell, shown in Figure 7.6(b), places the resonant capacitor in parallel with the series combination of the resonant inductor-switch network.

---

**Figure 7.5** Operation of series-resonant converter transistor (a) above the resonant frequency (b) below the resonant frequency
7.2.6 Soft-Switching DC-DC Converters

Soft-switching converters can be seen as a hybrid between hard-switching PWM converters and frequency-controlled resonant converters. Soft-switching converters employ resonant techniques for a portion of the operating period to achieve a soft device commutation, with the remaining period operating as a PWM converter [2,3]. This allows for transistor soft commutation while reducing the higher circulating energy and device stresses associated with resonant converters, as well as offering PWM control for output regulation.

7.3 Key Device Parameters for Resonant and Soft-Switching Applications

In resonant and soft-switching applications, the switching-related losses are minimized by using techniques to achieve ZVS and ZCS. With the reduction of switching losses, the \( Q_{GD} \) and \( Q_{GS2} \) terms that dominated losses in hard-switching applications are no longer the critical device parameters determining in-circuit performance. The two device parameters key to high performance in resonant and soft-switching applications are device output charge, \( Q_{OSS} \), and gate charge, \( Q_G \).

7.3.1 Output Charge (\( Q_{OSS} \))

Output charge has a large impact on the performance of resonant and soft-switching converters as it directly impacts the energy required to achieve ZVS. A reduction in energy can result in reduced ZVS transition times and currents, providing both a longer power delivery period and lower RMS currents in high-frequency resonant and soft-switching converters. In a ZCS topology, the energy of the output capacitance (\( E_{OSS} \)) is dissipated when the transistor turns on in the same manner as a hard-switching commutation.

Before a ZVS transition can occur, the output capacitance must be discharged, bringing the drain-to-source voltage of the transistor to zero volts before turning on the transistor. The time required to achieve ZVS is given by:

\[
\tau_{ZVS} = \frac{C_{OSS(TR)} \cdot V_{DS}}{I_{ZVS}} = \frac{Q_{OSS}}{I_{ZVS}}
\]

(7.6)

where \( \tau_{ZVS} \) is the time required to discharge the output capacitance, \( C_{OSS(TR)} \) is the time-related output capacitance, \( V_{DS} \) is the transistor drain-to-source voltage, \( I_{ZVS} \) is the soft-switching
current used to discharge the transistor’s output capacitance, and \( Q_{OSS} \) is the output charge of the transistor.

### 7.3.2 Determining Output Charge from Manufacturers’ Datasheet

To properly design a ZVS transition, the values of \( C_{OSS} \) and \( Q_{OSS} \) at the proper in-circuit operating conditions are critical. Values for \( C_{OSS} \) and \( Q_{OSS} \) are generally given for a single drain-to-source operating voltage in manufacturers’ datasheets as shown in Table 7.1 for a 100 V EPC2001 [10] enhancement-mode GaN transistor, and Table 7.2 for a 100 V silicon MOSFET from Infineon, the BSC060N10NS3G [11].

The single output charge and capacitance point given in manufacturers’ datasheets does not provide enough information to properly design for a wide range of operating conditions. The output capacitance of both GaN transistors and MOSFETs is highly non-linear, and the output charge varies with drain-to-source voltage. Figure 7.7 shows the capacitance curves for the 100 V EPC2001 [10] and the 100 V BSC060N10NS3G [11] MOSFET, where it can be seen

---

**Table 7.1** Data from an Efficient Power Conversion EPC2001 datasheet showing transistor capacitances and associated charges [10]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Test conditions</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typical</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic characteristics (( T_j = 25 \degree C ) unless otherwise stated)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{ISS} )</td>
<td>Input capacitance</td>
<td>( V_{DS} = 50 \text{V}, V_{GS} = 0 \text{V} )</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{OSS} )</td>
<td>Output capacitance</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{RSS} )</td>
<td>Reverse transfer capacitance</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_G )</td>
<td>Total gate charge (( V_{GS} = 5 \text{V} ))</td>
<td>( V_{DS} = 50 \text{V}, I_D = 25 \text{A} )</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{GD} )</td>
<td>Gate-to-drain charge</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{GS} )</td>
<td>Gate-to-source charge</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{OSS} )</td>
<td>Output charge</td>
<td>( V_{DS} = 50 \text{V}, V_{GS} = 0 \text{V} )</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{RR} )</td>
<td>Source-drain recovery charge</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All measurements were done with substrate shorted to source.

---

**Table 7.2** Data from an Infineon BSC060N10NS3G datasheet showing transistor capacitances and associated charges [11]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Test conditions</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typical</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic characteristics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{ISS} )</td>
<td>Input capacitance</td>
<td>( V_{GS} = 0 \text{V}, V_{DS} = 50 \text{V}, )</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>4900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{OSS} )</td>
<td>Output capacitance</td>
<td>( f = 1 \text{MHz} )</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_{RSS} )</td>
<td>Reverse transfer capacitance</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{GS} )</td>
<td>Gate-to-source charge</td>
<td>( V_{DD} = 50 \text{V}, I_D = 25 \text{A}, V_{GS} = 0 \text{V} )</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{GD} )</td>
<td>Gate-to-drain charge</td>
<td>to 10 \text{V}</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{SW} )</td>
<td>Switching charge</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_G )</td>
<td>Gate charge total</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>68</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{Plateau} )</td>
<td>Gate plateau voltage</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>( \text{V} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{OSS} )</td>
<td>Output charge</td>
<td>( V_{DD} = 50 \text{V}, V_{GS} = 0 \text{V} )</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
that the output capacitance changes by factors of three and six, respectively, for GaN transistors and Si MOSFETs from 0 V to 50 V.

The output charge and effective time-related capacitance for a transistor at any given voltage can be calculated from the manufacturers’ datasheets in the same manner as the hard switching converters discussed in Chapter 6:

\[
Q_{OSS}(V_{DS}) = \int_0^{V_{DS}} C_{OSS}(V_{DS}) \cdot dV_{DS} \quad (7.7)
\]

\[
C_{OSS(\text{TR})}(V_{DS}) = \frac{Q_{OSS}(V_{DS})}{V_{DS}} \quad (7.8)
\]

where \( V_{DS} \) is the drain-to-source operating voltage of the transistor.

The output charge for the EPC2001 [10] GaN transistor and BSC060N10NS3G [11] Si MOSFET are calculated and plotted in Figure 7.8 using Equation 7.7 for drain-to-source voltages varied from 0 V to the maximum voltage listed in the manufacturers’ datasheets. The GaN transistor, with a similar on-resistance, offers a significant reduction in output charge over the entire voltage range.

### 7.3.3 Comparing Output Charge of GaN Transistors and Si MOSFETs

To compare the output charge figure of merit between GaN and MOSFET technologies in resonant and soft-switching applications, the product of the on-resistance and output charge for state-of-the-art 40 V, 100 V, 200 V, and 600 V GaN and Si MOSFETs are plotted in Figure 7.9. The GaN devices offer a significant reduction in output charge FOM, with the gains increasing as voltage increases. The reduction in FOM allows the circuit designer to reduce the transistor conduction losses, shorten the ZVS transition, or reduce the ZVS current, all of which would lower converter loss and improve efficiency. These benefits will be demonstrated experimentally in the design example later in this chapter.
7.3.4 Gate Charge ($Q_G$)

The frequency capability of resonant and soft-switching topologies are also significantly impacted by the gate charge, $Q_G$. The gate charge is the amount of charge required to fully turn on or off the transistor. Voltage source drivers are employed for the vast majority of DC-DC converters. This voltage source appears in series with the input capacitance of the transistor and has an effective resistance equal to the sum of the gate driver circuit’s internal and external resistance and the internal gate resistance of the transistor. The gate charge is dissipated each switching cycle, resulting in a gate drive loss equal to:

$$ P_G = Q_G \cdot V_{DR} \cdot f_{sw} $$

where $V_{DR}$ is the gate drive voltage and $f_{sw}$ is the switching frequency.

Looking beyond the gate drive power loss, the gate driving speed also has a large impact on the performance of high-frequency resonant and soft-switching converters. The switching period is inversely proportional to switching frequency and, as frequencies increase, the gate rising and falling speeds can become limitations to the minimum switching time. The design example at the end of this chapter will illustrate this issue and show how GaN technology can offer superior performance in high-frequency DC-DC converters compared to Si MOSFETs.

7.3.5 Determining Gate Charge for Resonant and Soft-Switching Applications

To enable users to calculate gate charge, manufacturers supply a gate charge curve similar to Figure 7.10 for the 100 V EPC2001 [10] GaN transistor. The gate charge, $Q_G$, is given for a hard-switching transition and not directly applicable to resonant and soft-switching applications. The definition of charges $Q_{GS1}$, $Q_{GS2}$, $Q_G$, $Q_{GD}$, and $Q_{GS}$ are given in Chapters 3 and 6. For a ZVS application, the voltage commutation period occurs before the device turns on, and the Miller plateau region as well as the accompanying charge, $Q_{GD}$, are eliminated from the
total gate charge. The gate charge for ZVS topology can be given by:

$$Q_{G_{\text{ZVS}}} = Q_G - Q_{GD}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.10)$$

where $Q_G$ is the gate charge of a hard-switching application, and $Q_{GD}$ is the gate-to-drain charge.

For a ZCS transition, the current commutation period occurs before device turn-off, and the $Q_{GS2}$ period is eliminated. While this reduces switching commutation losses, it does not
significantly impact the total gate charge as the slopes of the $Q_{GS2}$ period and the $Q_{G}$ period following the $Q_{GD}$ region are generally similar.

$$Q_{G_{ZCS}} = Q_{G}$$ (7.11)

### 7.3.6 Comparing Gate Charge of GaN Transistors and Si MOSFETs

The gate charge figure of merit comparison for state-of-the-art 40 V, 100 V, 200 V, and 600 V GaN and Si MOSFETs is plotted in Figure 7.11. The GaN devices offer a significant reduction in gate charge FOM, with the gains increasing as voltage increases. The reduction in FOM allows the circuit designer to reduce the gate drive losses and shorten the gate drive transition period, leading to lower converter loss and improved efficiency.

### 7.3.7 Comparing Performance Metrics of GaN Transistors and Si MOSFETs

There are many different resonant and soft-switching techniques, and therefore distilling a single FOM for the wide variety of topologies into a simple metric is not practical. As discussed earlier, for resonant and soft-switching applications, the output charge, $Q_{OSS}$, and gate charge, $Q_{G}$, are the dominating device parameters. To allow designers to simply compare different devices to determine the technology providing the best relative in-circuit performance for resonant and soft-switching applications, a practical soft-switching FOM is:

$$FOM_{SS} = (Q_{OSS} + Q_{G}) \cdot R_{DS(on)}$$ (7.12)

The comparison of this soft-switching FOM for 40 V, 100 V, 200 V, and 600 V GaN and Si MOSFETs is plotted in Figure 7.12. The GaN technology offers a significant FOM reduction for all voltages, indicating significant performance improvements in high-frequency
soft-switching applications. The benefits of replacing an Si MOSFET with an enhancement-mode GaN transistor in a high-frequency resonant converter will be quantified next.

### 7.4 High-Frequency Resonant Bus Converter Example

Distributed power systems are prevalent in telecommunications, networking, and high-end server applications, and generally utilize a 48 V bus voltage adopted from the telecom industry. The traditional distributed power architecture (DPA), shown in Figure 7.13(a), employs a
number of 48 V isolated hard-switching point-of-load (POL) converters to power the end loads. However, having a large number of regulated and isolated POLs, significantly increases the cost, volume, and complexity of the system. To simplify design and improve performance, the intermediate bus architecture (IBA) has been widely adopted [12,13]. A popular IBA approach, shown in Figure 7.13(b), employs a lower number of 48 V isolated bus converters that satisfy isolation requirements and supply an intermediate 12 V bus voltage. With the final regulation to the loads provided by smaller, more efficient, non-isolated POL buck converters, the bus converters can be operated as unregulated DC/DC transformers, improving efficiency and reducing cost.

The unregulated bus converter, also known as a DCX, or DC/DC transformer, can provide the highest efficiency by being designed to deliver power close to 100% of the operating

**Figure 7.12** Soft-switching figure of merit comparison for GaN and Si devices
period, something not possible for a regulated converter that requires the converter to vary the power-delivery period to provide a regulated output voltage for various input voltages. The majority of today’s bus converters use traditional hard-switching bridge topologies, which, due to large switching related losses, are forced to operate at lower frequencies where the bulky isolation transformer and output inductors occupy a large portion of board area. In an effort to improve power density and performance, the operating frequency can be increased through the use of resonant and soft-switching converters [14–17], shrinking passive components, and improving performance [18].

An experiment was undertaken to verify the superiority of enhancement-mode GaN transistors over Si MOSFETs in this application. The subject design was a high-frequency resonant converter, 48 V to 12 V unregulated isolated bus converter operating at a switching frequency of 1.2 MHz, and an output power of up to 400 W. The topology, shown in Figure 7.14, employs a soft-switching technique to achieve ZVS for the primary devices,
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**Figure 7.13** (a) Traditional distributed power architecture (b) Intermediate bus architecture

![Figure 7.14](image)

**Figure 7.14** High-frequency resonant bus converter schematic and key waveforms
and a resonant approach to achieve ZCS in the secondary devices as well as to limit the turn-off current in the primary devices [14].

Referring to Figure 7.14, it can be seen that the leakage inductance ($L_{K1}$) during the power delivery period, $t_0$–$t_1$, resonates with a small output capacitance ($C_O$). With proper timing, this results in ZCS for the secondary-side device ($S_1$), and significantly reduces turn-off current in the primary-side devices ($Q_1$, $Q_3$). Since the topology is an unregulated bus converter, the circuit can always operate at the optimal operating point (the resonant frequency), providing the highest efficiency. The ZVS transition begins at the end of the power delivery period. For $t_1$–$t_2$, the magnetizing current of the transformer is used to charge and discharge the output capacitances of the devices, setting up a ZVS turn-on transition for devices $Q_2$, $Q_4$, and $S_2$. If the ZVS transition period is too long, the body diode of the devices $Q_2$ and $Q_4$ will turn on and conduct current as seen in period $t_2$–$t_3$. At time $t_3$, this operation is repeated for the other switching leg with the current flowing through switches $Q_2$, $Q_4$, and $S_2$, and leakage inductance $L_{K2}$, delivering power to the load while providing flux balancing in the transformer.

7.4.1 Resonant GaN and Si Bus Converter Designs

To obtain a direct comparison in performance between GaN transistors and Si MOSFETs in an isolated converter, having identical layouts and using the same topology are critical. Isolated DC-DC converter performance is heavily dependent on topology selection, PCB layout, number of PCB inner layers, copper weight of inner layers, and design of the transformer. To accurately compare the performance of GaN and Si in a high-frequency resonant bus converter application, the same circuit topology was used and a similar layout was maintained for both designs.

Two bus converters, shown in Figure 7.15, were built based on the schematic in Figure 7.14, to operate at a switching frequency of 1.2 MHz. Both PCBs were constructed with 12 layers and two-ounce copper thickness for all layers. To accurately compare only device performance, these converters both had the same transformer core material, core shape, and winding arrangement, designed from [18]. The placement of the primary-side input capacitors and secondary resonant capacitors were similar for the two designs to ensure similar parasitic inductances for the primary and secondary loops, with the only differences being those
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introduced by the different packages of the Si MOSFETs and GaN transistors. It can be seen that by using GaN transistors with smaller size for the same on-resistance the active footprint area shrunk significantly, reducing the power stage size by 30% compared to the Si MOSFET design.

### 7.4.2 GaN and Si Device Comparison

To obtain a direct comparison in performance between GaN transistors and Si MOSFETs in the high-frequency resonant bus converter application, GaN and Si devices with similar on-resistance were selected. Comparisons of the key parameters for the GaN transistors and Si MOSFETs are shown in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 for the primary and secondary devices respectively. The soft-switching FOM for the GaN devices \((Q_{OSS} + Q_G) \times R_{DS(on)}\) is reduced by over a factor of two for both the primary and secondary devices, leading to proportionally shorter resonant transition periods and increased power delivery periods. The GaN transistor provides additional performance improvements in the form of reduced Miller charge, \(Q_{GD}\), further reducing the turn-off switching losses incurred in the primary devices. As a further

#### Table 7.3 Device comparison between GaN and Si devices for primary devices for \(V_{IN} = 48\, V\), \(V_{OUT} = 12\, V\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage rating ((V_{DSS}))</td>
<td>100 V</td>
<td>80 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{DS(on)}) at 5 V</td>
<td>5.6 m(\Omega)</td>
<td>5.2 m(\Omega) at 8 V(^a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_G) at 5 V</td>
<td>5.8 nC</td>
<td>25.9 nC at 8 V(^a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{GD}) at (V_{IN})</td>
<td>2.2 nC</td>
<td>8.1 nC(^a)</td>
<td>4.14 \times reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{OSS}) at (V_{IN})</td>
<td>35 nC</td>
<td>62 nC(^a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_G \times R_{DS(on)})</td>
<td>32.5 pC(\Omega)</td>
<td>134.7 pC(\Omega)</td>
<td>1.64 \times reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{OSS} \times R_{DS(on)})</td>
<td>196 pC(\Omega)</td>
<td>322.4 pC(\Omega)</td>
<td>2.00 \times reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Calculated from manufacturers datasheet curves.

#### Table 7.4 Device comparison between GaN and Si for secondary devices for \(V_{IN} = 48\, V\), \(V_{OUT} = 12\, V\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage rating ((V_{DSS}))</td>
<td>40 V</td>
<td>40 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_{DS(on)}) at 5 V</td>
<td>3.2 m(\Omega)</td>
<td>2.9 m(\Omega) at 5 V(^a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_G) at 5 V</td>
<td>8.3 nC</td>
<td>27.5 nC at 5 V(^a)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{GD}) at 20 V</td>
<td>2.2 nC</td>
<td>6.5 nC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{OSS}) at 20 V</td>
<td>18.5 nC</td>
<td>40 nC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_G \times R_{DS(on)})</td>
<td>26.6 pC(\Omega)</td>
<td>79.8 pC(\Omega)</td>
<td>3.00 \times reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_{OSS} \times R_{DS(on)})</td>
<td>59.2 pC(\Omega)</td>
<td>116 pG(\Omega)</td>
<td>1.96 \times reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(FOM_{SS} \times R_{DS(on)})</td>
<td>85.8 pC(\Omega)</td>
<td>195.8 pC(\Omega)</td>
<td>2.28 \times reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Calculated from manufacturers’ datasheet curves.
advantage, the LGA packaging of the GaN transistor has lower parasitic package inductance compared to the traditional Si MOSFET package (TDSON-8). When putting all these benefits together, efficient multi-MHz switching frequencies can be obtained through the use of advanced topologies combined with low-loss GaN transistors.

### 7.4.3 Zero-Voltage Switching Transition

The experimental waveforms for the ZVS transition period are shown in Figure 7.16 for the GaN and Si designs. By replacing a Si MOSFET with a GaN transistor, the ZVS transition period is reduced from 87 ns to 42 ns as a result of the reduced output charge enabled by GaN technology. Looking at the gate waveforms, it can also be seen that the gate drive speed for the GaN transistor is significantly faster than the Si MOSFET counterpart even when driven with a lower gate drive voltage, providing both a longer power delivery period and reduced gate losses. The Si MOSFET takes almost 100 ns to reach its steady-state gate voltage; this is over 10 times longer than the GaN device, and reflects the gate charge reduction enabled by GaN technologies.

The power delivery period for a half cycle is shown in Figure 7.17 for the GaN- and Si-based resonant bus converters. The effective duty cycles, $D$, which represent the power delivery period for each half cycle for the GaN and Si designs, were measured to be 42% and 34%, respectively. The soft-switching FOM from Equation 7.12 predicts the duty cycle gains, with a 50% reduction of the soft-switching FOM translating into a 50% reduction in the dead-time, including the ZVS transition and gate charging periods.

As the power delivery periods increase in duration, the circulating energy and resonant currents decrease, reducing the conduction losses in the resonant converter. For the resonant
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**Figure 7.16** ZVS switching transitions for primary side GaN transistor and Si MOSFET designs at $f_{sw} = 1.2$ MHz, $V_{IN} = 48$ V, and $I_{OUT} = 26$ A.
The converter used in this design, the conduction losses, related to the resonant converters RMS current, \( I_{\text{RES}} \), are inversely proportional to effective duty cycle, \( D \), by:

\[
I_{\text{RES}} \propto \frac{1}{\sqrt{D}} \quad (7.13)
\]

For this design example, the increased duty cycle provided by GaN devices can reduce the conduction losses in the devices, transformer, PCB, and components by almost 20%.

### 7.4.4 Efficiency and Power Loss Comparison

The comparison in efficiency and power loss between the two designs operating at 1.2 MHz are shown in Figure 7.18. The GaN transistor-based converter offers a 1% improvement in peak efficiency over its Si MOSFET counterpart, resulting in about a 25% decrease in power loss. Since it is typical for bus converter designs to be thermally limited by losses under full load for a fixed converter size, the reduction in power loss translates directly into higher output power handling capability. For a design capable of dissipating 14 W, the GaN transistor converter can increase the output power capability by up to 65 W while maintaining the same total converter loss when compared to the benchmark Si MOSFET design. Assuming a 12 W maximum power loss for both designs, the output power of the GaN transistor based converter increases by 55 W, from 270 W to 325 W.

The loss breakdown for the 1.2 MHz designs at output currents of 2.5 A and 20 A is shown in Figure 7.19, which leads to the conclusion that the GaN technology improves efficiency for all
Figure 7.18  Experimental comparison between a GaN transistor and an Si MOSFET-based resonant bus converters ($V_{IN} = 48 \text{ V}$, $V_{OUT} = 12 \text{ V}$, $f_{sw} = 1.2 \text{ MHz}$)

Figure 7.19  Loss breakdown of a GaN transistor and Si MOSFET-based resonant bus converter ($V_{IN} = 48 \text{ V}$, $V_{OUT} = 12 \text{ V}$, $f_{sw} = 1.2 \text{ MHz}$)
load conditions. At lower currents, the gate driving losses dominate the transistor-related losses, and the GaN device’s lower gate charge enables substantially reduced drive loss. At high currents, the conduction loss dominates total power loss, and the GaN-based converter’s shorter ZVS dead-time and gate charging time provides lower conduction losses proportional to the effective duty cycle. The one area where the Si-based design offers lower loss is in the transformer core. The longer power delivery period provided by the GaN-based design increases the transformer flux density, leading to higher core loss, but the increase in transformer core loss is more than offset at lower currents by the gate drive loss savings, and at high currents by the combination of conduction and gate loss savings.

From the results at 1.2 MHz, it can be seen that the Si MOSFET converter is approaching its frequency limit because the ZVS transition time and gate charging time are becoming a significant portion of the overall period. To compare the frequency improvements possible with GaN transistors over Si MOSFETs, the converter frequency was reduced to 800 kHz for the Si MOSFET design, while increasing the eGaN transistor design to 1.6 MHz. In both cases, the core structure remained the same and was not optimized for the different operating frequencies. The efficiency and loss comparisons between the designs are shown in Figure 7.20,
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**Figure 7.20** Comparison between $f_{SW} = 1.6$ MHz GaN transistor and $f_{SW} = 800$ kHz Si MOSFET-based $V_{IN} = 48$ V, $V_{OUT} = 12$ V resonant bus converter
with the GaN transistor-based design offering a 0.9% peak efficiency improvement and less power loss up to an output current of 29 A. The sharp drop-off in efficiency at currents above 20 A for the GaN transistor-based converter is a result of increased AC transformer winding losses, and an effective duty cycle reduction. Conversely, the flattening out of the efficiency for the 800 kHz Si MOSFET design was a result of reduced AC transformer winding losses and a higher effective duty cycle at the lower frequency.

7.5 Summary

It was shown in previous chapters that enhancement-mode GaN transistors have a distinct advantage over silicon MOSFETs in hard-switching applications due to reduced $Q_{GD}$ and $Q_{GS2}$, both of which are critical in hard-switching applications, but have little impact in resonant and soft-switching converters. In this chapter, the benefits of GaN technology as applied to resonant and soft-switching applications have been discussed, and the in-circuit superiority of GaN transistors demonstrated in a 48 V bus converter operating at 1.2 MHz. This chapter also discussed a simple soft-switching FOM that allows designers to quickly compare device technologies for use in resonant and soft-switching applications. The soft-switching FOM is made up of the two parameters most critical for resonant and soft-switching applications: output charge, $Q_{OSS}$, and gate charge, $Q_G$.

In the next chapter we will explore the performance of GaN transistors designed for power conversion at RF frequencies.
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RF Performance

8.1 Introduction

The main focus to this point in the book has been the switching capabilities of GaN transistors. Now, the RF capabilities of these same GaN transistors and, in particular, enhancement-mode transistors will be examined, highlighting specific RF applications that can benefit from their adoption.

High electron mobility transistors (HEMT), using GaN as a semiconductor material, are available from Cree, Nitronex, NXP, Integra, RFMD, and TriQuint, among others. These transistors are all depletion-mode, which is not as limiting for RF power amplifiers as it is for switching converters. This is because the potential of device failure upon power up, due to the short condition, can be mitigated easily in the RF design, which is not the case for a switching converter. Depletion-mode transistors require additional circuitry for gate circuit biasing, due to the negative gate voltage requirements to regulate the drain current, which is also viewed as a disadvantage in cases where enhancement-mode devices are an option.

The main alternative today for GaN RF transistors operating in the range of 500 MHz to 3 GHz is the laterally diffused metal oxide semiconductor (LDMOS) FET made using silicon. Compared to LDMOS transistors, GaN is well-suited for RF transistors for many of the same reasons as for switching applications [1–3]. GaN transistors exhibit superior RF performance over LDMOS in general, most notably with respect to power density [4], frequency range (bandwidth) [1,5], and noise figure. This leads to improvements in RF power capability [2,6] with transistors being specified over a very wide frequency range [7]. In addition, the lower input and output capacitances lead to higher impedances that allow for higher drain efficiencies and reduced impedance transformation ratios required for matching. Both these factors lead to improvements in amplifier efficiency, size reduction, and ultimately cost.

When used in pulsed-RF applications, the bias circuit will also need to be operational before main power and RF are applied, to prevent starting with very high currents that can potentially damage the circuit. Therefore, RF circuits can benefit from using enhancement-mode transistors for many of the same reasons as in switching converters.

The measurement and performance metrics used for RF transistors differ significantly from switching devices. These metrics will be presented, along with their relevance, and guidance on how to measure and use them.
8.2 Differences Between RF and Switching Transistors

The main difference between switching transistors and RF transistors is that RF transistors are designed to work best in the linear region of the transfer characteristic to maximize RF power gain and minimize RF signal distortion. Switching devices are designed to work best in the on-state and transition states to minimize losses [8–14]. For performance comparison, RF devices have different evaluation metrics [1] from switching devices, among which are power gain, linearity or 1 dB compression [8], and drain efficiency. The power gain determines how much the transistor amplifies the input signal with power. The 1 dB compression point determines the maximum output power that the transistor can deliver without distorting the signal. The drain efficiency determines how efficient the transistor is at amplifying.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_{GSQ}$</td>
<td>RF circuit gate voltage quiescent bias point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{DQ}$</td>
<td>Drain current in the transistor at the quiescent operating point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{DQ}$</td>
<td>Power losses at the quiescent operating point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{DC}$</td>
<td>DC power delivered to the RF transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{RFout}$</td>
<td>Output RF power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_D$</td>
<td>Drain efficiency – the ratio of $P_{RFout}/P_{DC}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{11}$</td>
<td>Input port reflection coefficient: the percentage of the input incident wave that is reflected back from the input port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{12}$</td>
<td>Reverse gain: the percentage of the output port incident wave that is reflected to the input port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{21}$</td>
<td>Forward gain: the percentage of the input port incident wave that is reflected to the output port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s_{22}$</td>
<td>Output port reflection coefficient: the percentage of the output incident wave that is reflected back from the output port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K$</td>
<td>Rollett stability factor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_S$</td>
<td>The source-side stability circle center on a Smith chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_L$</td>
<td>The load-side stability circle center on a Smith chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_A$</td>
<td>Constant available gain circle center on a Smith chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_S$</td>
<td>The source-side stability circle radius on a Smith chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_L$</td>
<td>The load-side stability circle radius on a Smith chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_A$</td>
<td>The radius of the constant available gain circle on a Smith chart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma_{in}$</td>
<td>Input reflection coefficient of the transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma_{out}$</td>
<td>Output reflection coefficient of the transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma_S$</td>
<td>Input-side matching reflection coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Gamma_L$</td>
<td>Output-side matching reflection coefficient</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_T$</td>
<td>Transducer power gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{TU}$</td>
<td>Unilateral transducer power gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$U$</td>
<td>Unilateral figure of merit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$g_u$</td>
<td>Normalized unilateral transducer gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_A$</td>
<td>Available gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{MSG}$</td>
<td>Maximum stable gain of the transistor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$X$</td>
<td>Matching network series reactance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B$</td>
<td>Matching network shunt susceptance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Typically, RF devices are biased to an operating point onto which the RF signal is superimposed. To bias the transistor, a drain-to-source current is established such that the voltage remains at the supply voltage. Figure 8.1 illustrates this concept, using the transistor transfer characteristic. The bias voltage and current are named quiescent points and denoted as $V_{GSQ}$ and $I_{DQ}$ respectively, and typically are provided in datasheets for baseline performance reporting.

The bias point will be associated with losses ($P_{DQ} = I_{DQ} \cdot V_{Supply}$), and as such, RF devices have a higher operating power ($P_{DQ}$) loss ratio with respect to power delivered ($P_{RF_{out}}$), compared to switching devices. The ratio $P_{RF_{out}}/P_{DC}$ is referred to as drain efficiency ($\eta_D$) where $P_{RF_{out}}$ is the output RF power and $P_{DC}$ is the DC power delivered to the transistor. When employing an RF FET as a Class A amplifier, this power loss ratio reaches a theoretical maximum of 50%, but as discussed in earlier chapters, a switching converter can have efficiencies as high as 98%. This means that the thermal dissipation of an RF device is significantly higher than equivalently sized switching devices, and necessitates that RF transistors have the ability to efficiently dissipate heat to the environment. Figure 8.2 shows the difference between a packaged RF FET (left) and a chip-scale switching FET (right), both with similar drain voltage and current ratings.

Another key difference between RF devices and switching devices is in how they are characterized. RF transistors are characterized as part of a transmission line in terms of incident and reflected waves, whereas switching devices are characterized in terms of energy commutation. This opens up many new terms and definitions unfamiliar to many power circuit designers. The common metric used to characterize RF devices are the s-parameters, which represent a measure of incident, reflection, and transmission of electromagnetic waves. S-parameters will also be used in this chapter to characterize the enhancement-mode GaN transistor originally designed for switching converter applications.

![Figure 8.1](image-url) Transfert characteristic for an enhancement-mode transistor showing the bias point and input voltage signal with corresponding output current

...
RF Basics

Before delving into RF transistor measurement and analysis, some basics need to be reviewed. In this chapter, all discussions will be limited to two-port networks, as this is sufficient to describe a transistor. Figure 8.3 shows the basic diagram for a two-port network showing the incident waves, denoted $a_1$ and $a_2$, and reflected waves denoted $b_1$ and $b_2$. Any incident wave at a port can be reflected to either of the ports. For example, an incident wave on port 1 ($a_1$) can reflect from port 1 ($b_1$) and/or port 2 ($b_2$).

An s-parameter is defined as the ratio between reflected ($b_1$ and $b_2$) and incident ($a_1$ and $a_2$) waves and is given by Equation 8.1.

$$s_{nm} = \frac{b_n}{a_m} \quad (8.1)$$

And $s_{nm}$ is a complex number with the general form:

$$s_{nm} = \Re(s_{nm}) + i \cdot \Im(s_{nm}) \quad (8.2)$$

In this chapter, port 1 will be designated as the input port, or gate, and port 2 as the output port, or drain.

From the s-parameters, it is possible to derive useful characteristics of the two-port network such as impedance, gain, and isolation. (The methodology is described in detail in [8].)
Figure 8.4 shows the two-port network connected to a load and source, and gives the input and output impedance for those ports.

The Smith chart is a useful tool [8], which simplifies the conversion of s-parameters into impedances, and will be extensively used in this chapter.

### 8.4 RF Transistor Metrics

The main metric for RF transistor performance evaluation is RF power gain. Maximum power gain is defined by the limit of linear performance for a transistor. Table 8.2 shows data from the Nitronex NPT1012 datasheet [7] showing the key RF metrics for the depletion-mode GaN-on-silicon HEMT under certain operating conditions.

RF power gain is a measure of how much power is increased or decreased by when incident on a port. Mathematically it is expressed as:

\[
G = \frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}}
\]  

(8.3)

Gain can also be expressed logarithmically, with units of decibel (dB) as follows:

\[
G(\text{dB}) = 10 \cdot \log\left(\frac{P_{\text{out}}}{P_{\text{in}}}\right)
\]  

(8.4)

Table 8.2 Data from Nitronex NPT1012 datasheet [7] showing the Key RF metrics for the transistor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Typ</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{3\text{dB}}$</td>
<td>Average Output Power at 3 dB Gain Compression</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{1\text{dB}}$</td>
<td>Average Output Power at 1 dB Gain Compression</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_{\text{SS}}$</td>
<td>Small Signal Gain</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta$</td>
<td>Drain Efficiency at 3 dB Gain Compression</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSWR</td>
<td>10:1 VSWR at all phase angles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>No damage to the device</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Using the definition of gain, linearity can be defined for the amplifier as having a fixed gain value and is characterized by the linear relationship between the input power and the output power. At its limit, there is a loss in gain due to amplification saturation. Linearity is also known as linear dynamic range with its limit being the 1 dB compression point [8]. For an RF transistor, the gain will be a constant as a function of input power until it exceeds a specific value. The 1 dB compression point is defined as the point when the measured amplifier output power (dB) deviates by 1 dB from the ideal predicted power, and is shown in Figure 8.5. Figure 8.5(a) is the output power as a function of the input power, and Figure 8.5(b) shows the same result for gain as a function of input power. Above a specific input power level, the gain will begin to decrease and the output power will no longer be a linear function of the input power.

Typically, the linearity of a transistor is provided in a datasheet at a specific frequency and bias condition. Power gain is given over a frequency range, based on a specific bias setting. Small-signal s-parameters can be used to design a Class A RF power amplifier, but large-signal s-parameters are needed to predict power performance.

8.4.1 Determining the High-Frequency Characteristics of RF FETs

To determine the RF characteristics of a transistor requires a few steps. The procedure starts with s-parameter measurements of the device itself. The s-parameters are used to test for stability and to identify if the device is unilateral (negligible reverse gain) or bilateral (reverse gain is high enough to affect stability). Once the stability criteria have been determined, an amplifier can be designed, typically a Class A or Class AB.

Small-signal s-parameters are measured using a vector network analyzer (VNA) with the transistor under specific bias conditions. Several measurements may be required to determine the bias conditions that yield the highest performance metrics.

To measure the RF characteristics requires that the device be mounted to a test fixture. The test fixture will need to be calibrated using a set of standards to obtain the device-only s-parameters. The thru-reflect-line (TRL) [16] and short-open-load-thru (SOLT) methods are the most popular methods of calibration. The calibration process and accuracy between the two methods is well documented in [17,18].
Figure 8.6 Reference plane design for RF connection to the EPC8009 [19] FET

Figure 8.6 shows a reference plane design suitable for the EPC8009 [19] enhancement-mode switching FET that can be used to test its RF characteristics. Due to the small size of this device and its connections, a reducing taper microstrip is required to make the connection. The taper’s interface to the 50 Ω microstrip transmission line in this example is based on a 30 mil thick, one-once copper, Rogers 4350 substrate [20].

8.4.2 Pulse Testing for Thermal Considerations

It has already been mentioned that RF devices have a high ratio of power dissipation to power output, and therefore require substantial cooling. In the case where power dissipation exceeds the capability of the device, pulsed-mode testing can be employed.

Most RF amplifiers are operated with a continuous RF signal and bias. This is known as continuous wave (CW) operation. Pulse testing is used to lower the average power dissipation in the device. The bias pulse and pulsed RF signal used in pulse testing are shown in Figure 8.7.

It is important to maintain the drain bias current stable during the on-state of the pulse as changes can cause inaccurate measurements. This is difficult to achieve, particularly for Class A amplifiers, as the drain current will increase in response to an increase in RF power without any means to differentiate between what is the bias component and what is the RF

Figure 8.7 Bias pulse and pulsed RF signal for pulsed RF testing
component. In addition, rapid changes in gate voltage can lead to unwanted ringing of the drain and can cause bias instability and oscillations. The choice of bias tees for pulse testing is also critical because the frequency response of the bias tees must satisfy both RF and bias requirements.

A dedicated pulse controller similar to the schematic block diagram shown in Figure 8.8 can be used for RF testing FETs. Using an isolation amplifier, the drain current is measured and used with a proportional-integral (PI) controller to regulate the gate voltage to maintain the drain current. The PI controller is also controlled by the gate pulse to avoid rapid gate transitions.

For higher power RF measurements, the pulse controller can be adapted such that gate voltage can be fed to a second device while the drain bias current for the second device is not measured by the controller [21]. The first device will not be exposed to RF thereby providing a stable reference for the device under RF testing. This setup is shown in Figure 8.9.

![Figure 8.8](image) Schematic block diagram for transistor bias control under pulsed RF testing

![Figure 8.9](image) Power RF testing using the pulse controller having a reference device and a device under test
8.4.3 Analyzing the S-Parameters

With the ability to measure the s-parameters, the data now needs to be analyzed so that an amplifier can be designed from it. The procedure involves checking for stability issues and determining the input and output reflection coefficients for the device.

8.4.3.1 Test for Stability

It is important to determine whether the device is conditionally or unconditionally stable. An unconditionally stable device will remain stable (will not oscillate) regardless of the impedance presented to its gate or drain. The test for unconditional stability is given by the Rollett stability factor (K) [22]:

\[
K = \frac{1 - |s_{11}|^2 - |s_{22}|^2 + |\Delta|^2}{2 \cdot |s_{12} \cdot s_{21}|} \geq 1
\]  

(8.5)

and

\[|\Delta| \leq 1\]

(8.6)

where

\[\Delta = s_{11} \cdot s_{22} - s_{12} \cdot s_{21}\]

(8.7)

If this stability criterion for either K or |\Delta| cannot be satisfied, then the transistor will be defined as conditionally stable. This means that any design using the transistor must avoid the unstable region. Stability circle plots on a Smith chart [8] are used to determine where the unstable regions are located. The stability circles are given by the following equations:

\[C_S = \frac{(s_{11} - \Delta \cdot s_{22})^*}{|s_{11}|^2 - |\Delta|^2}\]

(8.8)

\[R_S = \frac{|s_{12} \cdot s_{21}|}{|s_{11}|^2 - |\Delta|^2}\]

(8.9)

\[C_L = \frac{(s_{22} - \Delta \cdot s_{11})^*}{|s_{22}|^2 - |\Delta|^2}\]

(8.10)

\[R_L = \frac{|s_{12} \cdot s_{21}|}{|s_{22}|^2 - |\Delta|^2}\]

(8.11)

The superscript asterisk (*) denotes the complex conjugate of the parameter, also known as the reflection of the parameter. Using Equation 8.2 as an example, the complex conjugate for \(s_{nm}\) is given as:

\[s_{nm}^* = \Re(s_{nm}) - i \cdot \Im(s_{nm})\]

(8.12)
The unstable region falls inside the stability circle, as shown for example in Figure 8.10 (for a tutorial on the use of Smith Charts see reference [8]).

### 8.4.3.2 Transistor Input and Output Reflection

The RF transistor will ultimately be placed in an amplifier circuit with input and output matching networks that transform the standard source impedance ($Z_0$) and standard load impedance ($Z_0$) to desired values ($\Gamma_S$ and $\Gamma_L$), as shown in Figure 8.11. Matching networks will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.

Although they share the same nomenclature, the transistor input and output reflection coefficients are not simply given by $s_{11}$ and $s_{22}$ (reflection coefficients) as one might expect, but are given by $\Gamma_{in}$ and $\Gamma_{out}$ for the input (gate circuit) and output (drain circuit) respectively. This

---

**Figure 8.10** Stability circle plot showing unstable regions for both source and load ports

**Figure 8.11** Basic amplifier structure with input and output matching with reflection coefficients for the FET and matching networks
is due to the effect of the transmission coefficients $s_{12}$ and $s_{21}$ cross influencing the input and output by way of the load and source impedances. This can be seen in the equations for the transistor input and output reflection [8], where the load network impacts the input reflection, and the source network impacts the output reflection:

\[
\Gamma_{in} = s_{11} + \frac{s_{12} \cdot s_{21} \cdot \Gamma_L}{1 - s_{22} \cdot \Gamma_L} \quad (8.13)
\]

\[
\Gamma_{out} = s_{22} + \frac{s_{12} \cdot s_{21} \cdot \Gamma_S}{1 - s_{11} \cdot \Gamma_S} \quad (8.14)
\]

### 8.4.3.3 Transducer Gain

Transducer power gain ($G_T$) is defined as the ratio of power delivered to the load to the power available from the source. From Figure 8.11, it can be seen that there are multiple gain components which are: gain of the source side matching $G_S$, gain of the transistor $G_0$, and gain of the load side matching $G_L$. Together, these components make up the transducer gain ($G_T$), which can be determined using the following equations:

\[
G_T = G_S \cdot G_0 \cdot G_L \quad (8.15)
\]

and written using $s$-parameters:

\[
G_S = \frac{1 - |\Gamma_S|^2}{|1 - \Gamma_{in} \cdot \Gamma_S|^2} \quad (8.16)
\]

\[
G_0 = |s_{21}|^2 \quad (8.17)
\]

\[
G_L = \frac{1 - |\Gamma_L|^2}{|1 - \Gamma_{out} \cdot \Gamma_L|^2} \quad (8.18)
\]

### 8.4.3.4 Unilateral/Bilateral Transistor Test

A unilateral transistor is defined as one where $s_{12}$ is very small relative to $s_{21}$ [8,23]. Since a value of zero for $s_{12}$ is not physically possible, we can perform a test to determine if a transistor can be regarded as unilateral or bilateral. Using Equations 8.16 and 8.18 and substituting $\Gamma_{in}$ and $\Gamma_{out}$ with $s_{11}$ and $s_{22}$ respectively, a unilateral transducer gain ($G_{TU}$) for Equation 8.15 can be derived. The ratio of the transducer gain to the unilateral transducer gain can be used to determine the normalized unilateral transducer gain as follows:

\[
g_u = \frac{G_T}{G_{TU}} \quad (8.19)
\]

which is bounded as follows:

\[
\frac{1}{(1 + U)^2} < g_u < \frac{1}{(1 - U)^2} \quad (8.20)
\]
where $U$ is the unilateral figure of merit and given by the following equation:

$$
U = \frac{|s_{11}| \cdot |s_{12}| \cdot |s_{21}| \cdot |s_{22}|}{(1 - |s_{11}|^2) \cdot (1 - |s_{22}|^2)}
$$

(8.21)

A transistor can be regarded as unilateral if $g_m$ is within 10% of unity, otherwise it is considered bilateral. Also, a unilateral transistor will always be stable by definition, as the device effectively does not have a feedback mechanism. A unilateral amplifier design is simplified greatly as $\Gamma_{\text{in}}$ and $\Gamma_{\text{out}}$ (Equations 8.13 and 8.14) can be reduced to $s_{11}$ and $s_{22}$, respectively. The unilateral solution will not be covered in this book, as the procedure to design an amplifier using a bilateral transistor also can be adapted for a unilateral transistor.

### 8.5 Amplifier Design Using Small-Signal S-Parameters

The essence of an amplifier design is to determine the input ($\Gamma_S$) and output ($\Gamma_L$) reflection coefficients for the matching networks of the transistor. The basis for the design can be maximum gain, or a specific gain that is within the capability of the transistor.

The example here assumes a bilateral transistor, and the procedure followed will be based on a specific gain requirement. The unique solution for an unconditionally stable transistor that yields the maximum transducer gain ($G_{T_{\text{max}}}$) can also be determined using this procedure. The specific maximum transducer gain needs to be determined to know its gain limit. For an unconditionally stable transistor, the maximum transducer gain is given by:

$$
G_{T_{\text{max}}} = \frac{|s_{21}|}{|s_{12}|} \cdot \left( K - \sqrt{K^2 - 1} \right)
$$

(8.22)

The unconditionally stable transistor maximum transducer gain amplifier solution is defined as a conjugately matched amplifier, where the matching networks are designed to have zero reflection. It will be the complex conjugate of the transistor ports and can be written in the form:

$$
\Gamma_{\text{in}} = \Gamma^*_S
$$

(8.23)

$$
\Gamma_{\text{out}} = \Gamma^*_L
$$

(8.24)

### 8.5.1 Conditionally Stable Bilateral Transistor Amplifier Design

The design of an amplifier using a conditionally stable bilateral transistor can involve plotting many gain circles to find an acceptable solution. In this section, we will present a simpler method based on conjugately matching one port of the transistor, and mismatching the other port. The solution can then be adjusted to find a solution where both input ($\Gamma_S$) and output ($\Gamma_L$) reflection coefficients fall within the stable operating regions. The design procedure will make use of constant gain circles where an arbitrary gain value and reflection coefficient for that port are chosen, and the equations solved to find the other port’s reflection coefficient. Amplifier design using feedback networks will not be covered.
8.5.1.1 Available Gain

The amplifier will be designed using the available gain (GA) approach [11], so that the output network will be conjugately matched with the transistor and the input network mismatched with the transistor. The approach will reduce the amount of reflected power being transmitted back to the input via $s_{12}$ due to any output mismatch. A mismatch on the input results in a significantly lower reflection magnitude than it would if the output were mismatched. Available gain (GA) is defined as the ratio of the power available from the amplifier to the power available from the source. Substituting Equation 8.24 into Equation 8.18, Equation 8.13 into 8.16, and solving for Equation 8.15 under these conditions yields:

$$G_A = \frac{1 - |\Gamma_S|^2}{|1 - s_{11} \cdot \Gamma_S|^2} \cdot |s_{21}|^2 \cdot \frac{1}{1 - |\Gamma_{out}|^2} \quad (8.25)$$

where the unknown is $\Gamma_S$, which will be chosen based on a specific gain requirement for the amplifier. The output will be conjugately matched using the constant available gain circle, $G_A$. The normalized available power gain ($g_A$) is given by:

$$g_A = \frac{G_A}{|s_{21}|^2} \quad (8.26)$$

8.5.1.2 Constant Available Gain Circles

Using the available gain, constant available gain circles can be derived [11] and are summarized as follows:

$$C_A = \frac{g_A \cdot (s_{11} - \Delta \cdot s_{22})^*}{1 + g_A \cdot (|s_{11}|^2 - |\Delta|^2)} \quad (8.27)$$

$$R_A = \sqrt{\frac{1 - 2 \cdot K \cdot |s_{12} \cdot s_{21}| \cdot g_A + |s_{12} \cdot s_{21}|^2 \cdot g_A^2}{1 + g_A \cdot (|s_{11}|^2 - |\Delta|^2)}} \quad (8.28)$$

A specific available gain is chosen and the gain circle is plotted. The gain circle gives all possible values for the input reflection coefficient ($\Gamma_S$) that will yield this gain. For each value of ($\Gamma_S$), a value for ($\Gamma_L$) can be determined, and a circle of ($\Gamma_L$) can be calculated using Equations 8.14 and 8.24. A range of values where both ($\Gamma_S$) and ($\Gamma_L$) fall outside their respective stability circles, and that also lie inside the unity circle of the Smith chart, will yield a stable amplifier design. The best choice would be based on values that lie furthest from the stability circles.

8.6 Amplifier Design Example

Next, an amplifier will be designed using an enhancement-mode GaN transistor [19], and the available gain approach. In this example, the s-parameters have been measured using the reference planes shown in Figure 8.6 and will operate at 500 MHz.
At 500 MHz, $V_{DSQ} = 30$ V and $I_{DQ} = 500$ mA, the enhancement-mode GaN transistor (EPC8009 [19]) has the following s-parameter values:

$$
\begin{align*}
s_{11} &= -0.926 - i \cdot 0.157, \quad |s_{11}| = 0.939 \\
s_{22} &= -0.658 - i \cdot 0.46, \quad |s_{22}| = 0.803 \\
s_{12} &= -0.002 + i \cdot 0.013, \quad |s_{12}| = 0.013 \\
s_{21} &= 5.280 + i \cdot 4.042, \quad |s_{21}| = 6.65
\end{align*}
$$

From the s-parameters, it can be determined whether the transistor is unilateral or bilateral using Equations 8.20 and 8.21.

$$U = \frac{|s_{11}| \cdot |s_{12}| \cdot |s_{21}| \cdot |s_{22}|}{(1 - |s_{11}|^2) \cdot (1 - |s_{22}|^2)}$$

$$= \frac{0.926 \cdot 0.013 \cdot 6.65 \cdot 0.803}{(1 - 0.926^2) \cdot (1 - 0.803^2)}$$

$$= 1.534$$

and

$$\frac{1}{(1 + U)^2} < g_u < \frac{1}{(1 - U)^2}$$

$$\frac{1}{(1 + 1.534)^2} < g_u < \frac{1}{(1 - 1.534)^2}$$

$$0.156 < g_u < 3.5$$

From the result, it is clear that neither unilateral FOM boundary is within 10% of unity, and therefore, the transistor is considered bilateral.

Next, we need to decide whether the transistor is conditionally or unconditionally stable using Equations 8.5–8.7.

$$\Delta = s_{11} \cdot s_{22} - s_{12} \cdot s_{21}$$

$$= (-0.926 - i \cdot 0.157) \cdot (-0.658 - i \cdot 0.46) - (-0.002 + i \cdot 0.013) \cdot (5.280 + i \cdot 4.042)$$

$$= -0.6 + i \cdot 0.472$$

and

$$|\Delta| = 0.763$$

with the Rollett stability factor

$$K = \frac{1 - |s_{11}|^2 - |s_{22}|^2 + |\Delta|^2}{2 \cdot |s_{12} \cdot s_{21}|}$$

$$= \frac{1 - 0.939^2 - 0.803^2 + 0.763^2}{2 \cdot |(-0.002 + i \cdot 0.013) \cdot (5.280 + i \cdot 4.042)|}$$

$$= 0.326$$
The unconditional stability of $K \geq 1$ and $|\Delta| \leq 1$ has not been met for this transistor due to $K$. Therefore, the device is conditionally stable and the stability circles can be plotted to determine the unstable regions.

The stability circles can be calculated using Equations 8.8–8.11, and are shown in Figure 8.12 with the unstable regions shaded. The amplifier design for $(\Gamma_S)$ and $(\Gamma_L)$ need to avoid these regions. As the transistor is conditionally stable, we need to determine a suitable gain that will yield an amplifier that will not oscillate (is always stable). Before we can select a working gain we need to determine the maximum stable gain of the transistor using the following equation:

$$G_{MSG} = \frac{|s_{21}|}{|s_{12}|} = \frac{6.65}{0.013} = 520.3 = 27.2 \text{ dB} \quad (8.34)$$

The maximum stable gain is a simple method to determine the stable gain limit of the transistor; however, it may not yield a workable solution. For this example, a design gain of $200 = 23 \text{ dB}$ is selected.

Next, using the gain value selected, the available gain circle is plotted as shown in Figure 8.12, which reveals all values of $\Gamma_S$ that will yield a gain of $23 \text{ dB}$. Next, a specific value for $(\Gamma_S)$ can be selected and, using Equations 8.14 and 8.24, a value for $\Gamma_L$ can be determined. Both $\Gamma_S$ and $\Gamma_L$ must lie outside the unstable regions of the stability circles. The trajectory of $\Gamma_L$, based on the available gain circle, has been plotted in Figure 8.12 to make it
easier to observe if a solution exists. If there are points where both the $G_A$ circle and the $\Gamma_L$ trajectory lie outside the stability circles and also lie inside the unity Smith chart, then a workable solution exists.

The reflection coefficients at 500 MHz are:

$$\Gamma_S = -0.604 - i \cdot 0.167$$
$$\Gamma_L = -0.557 + i \cdot 0.458$$

Using these reflection coefficients, the amplifier matching networks can be designed. These reflection coefficients are usually provided in the datasheets of RF components over a range of frequencies.

### 8.6.1 Matching and Bias Tee Network Design

Figure 8.13 shows a block diagram for the RF amplifier design. To accommodate a small heatsink for the transistor, a 50 $\Omega$ transmission line 12.25 mm long for the gate circuit and 14 mm long for the drain circuit needs to be added to bring out the terminals before connection to the bias tees and matching networks. The impact of both the transmission lines and bias tees on the reflection coefficients will need to be calculated for adjustment prior to calculating the matching network.

The 50 $\Omega$ transmission line rotates the selected impedance (reflection coefficient) around the center of the Smith chart to a new location, since only the phase component changes and not the characteristic impedance. Given that this is the transmission line, the direction of rotation is counter-clockwise. The angle of rotation will depend on the length of the transmission line, transmission line design, and the frequency of operation. The derivation for the electrical angle based on a microstrip is given in [24]. In this example, the electrical phase is 12.46° for the gate transmission line, and 14.24° for the drain transmission line. The rotation on the Smith chart is twice the electrical angle.

The bias tee circuits are used to provide the quiescent supply to the transistor. It must be designed so as to not affect the RF characteristics of the circuit, yet it needs to adequately provide the required bias conditions. The bias tee circuit for the amplifier consists of a second-order passive filter (DC pass – AC block) as shown in Figure 8.14. The impact on the RF circuit
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**Figure 8.13** Block diagram of the complete amplifier design that includes transmission lines, bias tees, and matching networks
can be determined as the series combination of the two passive elements, shunting the RF signal at the point of connection. Since the amplifier will be pulsed, additional design considerations need to be made to ensure stable pulse operation of the transistor with some useful design tips given in [25].

The selected bias tee components have the following electrical properties at 500 MHz:

- $L_{Bin} = 48.4 \text{ nH, ESR} = 16 \Omega$
- $C_{Bin} = 100 \text{ pF}$
- $L_{Bout} = 240.8 \text{ nH, ESR} = 126 \Omega$
- $C_{Bout} = 10 \text{ nF}$

Using the bias tee network values, the calculated input and output reflection coefficients, and the effect of the transmission lines, the new reflection coefficients ($\Gamma_S$) and ($\Gamma_L$) can be determined. In this example, the results are:

- $\Gamma_S = -0.543 - i \cdot 0.414 = 10.45 \Omega, 19.65 \text{ pF (at 500 MHz)}$
- $\Gamma_L = -0.707 + i \cdot 0.13 = 8.26 \Omega, 1.41 \text{ nH (at 500 MHz)}$

The original reflection coefficients, impact of the transmission lines, and bias tees are shown in Figure 8.15, with the new reflection coefficients that are used to design the matching networks.

The design of the matching network is to convert the reflection coefficients to that of the load and the source impedances. In this design example, the source and load impedances are 50 $\Omega$. For the case where the transistor resistance is less than the source impedance ($Z_0$), the matching network will take the form shown in Figure 8.16.

The matching network design has two solutions: (a) where X is capacitive and B is inductive, (b) where X is inductive and B is capacitive. The preferred solution is (a), as it acts as a high-frequency pass with low-frequency filtering, and is desirable because the transistor has a higher gain in the lower frequencies and any unwanted signal can easily corrupt the amplifier. The
solution for the matching network design for the schematic of Figure 8.16 is given in [8] and repeated in Equations 8.35 and 8.36:

\[
B = \pm \sqrt{\frac{Z_0 - R_L}{R_L}} \quad \quad \quad (8.35)
\]

\[
X = \pm \sqrt{R_L \cdot (Z_0 - R_L) - X_L} \quad \quad \quad (8.36)
\]

Since a DC block is required for both the RF input and output, and this function can be integrated into the matching network, the case with the negative values for X and B in Equations 8.35 and 8.36 can be calculated for the matching networks as follows.

**Figure 8.15** Amplifier design of reflection coefficients showing impact of transmission lines, bias tees, and matching network trajectories for each port are also shown

**Figure 8.16** Matching network configuration for the amplifier
For the gate circuit the matching network:

\[
B_{\text{in}} = -\sqrt{\frac{50 - 10.45}{10.45}} = -0.039 \, \text{S} = 8.18 \, \text{nH} = L_{\text{inM}}
\]

\[
X_{\text{in}} = -\sqrt{10.45 \cdot (50 - 10.45)} - 16.2 = -36.53 \, \Omega = 8.71 \, \text{pF} = C_{\text{inM}}
\]  

and for the drain circuit the matching network:

\[
B_{\text{out}} = -\sqrt{\frac{50 - 8.26}{8.26}} = -0.045 \, \text{S} = 7.08 \, \text{nH} = L_{\text{outM}}
\]

\[
X_{\text{out}} = -\sqrt{8.26 \cdot (50 - 8.26)} + 4.42 = -14.14 \, \Omega = 22.51 \, \text{pF} = C_{\text{outM}}
\]

The matching network solution trajectories for these solutions have been plotted in Figure 8.15.

### 8.6.2 Experimental Verification

Based on the design example, a 500 MHz RF amplifier was designed and tested using the EPC8009 [19] eGaN FET. The drain bias current was set to 250 mA and 500 mA, and the drain bias voltage at 30 V. The amplifier was tested in pulse mode with a pulse duration of 240 μs and a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The amplifier was tested using a vector network analyzer with an additional RF amplifier to boost the input RF power to the amplifier, and loaded with a 20 W-capable, 30 dB RF attenuator. An RF power-in to power-out sweep was performed. Figure 8.17 shows the 1 dB compression point for this amplifier at both bias current settings.

Figure 8.18 shows the gain and drain efficiency for the amplifier as a function of output power.

It can be seen from the experimental results that the EPC8009 with 500 mA-drain bias current has a 1 dB compression point at 40.6 dBm (11.6 W) output power, where the power gain is 20.6 dB with drain efficiency of 57.4%. At a drain bias current of 250 mA, the device has a 1 dB compression at 38.4 dBm (6.96 W) output power, where the power gain is 19.3 dB with drain efficiency of 45.9%.

Having determined the RF performance of the GaN transistor, it may be compared to state-of-the-art LDMOS FETs with similar characteristics. Since the GaN FET was designed as a switching device, and not an RF device, the comparison focuses on the differences pertinent to RF designs. The metrics compared are power gain, linearity (1 dB compression,) and drain efficiency at the same frequency of operation. The LDMOS devices selected for comparison are [26,27] based on comparable power capabilities at 500 MHz. The comparison data between the GaN transistor and LDMOS FETs are given in Table 8.3.
From Table 8.3, it can be seen that the GaN FET has a higher gain than the LDMOS while operating at a higher voltage with comparable drain efficiency despite the higher bias power. The capacitances of the GaN transistor are also significantly lower than the LDMOS FETs, ensuring lower matching impedance conversion.

Figure 8.17  Measured 1 dB compression points for the EPC8009-based RF amplifier with 30 V drain bias voltage and 250 mA and 500 mA drain bias currents while operating at 500 MHz

From Table 8.3, it can be seen that the GaN FET has a higher gain than the LDMOS while operating at a higher voltage with comparable drain efficiency despite the higher bias power. The capacitances of the GaN transistor are also significantly lower than the LDMOS FETs, ensuring lower matching impedance conversion.

Figure 8.18  Measured gain and drain efficiency for the EPC8009-based RF amplifier with 30 V drain bias voltage and 250 mA and 500 mA drain bias currents while operating at 500 MHz
8.7 Summary

In this chapter, the key metrics and a methodology for an RF amplifier design were presented and compared against an actual amplifier. The design was based on the EPC8009 eGaN FET, which was not originally designed to be an RF device. Despite this, the results show excellent RF characteristics with stable gain in excess of 20 dB, and a drain efficiency approaching 60% at the 1 dB compression point. The GaN transistor was compared against two LDMOS FETs with similar RF characteristics, and it was seen that the GaN transistor yields a higher gain than the LDMOS FETs, as well as comparable drain efficiency. Many LDMOS devices are internally matched to enhance their RF performance around a specific frequency. This reduces the usable bandwidth to a few tens of MHz, whereas an LDMOS FET designed for broadband applications can have an operating bandwidth around 100 MHz. GaN transistors, designed as power switching transistors are not internally matched and, as a result, the higher impedances enable the device to span a bandwidth of as much as 3 GHz.

It was also demonstrated that, despite being designed as a switching device, the GaN transistor can easily be connected to a RF circuit using reference planes and microstrip tapers. This allows for more compact designs than possible with packaged LDMOS devices. The lack of a package, however, may present thermal limitations that can be overcome by design. The more compact layout and lack of package can also lead to cost reductions and system size reduction.

The enhancement-mode switching GaN transistor paves the way for reduced cost RF applications and is ideally suited for applications such as MRI systems. GaN transistors can also offer higher blocking voltage than LDMOS, which can increase the voltage standing wave ratio capability and increase an amplifier’s ability to absorb RF energy due to impedance mismatching.

In the next chapter, the capability of certain GaN transistors in space applications will be reviewed. Once again, GaN FETs outperform their aging silicon counterparts in the most demanding of environments.
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GaN Transistors for Space Applications

9.1 Introduction

Radiation in space is generated by many sources within and outside of our solar system. This radiation comes in the form of gamma rays, energetic electrons, protons, and heavier ions, which are all known to cause damage in semiconductors. Over the years, silicon-based devices have been well characterized under various radiation conditions, vulnerabilities have been identified and, to some extent mitigated through design and process improvements. NASA has published guidelines to help designers of satellite systems consistently design for the different environments encountered in various earth orbits [1].

In this chapter, we will look at the research on GaN capabilities under exposure to different types of radiation with a particular focus on GaN transistors used in power conversion. We will then look at actual measurements of commercial grade enhancement mode GaN transistors and compare their capability against radiation-resistant silicon power MOSFETs.

9.2 Failure Mechanisms

An energetic particle can cause damage to a semiconductor in three primary ways: (1) it can cause traps in non-conducting layers, (2) it can cause physical damage to the crystal (displacement damage) or the interface between the crystal and a Schottky barrier, and (3) it can create a cloud of electron–hole pairs that will cause the device to momentarily conduct (and possibly burn out in the process) [2].

Power MOSFETs, in particular, are vulnerable to radiation in two ways. First, gamma (electron) radiation can cause positively charged (hole) traps to develop in the thin gate oxide [2,3]. The addition of positive charges between the gate electrode and the channel reduces the threshold voltage of the n-channel power MOSFET. The second major vulnerability stems from energetic particles that can fully penetrate the semiconductor device. These particles cause the single event effects (SEE), and the failures are known as single event upset (SEU).
In order to understand how these same radiation effects impact the electrical performance of GaN transistors, we need to consider Schottky-based depletion-mode devices (Figure 1.6(a) in Chapter 1), MOS-based depletion-mode devices (Figure 1.6(b) in Chapter 1), and pGaN-based enhancement-mode devices (Figure 1.7 in Chapter 1). All three of these structures use an AlGaN/GaN barrier to generate the 2DEG, but have different gate structures that can lead to different vulnerabilities when exposed to radiation. Cascode-configured GaN transistors will not be considered in this chapter because their behavior would be influenced significantly by the silicon MOSFET’s radiation tolerance.

9.3 Standards for Radiation Exposure and Tolerance

The NASA guidelines for transistors [1] set the standard set for a “Rad Hard” device as the ability to withstand a total incident dose (TID) between 200 kRad(Si) and 1 MRad(Si), and an SEU threshold linear energy transfer (LET) of 80–150 MeV mg\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\). A “Rad” is defined as the mean energy absorbed per unit mass of irradiated material at the point of interest [3].

\[1 \text{ Rad} = 100 \text{ ergs/g}\]

A Rad(Si) would be a measure of absorption in a silicon crystal. In order to maintain comparisons with silicon power MOSFETs, most researchers have elected to use Rad(Si) to report their results for GaN devices.

LET is a measure of the energy deposited by an incident particle (the “stopping power”) per unit of track length. A heavier ion, such as Au, would have a higher LET for the same energy than a lighter ion, such as a proton.

9.4 Gamma Radiation Tolerance

The common approach to measuring device tolerance to gamma radiation is to use the decay radiation from a Cobalt-60 \(^{60}\text{Co}\) source. Using this method, testing of depletion-mode Schottky gate transistors designed for RF applications has been reported in [4] and [5], where the results showed no degradation when exposed to up to 600 MRads(Si), and are consistent with results for silicon JFETs [2]. This is not surprising because there are no oxides in the gate structure that can trap charge, and thereby modulate the threshold voltage.

To date, no measurements have been reported for MOS-gated GaN HEMT transistors. There is no reason to believe that their behavior would be significantly different from the behavior of silicon power MOSFETs. Gamma radiation-induced trapping in the insulating gate will cause a negative shift in threshold voltage that could lead to circuit failure.

Enhancement-mode pGaN HEMT transistors have been tested extensively [6,8] with favorable results. In these tests, the devices had either drain-to-source bias during testing, or gate-to-source bias. By exposing devices to radiation while applying bias on each of the transistor terminals, the in-circuit performance in a high radiation environment can be projected. Figure 9.1 is a graph showing the progression of drain-to-source leakage current and threshold voltage of several devices tested up to 1 MRad(Si).
Figure 9.1 (a) Drain-source leakage current ($I_{DSS}$), and (b) Threshold voltage of EPC1015 eGaN FETs after exposure to $1 \times 10^6 \text{ Rad(Si)}$. Devices with 5 V gate-source bias during testing are shown as solid lines. Devices with 80 V drain-source bias during testing are shown as dotted lines [6]
9.5 Single-Event Effects (SEE) Testing

As with gamma radiation testing, there has been significant research on SEE in Schottky gate RF HEMT transistors [7,8], but no MOS gate HEMT device testing has been reported. In the case of a cascode GaN transistor, the reaction to single event radiation would be determined by the combination of the silicon MOSFET and the GaN transistor in their series configuration. Enhancement-mode pGaN gated devices have also had extensive testing [6,9,10].

Failures under SEE testing of power transistors fall into two categories: single event burnout (SEB) and single event gate rupture (SEGR). SEGR is unlikely in a Schottky gate or pGaN gate HEMT device because there are no insulating gate layers that would be the source of failure. The Schottky gate and pGaN gate devices showed remarkable resistance to SEE radiation. In reference [7], Schottky gate devices showed slow degradation of $I_{DSS}$ when irradiated with bromine ions at 39 LET. Abrupt failures (SEB) were observed in these devices with 70 V drain-to-source bias at a LET of 60 MeV mg$^{-1}$ cm$^2$. Schottky gate transistors in reference [8] also showed no degradation when exposed to lesser levels of SEE radiation from FE, O, and C atoms. Reference [10] also showed excellent SEE tolerance with the main failure mechanism being the increase of $I_{DSS}$ leakage, the rate of which scaled with the LET and drain-to-source voltage.

The highest level of SEE capability for a GaN HEMT was reported in references [9,11]. Tests showed eGaN FET devices capable of withstanding $1 \times 10^{13}$ cm$^{-2}$ Au atoms at a LET of 87.2 MeV mg$^{-1}$ cm$^2$ with full-rated voltage applied to 40 V or 100 V rated transistors. The 200 V rated eGaN FETs survived up to 190 V bias and, at that voltage, failures were a result of a slow increase in $I_{DSS}$. An example of the stability of devices under Au bombardment is shown in Figure 9.2. The basic failure mechanism is the physical displacement of atoms in the crystal due to the large momentum transfer from the incident heavy ions.

![Figure 9.2](image)

**Figure 9.2** $I_{DSS}$ and $I_{GSS}$ progression for MGN8903 GaN transistor during single event testing with $1\times10^6$ ions/cm$^2$ Au at 85.4 LET and biased at 100 V$_{DSS}$ [11]
Schottky gate and pGaN gate HEMT transistors can tolerate high doses of radiation without significant performance degradation, and without the need for any changes to the device design or fabrication process. In the case of the enhancement-mode GaN devices, as shown in Chapters 3–7, they significantly outperform state-of-the-art commercial power MOSFETs. Unlike GaN transistors, power MOSFETs designed to operate in high-radiation environments do not have dynamic switching performance comparable to commercial MOSFETs. Significant compromises in device geometries and fabrication process are needed to harden the final product [3]. Illustrating these significant compromises required of rad-hard MOSFET users, Table 9.1 compares a state-of-the art commercial power MOSFET with a comparable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPB107N20N3G</th>
<th>IRHN57250SE</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Performance Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rad tolerant</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BV_DSS</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_DS(on)</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_G</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>nC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_GS</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>nC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_GD</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>nC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_G·R_DS(on)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>nC·Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_DSS + Q_G)·R_DS(on)</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>nC·Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_GD·R_DS(on)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>nC·Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9.2 Comparison of key electrical parameters and radiation tolerance between a 200 V rated enhancement-mode GaN HEMT (EPC2010) [14] and a comparably rated rad-hard MOSFET (IRHN57250SE) [13]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EPC2010</th>
<th>IRHN57250SE</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Performance Ratio</th>
<th>Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BV_DSS</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>1 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R_DS(on)</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>2 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_G</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>nC</td>
<td>18 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_GS</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>nC</td>
<td>23 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_GD</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>nC</td>
<td>23 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_G·R_DS(on)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>nC·Ω</td>
<td>42 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Q_DSS + Q_G)·R_DS(on)</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>11.2</td>
<td>nC·Ω</td>
<td>10 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q_GD·R_DS(on)</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>nC·Ω</td>
<td>55 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrated SEE SOA at 84 LET (V_G = 0 V)</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>1 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demonstrated TID capability</td>
<td>&gt;1000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>kRad(Si)</td>
<td>&gt;10 : 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
radiation-tolerant version [12,13]. The last two rows in the table compare the soft-switching figures of merit (FOM) and the hard-switching FOM first discussed in Chapter 6 and 7, respectively. The latest commercial MOSFET are 4–5 times superior to the rad-hard MOSFET in these two key measures of device performance in switching converters.

Moving on to radiation-tolerant transistors, Table 9.2 compares the performance of a 200 V enhancement-mode GaN HEMT [14] and a 200 V rad-hard MOSFET [13,15]. The GaN HEMT has comparable SEE capability, 10 times the gamma radiation tolerance (TID), a hard-switching FOM ($R_{DS(on)} \cdot QGD$) 50 times superior, and a soft-switching FOM ($R_{DS(on)} \cdot (Q_G + QOSS)$) 10 times superior to the comparable rad-hard MOSFET. Any power conversion system would operate with significantly lower losses and higher gamma radiation tolerance using these enhancement-mode GaN transistors.

### 9.7 Summary

GaN transistors have been tested under heavy ion bombardment and gamma irradiation. These devices demonstrate readiness for use in the most stringent of radiation environments and far exceed the capabilities of silicon power MOSFETs. The problem that designers encounter with silicon MOSFETs is that they must choose between radiation tolerance and electrical performance. Commercial MOSFETs have thick gate oxides and so trap a lot of charge, resulting in large shifts in the threshold voltage and eventual failure at relatively low total-dose exposure. The radiation-hardened MOSFETs available have FOMs several times worse than their commercial counterparts, leading to either low efficiency or large size (due to the low switching frequency). Enhancement-mode GaN transistors give designers a new capability with electrical performance superior to the cutting-edge Si MOSFETs, and radiation tolerance at least as high as the best rad-hard power MOSFETs available. These GaN transistors bring a combination of electrical and radiation performance that establishes a new state of the art.

The tools and techniques discussed in Chapters 3–7 lay the foundation for the applications that are discussed in Chapter 10. The applications selected are among the first to widely use GaN transistors for power conversion.
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Application Examples

10.1 Introduction

This chapter presents some application examples where GaN transistors are already making inroads. As presented in the previous chapters, these inroads stem directly from the GaN transistor’s relative improvement in figures of merit (FOM) over the silicon MOSFET, be it in hard-switch or soft-switching applications. GaN transistors offer the potential to improve performance over the aging population of Si MOSFETs, enabling a new generation of power converters that offer higher frequencies, efficiencies, and densities than ever before.

10.2 Non-Isolated DC-DC Converters

Non-isolated, point-of-load (POL) converters are found in computers, telecommunication systems, handheld electronics, and many other applications. They are perhaps the most common way to convert from one DC voltage to a different DC voltage. With the ever-increasing power demands of modern technologies, combined with the desire for smaller size and lower power consumption, POL converter designs must drive toward higher power density, efficiency, and transient response capability in order to meet these evolving system demands.

The majority of POLs are non-isolated step-down buck converters, often with a large step-down ratio from as much as 60 V input to below 1 V output. The most straightforward way to improve power density and transient response capability is to increase switching frequency. This enables a volume reduction in the passive components, as well as a faster reaction time to transient spikes of voltage and current from the source or the load. The practical issue with today’s silicon-based solutions is that increasing switching frequency decreases efficiency as a result of higher switching losses in the aging power MOSFETs, thus limiting these solutions to the range of a couple hundred kilohertz to a megahertz. GaN transistors greatly relieve this constraint by easily operating well above these frequencies without loss of system efficiency.

Shown in Figure 10.1 are the efficiencies and power losses of GaN transistors and Si MOSFETs when applied in 1.2 V\text{OUT} buck converters for various input voltages at switching frequencies of 500 kHz and 1 MHz. As frequency and voltage increase, so do the gains offered by GaN transistors. For a 12 V\text{IN} design operating at 1 MHz, GaN transistors can improve
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efficiency by around 3%. For a 60 VIN design at 1 MHz, GaN transistors can improve efficiency by around 18%. This section will demonstrate the advantages offered by GaN transistors in common POL applications ranging from 60 VIN to 12 VIN.

### 12 VIN – 1.2 VOUT Buck Converter

In this section, a POL converter designed for one of the most common requirements will be discussed, 12 VIN and 1.2 VOUT. This is both a cost-sensitive and an efficiency-sensitive high-volume application. In Chapters 4 and 6, the importance of minimizing parasitics and providing an optimal layout for GaN transistors was discussed. In this section, these techniques will be applied to a converter operating at 1 MHz to yield a benchmark efficiency.

To compare the performance of the optimal power loop discussed in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4) with conventional lateral or vertical layouts, four separate designs were created. The overall thickness of the board and the distance between the top layer and the first inner layer in the board (inner layer distance) varies as illustrated in Figure 10.2. The component layouts remained unchanged from those used earlier in Section 4.4. All designs have four layers with two-ounce copper thickness, and their variables are given in Table 10.1.


Figure 10.2  PCB cross-section drawing of board thickness and inner layer distance
Simulated values of the high-frequency loop inductance for varying board thicknesses and inner layer distance are presented in Figure 10.3. From the data, it can be seen that for the lateral power loop the board thickness has little impact on the high-frequency loop inductance, while the inner layer distance (the distance from the power loop to the shield layer) significantly impacts the inductance. For the vertical power loop, the inner layer distance has very little impact on the inductance of the design, while the board thickness significantly increases the inductance by as much as 80% when the board thickness is doubled from 31 to 62 mils (0.8 mm to 1.5 mm).

For the optimal layout, the design shares the traits of the lateral power loop by showing little dependence on board thickness and a strong dependence on inner layer distance. This design provides a significant reduction in loop inductance by the removal of the shield layer and a reduced physical size of the power loop, traits similar to the vertical power loop design. Combining the strengths of both conventional designs, and limiting the weaknesses, this design provides a significant reduction in inductance compared to the best lateral and vertical power loops.

The power loss for the four board thicknesses and the three different loop layouts is shown in Figure 10.4. From this data, it can be seen that, for similar parasitic inductances, the power loss of the lateral loop is higher than the vertical loop. This increased loss in the lateral power loop

---

**Table 10.1** Board variables for layout comparison

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Board thickness (mils)</th>
<th>First inner layer distance (mils)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Design 1</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 2</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 3</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design 4</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Figure 10.3** Simulated high-frequency loop inductance values for lateral, vertical, and optimal power loops with different board thickness and inner layer distance
can be attributed to the additional loss in the shield layer due to eddy currents, which is not required in the vertical or optimal power loop.

The voltage overshoot for the different designs is shown in Figure 10.5. As loop inductance increases up to 1.4 nH, so does the voltage overshoot. Beyond 1.4 nH, the voltage overshoot does not significantly increase. This can be explained by Figure 10.6 that shows the measured switching speed of the different designs. As the loop inductance increases, the \( \frac{dv}{dt} \) of the

\[ \text{Figure 10.4} \quad \text{Power loss plot for lateral, vertical, and optimal power loop designs. (} V_{\text{IN}} = 12 \, \text{V}, V_{\text{OUT}} = 1.2 \, \text{V}, I_{\text{OUT}} = 20 \, \text{A}, f_{\text{sw}} = 1 \, \text{MHz}, L = 300 \, \text{nH, control device: EPC2015, synchronous rectifier: EPC2015}) \]

\[ \text{Figure 10.5} \quad \text{Measured voltage overshoot vs. loop inductance (} V_{\text{IN}} = 12 \, \text{V}, V_{\text{OUT}} = 1.2 \, \text{V, I}_{\text{OUT}} = 20 \, \text{A, } f_{\text{sw}} = 1 \, \text{MHz, L = 300 nH, control device: EPC2015, synchronous rectifier: EPC2015}) \]
device decreases significantly. This results in higher power loss, but helps limit voltage overshoot. For the two vertical loop designs with the highest loop inductance, the switching speed is reduced by over 60% when compared to all the other designs.

Shown in Figure 10.7 are the efficiency results of design 1 (Table 10.1) for the three GaN transistor based designs compared to a silicon implementation utilizing a vertical power loop with the smallest commercial package, a 3 × 3 mm TSDSON-8. For the Si MOSFET design,
the high-frequency loop inductance was measured to be around 2 nH, compared to 1 nH for a similar power loop using GaN transistors. This is due to the large packaging inductance of the Si MOSFET dominating the loop design. As a result of the superior FOM and packaging of the GaN transistors, all of the power loop structures outperform the Si MOSFET benchmark design. With the optimal power loop, the GaN transistor designs can be improved even further, achieving almost 3% full load and 3.5% peak efficiency improvements.

For the different GaN transistor designs, the optimal power loop provides a 0.8% and 1% full load efficiency improvement over the vertical and lateral power loops, respectively. For all of the designs outlined in Table 10.1, the optimal layout provides the highest efficiency and lowest device voltage overshoot.

The switching waveforms for the GaN transistor and Si MOSFET benchmark-based conventional (lateral/vertical) and optimal layouts are shown in Figure 10.8(a) and (b), respectively. Both GaN transistor-based designs offer significant switching speed gains when compared to the Si MOSFET benchmark. For GaN transistors with a conventional layout, the high switching speed, combined with a traditional PCB layout loop inductance, results in a large voltage spike. The optimal layout GaN transistor design with minimized loop inductance offers a 500% increase in switching speed and a 40% reduction in voltage overshoot compared to the MOSFET benchmark.

Figure 10.8 Synchronous rectifier switching waveforms of (a) GaN transistor-based conventional layout vs. Si MOSFET (b) GaN transistor-based optimal layout vs. Si MOSFET design ($V_{IN} = 12$ V, $V_{OUT} = 1.2$ V, $I_{OUT} = 20$ A, $f_{sw} = 1$ MHz, $L = 300$ nH, GaN transistors: control device: EPC2015, synchronous rectifier: EPC2015, MOSFETs: control device: BSZ097N04LSG, synchronous rectifier: BSZ040N04LS G)

10.2.2 28 $V_{IN} - 3.3$ $V_{OUT}$ Point-of-Load Module

With the reduced voltage overshoot and high efficiency achievable with the optimal GaN transistor layout, a converter can handle much higher input voltages using lower voltage-rated devices. In this section, the exceptional performance of another common format of POL converter will be reviewed: 28 $V_{IN} - 3.3$ $V_{OUT}$ operating at 1 MHz with a 15 A maximum output current. The entire circuit is shown in Figure 10.9(a) and occupies an area of 0.25 in$^2$ (0.4 cm$^2$). The peak overshoot at full load and at 28 V input is around 3 V, as illustrated in the oscillogram of Figure 10.9(b), easily allowing the use of 40 V GaN transistors. As shown in
This design demonstrates efficiency above 96% for a 12 V-input and over 93% for a 28 V input.

### 10.2.3 48 VIN – 12 VOUT Buck Converter with Parallel GaN Transistors for High-CURRENT Applications

Common to many computer servers is a 48 V power distribution bus. In many cases there is a secondary distribution bus at 12 V (more on this in Section 10.3). As a result, there is a large need for DC-DC converters that step down from 48 VIN to 12 VOUT. Many of these systems require isolation between the input and output, and those isolated converters will be discussed.
in Section 10.3. For systems that do not require isolation, GaN-transistor-based buck converters can deliver lower cost, greater power density, higher conversion efficiency, and faster transient response while achieving greater output current capability with minimal degradation in performance. Such designs will be considered in this section.

In Section 4.5, techniques for effectively paralleling high-speed GaN transistors were discussed. In this section, the impact of in-circuit parasitics on performance and a comparison of PCB layouts will be examined for a 48 V to 12 V, 480 W, 40 A buck converter operating at a switching frequency of 300 kHz. High-performance GaN transistors operated in parallel can achieve higher frequency and power with substantially higher efficiency than Si MOSFETs. The ability to effectively parallel high-performance GaN transistors enables a variety of high-current, high-frequency applications.

The objective of paralleling devices is to combine multiple devices so that they can operate as a single device with lower on-resistance, enabling higher power-handling capability. To effectively parallel devices, each device in a switch cluster should equally share current dynamically, and equally divide switching-related losses in steady state. The introduction of imbalanced in-circuit parasitics between parallel devices leads to uneven power sharing and degraded electrical and thermal performance, limiting the effectiveness of paralleling [1]. For high-speed devices such as GaN transistors, the increased switching speeds amplify the impact of parasitic mismatches [2].

In a GaN transistor-based buck converter, common source inductance ($L_S$) and high-frequency loop inductance ($L_{Loop}$) have been shown to impact switching speeds and performance significantly, as presented in Section 6.3. For paralleling GaN transistors, these parasitics must be minimized and balanced to ensure proper parallel operation. Figure 10.11(a) shows the impact of parasitic imbalance in the high-frequency loop inductance for two parallel GaN transistors operating at 48 V with various common source inductances. As the difference between the high-frequency loop inductance increases between the parallel devices, so does the difference in dynamic current between them, causing electrical and thermal performance degradation. As the common source inductance decreases, higher switching speeds can be achieved and the sharing issues become more pronounced.

![Figure 10.11](image)

Figure 10.11 Impact of (a) high-frequency loop inductance (b) common source inductance parasitic imbalance on transistor dynamic current sharing for a $V_{IN} = 48$ V, $I_{OUT} = 25$ A, GaN transistor-based buck converter with two devices operating in parallel (GaN transistors: EPC 2001)
Figure 10.11(b) shows the dynamic current difference resulting from parasitic imbalance in the common source inductance for two parallel GaN transistors operating at 48 V with various high-frequency loop inductances. Similar to loop inductance imbalance, as common source inductance varies, current sharing worsens. This trend is magnified as loop inductance decreases and capable switching speeds increase.

To improve the parallel performance of high-speed GaN devices, the parasitic imbalance contributed by the PCB layout must be minimized. Two different parallel layouts will be reviewed, each based on an optimal layout, and an assessment given of their ability to provide parallel performance similar to the optimal single transistor design. Each half-bridge design contains four devices in parallel for the control switch (T1–4) and the synchronous rectifier (SR1–4). The design was tested in a buck converter configuration operating with input of 48 V and output of 12 V with a switching frequency of 300 kHz. In total, eight 100-V EPC2001 GaN transistors were used to achieve an output power up to 480 W and an output current of up to 40 A.

The first parallel design is shown in Figure 10.12(a) using the paralleling layout techniques shown in Figure 4.8 in Section 4.5. In this layout the four GaN transistors are located in close proximity to operate as a “single” power device, with a single high-frequency power loop as shown in Figure 4.10. As mentioned in Section 4.5, this layout may not be the best design for paralleling a large number of GaN transistors. The drawbacks of this layout are that the devices will have imbalanced parasitics, leading to current sharing and thermal issues.

The second parallel design is shown in Figure 10.12(b) and utilizes four distributed high-frequency power loops as was shown in Figure 4.12. This design is expected to provide the lowest overall parasitics for each device pair and, most importantly, provide the best balancing of the parasitic elements, ensuring proper parallel operation.

The switch-node voltage waveforms of the synchronous rectifiers for the two designs are shown in Figure 10.13. The switch-node waveforms for the single high-frequency power loop design are shown in Figure 10.13(a), the voltage transitions for the innermost and outermost devices show an almost 2 ns switching time difference, which equates to about 25% of the total switching time. The voltages were measured using the techniques described in Section 5.4 (specifically Figure 5.20) with individual connection pads for each of the devices. This voltage difference demonstrates the parasitic imbalance in this PCB layout, which leads to inefficient paralleling, resulting in current sharing and thermal issues.

The switch-node waveforms for the symmetrical four high-frequency power loop design are shown in Figure 10.13(b). The voltage transitions for the devices are almost identical,
demonstrating this layout’s ability to balance the parasitics well, thus improving overall performance by offering better electrical and thermal performance.

The thermal evaluation of the two designs, shown in Figure 10.14, demonstrates the thermal imbalance of the single high-frequency loop design. Figure 10.14(a) shows that a hot spot will develop on the devices handling a greatest portion of the power as a result of the parasitic imbalance. The control switch located closest to the input capacitors, T₁, has a maximum temperature more than 10 °C higher than the control switch device located furthest away from the input capacitors, T₄. For the four distributed power loop design, shown in Figure 10.14(b), there is a very good thermal balance, with negligible difference in temperature between devices.
By offering lower individual parasitics and better parasitic balance, the four high-frequency loop design is more effective at paralleling. This results in better electrical and thermal performance, as shown in Figure 10.15. The distributed high-frequency loop design offers a 0.2% gain in efficiency at 40 A, and has an almost constant 10°C improvement in the maximum transistor temperature.

The switching waveforms for an optimal PCB design using a single GaN transistor, two parallel GaN transistors, and four parallel GaN transistors are shown in Figure 10.16. The parallel designs operate like a single device with lower resistance and slower switching speed in proportion to the number of devices connected in parallel.

The ability of GaN transistors to increase switching frequencies and achieve higher power handling through the effective paralleling methods discussed in this section allows for the exploration of new opportunities in popular applications such as the intermediate bus architecture (IBA), whose power architecture will be discussed in the next section. Traditionally, IBAs have required isolation to not only provide user safety, but also to reduce the power handled by the primary devices as the primary current is reduced by the effective turns ratio of the transformer. A growing number of applications are removing the isolation requirement, enabling the bulky transformer and complex control circuits to be removed. High-performance GaN devices, operated in parallel, can handle the higher frequency and power with substantially higher efficiency than Si MOSFETs. Shown in Figure 10.17 is the efficiency comparison between the 300 kHz parallel buck converter and published performance of state-of-the-art eighth-brick Si MOSFET-based bus converters. The GaN transistor-based solution offers a

Figure 10.14 Thermal measurements of parallel GaN transistors layouts with a (a) single high-frequency power loop (b) four distributed high-frequency power loops ($V_{IN} = 48$ V, $V_{OUT} = 12$ V, $I_{OUT} = 30$ A, $f_{sw} = 300$ kHz, $L = 3.3 \mu$H, GaN transistors: control device/synchronous rectifier: 100 V EPC2001)
gain of over 2% in peak efficiency and a 50% improvement in power density over the traditional Si brick converter, assuming a constant power loss limitation.

This section demonstrated the advantages offered by GaN transistors in non-isolated, point-of-load applications ranging from 60 V_{IN} to 12 V_{IN}. These converters are commonly found in computers, telecommunication systems, handheld electronics, and many other applications. As shown, GaN transistors enable smaller size and lower power consumption. The increased switching frequency also enables faster transient response. These new capabilities are necessary for meeting the demands for next-generation digital loads.

Figure 10.15  (a) Efficiency and (b) thermal comparison for conventional and optimal parallel GaN transistor designs (V_{IN} = 48 V, V_{OUT} = 12 V, f_{sw} = 300 kHz, L = 3.3 μH, control switch: 4 × EPC2001, synchronous rectifier: 4 × EPC2001)
10.3 Isolated DC-DC Converters

Isolated DC-DC converters are widely used in computing and telecommunication systems as part of the IBA approach. They are available in a variety of standard sizes, input and output voltage ranges, and topologies as shown in Figure 10.18. Their modularity, power density, reliability, and versatility have simplified the isolated power supply market. Since the size of these “brick” converters is strictly defined, designers are continually innovating ways to increase their output power density. Although these ideas are numerous and varied, they are all related to system efficiency. Consider an eighth-brick converter as an example: an eighth-brick converter must have a dimension of 0.9 inches (2.3 cm) by 2.3 inches (5.8 cm).
Although there are numerous input and output voltage configurations, topologies, and output range tolerances (regulated, semi-regulated, and unregulated), they all have a maximum power loss at full power between 12 W and 14 W. This is a physical limit based on the fixed volume of the converter and the method of heat extraction. Thus, for an eighth-brick converter that is 90% efficient ($\eta = 0.9$) at full load, the maximum output power (assuming 14 W losses) can be calculated using the following equation:

$$ P_{\text{OUTMAX}} = P_{\text{MAXLOSS}} \cdot \frac{\eta}{1 - \eta} = 14 \text{ W} \cdot \frac{0.90}{1 - 0.90} = 126 \text{ W} \quad (10.1) $$

If the efficiency can be improved by just 2%, then the output power can be increased to 160 W, an improvement of 28%. Lower losses of the GaN transistor allow for this increase in output power.

### 10.3.1 Hard-Switching Intermediate Bus Converters

The majority of bus converters today use traditional hard-switching bridge topologies operating in the relatively low frequency range of 150–250 kHz in order to maximize efficiency. At these lower switching frequencies, the isolation transformer and output inductor are very bulky and occupy a large portion of the board area. To improve the power density of the converter, the operating frequency must be increased to process more power through the inductor and transformer. However, as the switching frequency increases for silicon-based converters, losses from the MOSFET body diode conduction, reverse recovery, and transistor switching losses increase, thus limiting the output power capability of the converter. These losses have forced power density improvements to come from changes in design optimization and topology, rather than increases in transistor switching frequencies. Fortunately, with the advent of GaN transistors, designers have the opportunity to overcome the limitations of the silicon switching device. The lower switching losses and the absence of any reverse recovery charge of GaN transistors enable higher operating frequencies for higher output power density.
10.3.1.1 Eighth-Brick Converter Using GaN Transistors

To illustrate the improvements that GaN transistors offer in this application, a high-switching-frequency GaN transistor-based eighth-brick bus converter was constructed. For the eighth-brick converter, a full-bridge primary-side converter with a full-bridge synchronous rectifier was chosen as shown in Figure 10.19. The actual converter is shown in Figure 10.20 and compared side by side to a silicon-based converter. To the skilled designer, the significant amount of “green” space (unfilled PCB area) in the GaN-based converter could be exploited further to improve efficiency.

Efficiency results for the GaN transistor-based converter compared to the same MOSFET-based brick converter are shown in Figure 10.21. Despite the GaN transistor converter operating at 33% higher frequency, it is able to produce 15% more output power for the same power loss. As the GaN transistor-based converter has not been optimized in either topology, thermal design or switching frequency, further improvement is possible.

Since this initial GaN transistor-based brick comparison, topological developments for even higher power MOSFET-based eighth-brick converters have continued to squeeze more performance out of MOSFET-based systems. In Figure 10.22, the output power of three different generations of regulator eighth-brick converters are plotted versus their switching frequency. What is clear from this figure is the continuing downward trend in switching frequency as well as an increase in overall converter loss (given in brackets below each point). This overall increased converter loss places additional strain on the thermal design of these converters, which require complex thermal derating curves. Based on FOM advantages and comparisons of many different topologies, it is assured the GaN transistors will outperform MOSFETs in each and every hard-switching intermediate bus converter.

10.3.1.2 Isolated PoE-PSE Converters

The power over Ethernet (PoE) standard has been evolving over the last few years. The main focus is the systematic increase of power with each new class and type. According to the IEEE 802.3 standard on PoE [3], the power source equipment (PSE) requires an output voltage of 44–57 V for PoE type 1, and 50–57 V for PoE type 2 (PoE+). It also has to be capable of delivering 15.4 W (type 1) or 25.5 W (type 2) per port on the PSE Ethernet switch. For the PSE, the output requires some form of regulation, but tight regulation is not required. There is also an increase in minimum voltage to account for the increase in maximum line droop with the increased power level. With 24, 36, or even 48 ports per Ethernet switch being typical, the total PSE supply power requirement can be as high as 1.2 kW. This drives the need for the higher efficiency and higher power density converters achievable with GaN.

It is difficult to remove more than 35 W of losses from a typical PoE-PSE half-brick converter, even with significant airflow or base plate. In Figure 10.23, the resultant output power that is achievable in a half-brick is plotted versus the required minimum full load efficiency. Since most commercial half-brick PSE converters already have about 95% efficiency, even one-half of one percent efficiency improvement is important and can increase output power by as much as 100 W. As with other brick converters, the most important aspect is cost per watt ($/W), thus, by increasing brick efficiency and therefore output power with GaN transistors, the price of the module per watt is reduced.
Figure 10.19  200 W, eighth-brick, fully regulated, full-bridge primary with full-bridge synchronous rectification using GaN transistors.
Figure 10.20  Comparison between the 48 V to 12 V GaN transistor-based eighth-brick converter and comparable silicon-based converter (a) MOSFET top view (b) MOSFET bottom view (c) GaN transistor top view (d) GaN transistor bottom view (scale in inches)

Figure 10.21  Efficiency comparison between a GaN transistor and MOSFET-based eighth-brick converter
It is difficult to compare half-brick PoE-PSE converters because there are a significant number of variations between current commercial designs. Each manufacturer’s advances in topology, materials, construction, layout, and other innovations have allowed ever-greater output power and enabled them to differentiate themselves in the market. With each generation of power supply, an increase in output power level is achieved as each manufacturer improves their design in terms of structure, layout, and topology.

A two-phase, interleaved converter design with single-stage conversion was selected for this GaN transistor demonstration. The design goal was to deliberately push the operating frequency much higher than current commercial systems to show that GaN transistors could enable someone skilled in power supply design to develop state-of-the-art next-generation products with increased efficiency and output power.

![Graph showing switching frequency vs. rated output power for different generation MOSFET-based eighth-brick converters with comparison to GaN transistor-based converter (converter losses at rated power given in brackets).](image1)

**Figure 10.22** Switching frequency vs. rated output power for different generation MOSFET-based eighth-brick converters with comparison to GaN transistor-based converter (converter losses at rated power given in brackets)

It is difficult to compare half-brick PoE-PSE converters because there are a significant number of variations between current commercial designs. Each manufacturer’s advances in topology, materials, construction, layout, and other innovations have allowed ever-greater output power and enabled them to differentiate themselves in the market. With each generation of power supply, an increase in output power level is achieved as each manufacturer improves their design in terms of structure, layout, and topology.

A two-phase, interleaved converter design with single-stage conversion was selected for this GaN transistor demonstration. The design goal was to deliberately push the operating frequency much higher than current commercial systems to show that GaN transistors could enable someone skilled in power supply design to develop state-of-the-art next-generation products with increased efficiency and output power.

![Graph showing minimum required efficiency for a half-brick converter to achieve the specific output power (assuming a maximum power loss of 35 W).](image2)

**Figure 10.23** Minimum required efficiency for a half-brick converter to achieve the specific output power (assuming a maximum power loss of 35 W)
For larger brick sizes, such as the half-brick, the resultant output power levels and overall converter losses are high enough that multiple power devices are usually required for each switch, both from a thermal requirement and from a minimum available $R_{\text{DS(on)}}$ (largest die size) perspective. Thus, if the converter is split into two converters (each for half the power), the overall power device count is not affected. The added cost and size of using an increased number of inductors and transformers is also small, as these components are smaller, and an interleaving of the power converters generally allows for a reduction in the required output capacitance. Furthermore, the size and height restrictions of the bricks mean that a single high-power transformer is height limited with a less optimal magnetic path-length than two smaller transformer cores. The remaining differences, gate drive and control, are likely the determining factors.

For 48–53 V GaN transistor-based half-brick PSE converter, a phase-shifted full-bridge (PSFB) converter with a full-bridge synchronous rectifier (FBSR) topology was chosen, as shown in Figure 10.24 (a more complete schematic is shown in Figure 10.25). Not only does the interleaving of two phases avoid the complexity associated with paralleling devices, but the use of two separate converters conceptually allows for phase shedding to improve light-load efficiency. Efficiency results, showing that light-load efficiency can be improved by at least 2% for one- and two-phase operation, are plotted in Figure 10.26. Each converter operates at a 250 kHz device switching frequency, resulting in an output ripple frequency of 1 MHz. Figure 10.27 shows that, with the increase in switching frequency and the relatively small GaN transistor device size, two of these converters can be constructed within the available volume constraints. The choice of transformer turns ratio (4:7) means that, at 60 V$_{\text{IN}}$, the secondary-side winding voltage (not including switching spike) would be about 105 V, and therefore, 200 V-devices were used on the secondary side with 100 V-devices on the primary side. Unlike conventional brick designs, the magnetic components are not integrated within the main PCB, but are separate PCBs. Not only does this reduce the number of layers required for the main PCB, but it also allows the use of conventional surface-mount inductors for the output.

Figure 10.24 A 350 W fully regulated, phase-shifted, full-bridge (PSFB) topology, with full-bridge synchronous rectification (FBSR) using GaN transistors (two 250 kHz converters interleaved for the half-brick design)
Figure 10.25  Simplified schematic of the GaN transistor-based, eighth-brick 38 V–60 V_in to 53 V_out, 700 W converter operating at 250 kHz
Figure 10.26  GaN transistor-based, half-brick PSE converter efficiency results showing both single-phase (half the converter powered down) and normal two-phase operation.

Figure 10.27  GaN transistor-based 48 V to 53 V, half-brick PSE converter (a) top view (b) bottom view (scale in inches)
filters. The converter was constructed using an eight-layer, two-ounce copper thickness per layer PCB. The transformer windings were created by laminating two eight-layer PCBs together (in parallel) within the winding window.

The GaN transistor-based half-brick PSE converter can be compared with similar 48–53 V fully regulated commercial half-brick converters. These commercial converters span a range of topologies and configurations as listed in Table 10.2. To emphasize how the GaN transistor-based prototype compares to these converters, two products (B and D in Table 10.2) have been selected to highlight the overall results.

Converter D is a conventional single-stage, single-transformer converter with a similar topology to the GaN transistor-based converter (although the GaN transistor prototype has two parallel converters). The efficiency and power loss comparisons in Figures 10.28 and 10.29 show the light-load efficiency advantage that is possible with a lower switching frequency. Losses can be improved at light load through careful design of the core losses and leakage inductance. In the GaN transistor-based converter, the core was designed to minimize leakage inductance and switch at 75% higher switching frequency, resulting in lower light-load efficiency produced by additional magnetic losses. As the load increases, the benefits of GaN transistors become apparent, with the efficiencies becoming similar at about 50% load and the GaN transistor-based prototype producing 25% more power at full load for a similar total converter loss.

The second commercial half-brick, Converter B, used for comparison has a two-stage approach. Although the two-stage approach is different from the GaN transistor approach, both have the output power split into two separate converters, operating in parallel. The advantages of the two-stage approach is that it allows efficiency optimization of the unregulated isolation stage since it operates at a fixed duty cycle and voltage, regardless of converter input voltage. In addition, the controlled input and output voltages allow the use of lower voltage rated devices with better FOMs. The disadvantages are additional conduction losses for the two stages, and increased complexity and component count.

The efficiency comparison between the GaN transistor prototype and the two-stage converter is shown in Figure 10.30. This clearly shows the optimization process that has gone into Converter B as the peak efficiency is achieved at the nominal input of 48 V. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 10.2</th>
<th>Comparison of commercial half-brick PSE converters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Output voltage (V)/power (W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter A</td>
<td>53/400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter B</td>
<td>50/600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter C</td>
<td>53/424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter D</td>
<td>54/550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Converter E</td>
<td>54/550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GaN transistor prototype</td>
<td>53.5/700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Frequency estimated based on data sheet graphs.
distinctions in topology are highlighted best by comparing the 38 V (low-line) input voltage results: Since the two-stage circuit employs a boost regulation stage, this is actually a worst-case condition (conduction loss increased, with no appreciable reduction in switching loss), while for the traditional single-stage approach, low-line is the best case, as switching loss is minimized. The two-stage converter’s power losses at low-line reach almost 50 W, about

![Figure 10.28](image)

**Figure 10.28** Efficiency comparison between half-brick PSE converters showing a GaN transistor-based prototype vs. Converter D – a commercial MOSFET-based solution

![Figure 10.29](image)

**Figure 10.29** Power loss comparison between half-brick PSE converters showing a GaN transistor-based prototype vs. Converter D
double that of the GaN transistor converter under the same conditions, with the 75 V (high-line) input losses 15% higher than the GaN transistor converter, as shown in Figure 10.31.

With the emergence of GaN transistors, designers have the opportunity to overcome the limitations of the aging silicon MOSFET and reverse the backward trend of reducing switching frequency in hard-switching applications to increase the output power density of fixed

![Figure 10.30](image1.png)  
**Figure 10.30** Efficiency comparison between half-brick PSE converters showing a GaN transistor-based prototype vs. Converter B – a two-stage MOSFET-based solution

![Figure 10.31](image2.png)  
**Figure 10.31** Power loss comparison between half-brick PSE converters showing a GaN transistor-based prototype vs. Converter B
form-factor bus converters. The designer can rely upon the lower losses and higher switching frequency capability of the GaN transistor to accomplish much higher power density bus converters.

### 10.3.2 A 400 V LLC Resonant Converter

The LLC resonant converter, shown in Figure 10.32, is a popular topology in 400 V DC-DC front-end converters. The LLC converter offers reduced switching loss by providing ZVS, and reduced current at turn-off in the primary-side devices, and ZCS on the secondary devices [4,5]. These benefits are similar to the resonant 48 V topology discussed in Chapter 7. The reduction in switching losses makes the LLC resonant converter suitable for high-switching frequencies.

The main advantages of GaN transistors in high-frequency LLC resonant converters are (a) the reduced gate charge, providing lower gate drive losses, and (b) the reduced output charge that enables a reduction in ZVS dead-time or required ZVS current. To evaluate the performance improvements possible with GaN transistors in higher voltage resonant applications, the characteristics of 600 V GaN cascode transistors and Si MOSFETs are compared in Table 10.3.

From Table 10.3, it can be seen that high-voltage GaN transistors offer a significant reduction in the key FOMs for resonant converters as discussed in Chapter 7. The GaN

![Figure 10.32 LLC resonant converter](image)

#### Table 10.3 Device comparison between GaN transistor (TPH3006PS) and Si MOSFET (FCP190N60E) primary-side devices for 400 V LLC resonant converter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>GaN transistor&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Si MOSFET&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>FOM ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage rating (V&lt;sub&gt;DSS&lt;/sub&gt;)</td>
<td>600 V</td>
<td>600 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R&lt;sub&gt;DS(on)&lt;/sub&gt; at 8 V</td>
<td>150 mΩ</td>
<td>160 mΩ at 10 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;G&lt;/sub&gt; at 8 V</td>
<td>9.3 nC</td>
<td>63 nC at 10 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;OSS&lt;/sub&gt; at 480 V</td>
<td>52.8 nC&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>85.4 nC&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;G&lt;/sub&gt;·R&lt;sub&gt;DS(on)&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>1395 pC·Ω</td>
<td>10,080 pC·Ω</td>
<td>7.23 × reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q&lt;sub&gt;OSS&lt;/sub&gt;·R&lt;sub&gt;DS(on)&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>7920 pC·Ω</td>
<td>13,664 pC·Ω</td>
<td>1.73 × reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOM&lt;sub&gt;SS&lt;/sub&gt; (Q&lt;sub&gt;OSS&lt;/sub&gt; + Q&lt;sub&gt;G&lt;/sub&gt;)·R&lt;sub&gt;DS(on)&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>9315 pC·Ω</td>
<td>23,744 pC·Ω</td>
<td>2.55 × reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> All values calculated from TPH3006PS datasheet and [6].

<sup>b</sup> All values calculated from FCP190N60E datasheet.
transistor delivers an improvement of more than seven times in gate charge FOM over the Si MOSFET, resulting in lower gate driving losses in high-frequency designs. The GaN transistor has a 1.73 times improvement in output charge FOM over the Si MOSFET, resulting in lower conduction losses offered by reduced ZVS transition times and lower ZVS currents. The resonant- and soft-switching FOM_{SS} is around 2.55 times lower for a GaN transistor than for an Si MOSFET, and this will correlate directly into lower losses and improved high-frequency LLC performance [7]. For a 400 V_{IN} to 12 V_{OUT}, 300 W LLC converter, operating at 1 MHz, GaN transistors demonstrated a 1% gain in full-load efficiency and an almost 5% gain at 15% load when compared to state-of-the-art Si MOSFETs [8].

This section has shown the value of GaN transistors in isolated DC-DC converters which are widely used in computing and telecommunication systems as part of the IBA approach. Since the size of these “brick” converters is strictly defined, an increase in efficiency brought about with the use of GaN transistors will significantly increase efficiency, output power, and system power density.

10.4 Class-D Audio

Class-D audio amplifiers using GaN transistors, which have lower conduction losses, faster switching speed and zero reverse recovery losses, provide an efficiency improvement over MOSFETs. In addition, the higher efficiency can, in many cases, eliminate bulky and expensive heatsinks that add to system costs and size. Beyond improved efficiency, however, GaN transistors provide improved sonic quality, critical in audio applications. Since the actual sound interpretation can be subjective, the use of measurable quantities such as total harmonic distortion (THD) and damping factor (DF) are used to validate the improvements provided by GaN transistors.

10.4.1 Total Harmonic Distortion (THD)

Class-D audio amplifiers are buck converters that operate with both positive and negative currents and a wide-ranging duty cycle. The switching-node voltage will either commutate at the turn-off of one device, or at the turn-on of the other, as shown in Figure 10.33 for a sinusoidal output. The variability in device commutation, which is due to the polarity of the

![Figure 10.33](image-url) Distortion of a sinusoidal output due to changes in output pulse width with duty cycle and current
device current, results in crossover distortion, as shown in Figure 10.34. To put the impact of distortions on audio quality into perspective, a 0.01% THD corresponds to a 10 mV error on a 100 VDC bus, or 0.25 ns change in pulse width at a switching frequency of 400 kHz [9].

To minimize this distortion, the amount of dead-time must be minimized. With the slower Si MOSFET, this value is typically no less than 25 ns [10]. Using GaN transistors, these dead-times can be readily reduced to around 5 ns, thus offering a significant reduction in open loop THD. Other important factors that affect THD are body diode reverse recovery, switch-node ringing and overshoot, device turn-on and turn-off delay, and finite rise and fall times [9]. For each and every one of these factors, the GaN transistor offers a reduction that directly relates to a corresponding decrease in THD.

10.4.2 Damping Factor (DF)

Another important performance parameter in Class-D audio is damping factor. This is the ratio of the speaker, or load impedance ($Z_{\text{Load}}$), to the Class-D amplifier output, or source impedance ($Z_{\text{Source}}$), and mathematically can be written as:

$$DF = \frac{Z_{\text{Load}}}{Z_{\text{Source}}}$$  

A higher damping factor is better. As the speaker and amplifier form a voltage divider network, any significant variation in the output voltage due to changes in output current will cause distortion, with a higher damping factor minimizing distortion. Although the damping factor is determined mainly by the passive filter components and control loop gain, using a switching device with lower on-resistance will improve the damping factor directly. Since Class-D is a hard-switching converter, the optimum die size is a tradeoff between conduction and switching losses. Selecting the optimum die size GaN transistors will result in a lower on-resistance
device with both lower switching loss and lower conduction loss than a similarly optimized MOSFET [11]. Thus, the resulting GaN-based amplifier will have with a better damping factor.

10.4.3 Class-D Audio Amplifier Example

Using GaN transistors in Class-D amplifiers offers an improvement in THD, DF, and efficiency over MOSFET designs. To illustrate some of these advantages, a 150 W into 8 Ω, or 250 W into 4 Ω, stereo Class-D amplifier, using two bridge-tied load (BTL) outputs from a ±27 V split supply, was built for one channel as shown in Figure 10.35 [12]. A photo of the complete converter is shown in Figure 10.36.

The total harmonic distortion plus noise (THD+N), which includes the impact of noise floor, is shown in Figure 10.37. The light-load THD+N is dominated by noise related to the

![Figure 10.35](image1.png)  
**Figure 10.35**  Diagram for a single channel of a BTL Class-D amplifier with split supply (±HV)

![Figure 10.36](image2.png)  
**Figure 10.36**  Complete Class-D converter showing output power stage and half-bridge circuits including GaN transistors and gate drivers. No heatsink is required up to 250 W into 4 Ω per channel
pre-amplifier and control loop rather than the GaN transistor-based power stage. Similarly, heavy-load THD+N is dominated by the distortion in the passive output filters, as they are not compensated for within the feedback control loop.

To determine the dynamic noise ratio (DNR) of the GaN transistor amplifier stage, the pre-amplifier volume is turned down during measurement to minimize its noise impact. The resultant DNR is 110 dB when referenced against a full-load power of 168 W [12].

Since the GaN transistor switch-node commutation occurs in around 1–2 ns, and the nominal dead-time is set to around 5 ns, it is possible to achieve these THD results without cross conduction (shoot-through). The resultant power stage efficiency, including output filter, is around 96% @ 150 W into 8 Ω and 91.5% @ 250 W into 4 Ω, as shown in Figure 10.38, and enables the converter to operate without heatsink over the entire load range.

**Figure 10.37** THD+N vs. output power at 1 kHz, ±27 V supply, into 8 Ω load. The minimum THD+N is 0.003% at 5 W, and 0.028% at 125 W

**Figure 10.38** Power stage efficiency vs. output power into 4 Ω and 8 Ω loads
Lower conduction losses, faster switching speed, and zero reverse recovery losses made possible by high switching-speed GaN transistors result in a step forward in designing Class-D audio amplifiers with superior audio performance.

10.5 Envelope Tracking

The concept of envelope tracking (ET) for RF power amplifiers is not new. As global communication demands continue to increase, the efficiency of the mobile infrastructure struggles to keep up. The continuous drive to boost cell phone battery life, base station energy efficiency, and output power from very costly RF transmitters has placed the spotlight on ET as the means to improve RF power amplifier (PA) system efficiency. There are many papers on the basics and advantages of envelope tracking [13–17]. The key parameter on which to concentrate is a PA’s peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) requirements [13]. This PAPR has increased continuously as a means of squeezing more digital bandwidth out of RF amplifiers. As shown in Figure 10.39, it is possible to achieve peak PA efficiencies as high as 65% with a fixed supply, but given PAPRs as high as 10, such as used in 4G LTE networks, the average efficiency is likely to be lower than 25%. Through modulation of the PA supply voltage, this can be improved to over 50%, essentially doubling the efficiency and reducing by two-thirds the power losses. This not only reduces power consumption, but also lowers the cost of operation, cooling requirements, and system size [18].

In practice, however, the wide bandwidth of the envelope signal (a 4G LTE signal requires a modulation bandwidth of 20 MHz [19]) makes the tracking implementation difficult due to a degradation of efficiency of the modulating power supply with increasing bandwidths and switching frequency [20]. Thus, developing a high-frequency, high-efficiency modulator is required for realizing a practical ET solution. With the commercial availability of high-performance GaN transistors, a high-frequency high-efficiency envelope tracking power delivery system is now viable. Previous high-frequency buck converters using GaN transistors [21] realized impressive high-frequency buck converter efficiency results, as shown in Figure 10.40. Similar work [22] shows improvement of 20–30% in buck converter efficiency using GaN transistors versus silicon MOSFETs. Despite the excellent high-frequency

![Figure 10.39](#) Conceptual PA efficiency vs. output power for fixed supply and ET operation
performance, the device active area in these early implementations was relatively large and not optimal for base station applications. A more practical ET solution requires lower power levels per phase at much higher frequencies. This need for smaller active area GaN transistors was addressed through the development devices that are one order of magnitude smaller (higher $R_{\text{DS(on)}}$) than the devices used in [21,22].

### 10.5.1 High-Frequency GaN Transistors

To support ET supplies requires devices with lower capacitance and higher on-resistance. Not only does this require an excellent hard-switching FOM, but also layout and package characteristics that maximize in-circuit performance. Such devices are available as wafer level chip scale packaged (WLCSP) GaN transistors [23] with the device pin-out shown in Figure 10.41. The FOM$_{\text{HS}}$ in Figure 10.42 shows that the 65 V rated EPC8005 [24] compares favorably with similar on-resistance state-of-the-art 30 V MOSFETs. From Figure 10.42, it can be seen that the EPC8005 has about half the FOM$_{\text{HS}}$ of MOSFETs, while its voltage rating is more than double. For reference, the 100 V GaN transistors used in [21] are comparable to the best 30 V MOSFETs.

![Figure 10.41](image)  
**Figure 10.41** The EPC8000 GaN transistor-series WLCSP die showing the bump side with pin-out locations
Although a significantly better FOM$_{HS}$ is important, these devices also have a number of features that further improve in-circuit performance. These can be summarized as follows:

1. Complete $dv/dt$ immunity: As discussed in Chapter 3, an important metric for $dv/dt$ immunity is the Miller ratio, which is an indicator of how susceptible gates are to turning back on at high $dv/dt$ [25]. The Miller ratio ($Q_{GD}/Q_{GS1}$) is reduced to below 0.4, well below the requirement of 1.0.

2. Reduced $Q_{GD}$: As noted in Section 6.2.1.1, $Q_{GD}$ is the main device parameter that determines switching losses. It has been reduced to almost half that of a similarly scaled GaN transistor used for higher power DC-DC converters, and, as we learned in Section 6.2.1.1, this is the main device parameter that determines voltage-related switching losses.

3. Separate gate return (source) connection: The separate source connection for the gate drive circuit limits the common source inductance to inside the device itself. As discussed in Chapters 4 and 6, the reduction in common source inductance is critical to high-frequency switching performance.

4. Wider parallel gate drive connections: The wider connections for the gate circuit connection significantly reduce the inductance of the connection to the gate circuit. Furthermore, placing the gate and separate gate return terminals parallel to each other allows for low-inductance PCB interconnection to the driver. This is accomplished by routing both return terminals through wide conductors on adjacent PCB layers as shown in Figure 10.42, following the optimum loop layout design first presented in Chapter 4 [26].

5. Parallel drain and source connections, orthogonal to gate loop: As with the gate drive connections above, parallel connection pads allow wide interconnection traces for improved PCB layout with minimized power loop inductance. The orthogonal layout of these two loops also reduces the interaction of the gate circuit current with the drain circuit current.

The half-bridge layout in Figure 10.43 shows that gate loop (a) and power loop (b) currents (arrows) flow in opposite directions on adjacent layers, to help reduce the overall loop inductances through magnetic flux cancellation, as discussed in Chapter 4. Furthermore, these
traces are kept as wide as possible, while the interlayer distance between these layers is minimized, both of which will further reduce loop inductance.

10.5.2 Envelope Tracking Experimental Results

To demonstrate the capability of GaN transistors in ET applications, a 10 MHz-buck converter operating at a fixed input of 42 V and an output voltage of 20 V was constructed, as shown in Figure 10.44. The turn-on switching waveform for the 10 MHz-buck converter is shown in Figure 10.45. A significant bump in the rise time can be seen during the current commutation interval, while the dv/dt interval shows a slew rate as high as 75 V/ns, resulting in an overall rise time of around 1 ns. The efficiency curve, shown in Figure 10.46, indicates a peak efficiency of 89% at an output power of 35 W.

10.5.3 Gate Driver Limitations

Analysis of the power loss breakdown of this converter [27] shows that a significant portion of the overall converter losses can be attributed to the gate driver and related components, as shown in Figure 10.47. The most significant of these are the internal gate driver IC (presented in Chapter 3) capacitance between the high-side floating driver and ground (which is connected

Figure 10.43 Optimal layout design for a half-bridge topology using an EPC8000-series GaN transistor. (a) top (component) layer and (b) first inner layer

Figure 10.44 Photo of the evaluation board showing the EPC8005 [24] devices and LM5113 gate driver [47]
Figure 10.45  Hard-switching switch node waveform of the EPC8005 [24] showing rising edge rise-time of around 1 ns ($f_{sw} = 10 \text{ MHz}$, $V_{IN} = 42 \text{ V}$, $V_{OUT} = 20 \text{ V}$, $I_{out} = 1 \text{ A}$)

Figure 10.46  Efficiency vs. output power for a hard-switching GaN transistor-based (EPC8005 [24]) buck converter ($f_{sw} = 10 \text{ MHz}$, $V_{IN} = 42 \text{ V}$, $V_{OUT} = 20 \text{ V}$)
in parallel with the lower device $C_{OSS}$, and the associated losses were discussed in Chapter 6), and the reverse recovery losses of the bootstrap diode used to generate the floating high-side power supply. With improvements in the gate driver design and bootstrap diode, these additional driver-related losses can be mitigated, with the potential converter efficiency approaching that shown in Figure 10.48.

Figure 10.47  Breakdown of estimated loss components for a hard-switching GaN transistor-based buck converter showing impact of the gate driver on overall losses ($f_{sw} = 10$ MHz, $V_{IN} = 42$ V, $V_{OUT} = 20$ V)

![Diagram showing breakdown of loss components](image)

Figure 10.48  GaN transistor-based buck converter efficiency and power loss vs. output power showing actual results (dashed lines) and calculated values based on potential improvements in driver capacitance, bootstrap diode recovery, and internal driver switching losses ($f_{sw} = 10$ MHz, $V_{IN} = 42$ V, $V_{OUT} = 20$ V)

![Diagram showing efficiency and power loss](image)
Gallium nitride is an enabling technology for both ET converters and wide bandwidth RF power amplifier designs.

10.6 Highly Resonant Wireless Energy Transfer

Wireless energy transfer enables the remote powering and charging of the myriad of battery powered devices that have infiltrated our daily lives. Recent advances in the basic technology of wireless energy transfer lead to the promise of widespread adoption as the means of charging our cell phones, tablets, and laptops, with the likelihood that this expansion will continue into our homes as a replacement for the ubiquitous wall socket and extension cord. Although most charging applications today are low power, less than 50 W, the technology does allow for higher power levels into several kW. For example, auto manufacturers are already commercializing electric vehicle charging using wireless energy transfer [60].

Two main wireless standards have emerged, the Wireless Power Consortium (WPC) [28], characterized by tight coupling and alignment between the source and device units, and the Alliance for Wireless Power (A4WP) [29], characterized by loose coupling between the source and device units. The discussion in this section will focus on the loosely coupled 6.78 MHz unlicensed industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) band wireless energy transfer solution based on the A4WP standard. This loosely coupled approach eliminates the need for close alignment between the sending and receiving units. Cell phones can be charged while remaining in the user’s pocket. Tablets can be charged by being placed anywhere on a desktop equipped with a thin sending coil. Conceivably, transmitting coils could be located in floor tile in order to power common household appliances. Electric vehicles can be charged by simply driving over a charging mat located on the floor of the garage.

Non-communication operation in the 6.78 MHz ISM band is governed by regulatory standards for intentional radiators, which places restrictions on the radiated energy. Of particular importance to wireless energy transmission is the bandwidth limit of ±15 kHz for the carrier [30]. This limits designers to topologies that can operate with a fixed frequency, and any amplitude modulation must be limited to within the bandwidth restrictions and system component tolerances.

The mobile energy market further places demands on the design of a wireless energy transfer system, including: low profile for both the source and device units, high energy efficiency, ease of use, high robustness to changes in operating conditions, such as load and coupling variations, and in some cases, being lightweight. These requirements yield a few candidate topologies that can be considered for wireless energy transfer: voltage-mode Class-D (VMCD) [31–33], current-mode Class-D (CMCD) [32,33], single-ended Class-E (SECE) [33], and the differential-mode Class-E (DMCE) [34]. The benefits that GaN transistors bring to wireless energy transfer systems using the VMCD and SECE approaches will be the focus of the next section. To simplify the discussion, large variations in spacing and alignment between the source and device units, and immunity to unexpected conditions such as solid metal or magnetic material proximity will be excluded.

The wireless energy transfer system architecture is centered on the use of flat spiral coils to generate a magnetic field that is used to transfer the energy from the source to the device. This structure forms a transformer with low coupling coefficient, as shown in Figure 10.49. The equivalent circuit can be used to design the system based on physical design parameters and can be used to predict the performance of the wireless energy transfer system.
This transformer has a leakage inductance ($L_k$) that can be significantly larger than the magnetizing inductance ($L_m$). An analysis of the transformer model under these conditions reveals that the primary-side leakage inductance almost solely determines the efficiency of energy transfer to the secondary side [35]. To overcome the leakage inductance, use is made of resonance to increase the voltage across the leakage inductance, and hence the magnetizing inductance [29,36,37], with a resulting increase in power delivery.

To simplify the discussion, a schematic reduction to a single element, $Z_{\text{Load}}$, will be considered as shown in Figure 10.50, where $Z_{\text{Load}}$ represents the DC-load resistance ($R_{\text{Load}}$), DC-smoothing capacitor ($C_{\text{out}}$), rectifier, device matching ($C_{\text{devs}}$, $C_{\text{devp}}$, $L_{\text{devs}}$), device coil ($L_{\text{dev}}$), and source coil ($L_{\text{src}}$).

The subsequent design and discussions of the various topologies will assume this equivalent circuit represented by $Z_{\text{Load}}$. Only losses associated with this portion of the circuit will be considered for overall system efficiency, but not in the evaluation of the performance comparison between the various topologies.

![Figure 10.49](#) Wireless energy transfer coils (left) with equivalent transformer circuit (right)

![Figure 10.50](#) Single element reduction of the wireless energy transfer system that includes the source coil, device coil, device matching, rectifier, DC capacitor, and load resistor
10.6.1 Design Considerations for Wireless Energy Transfer

Based on the wireless energy transfer system requirements, the main power circuit needs to be efficient enough to not require a heatsink. The loss calculations and measurements will focus on both active and passive components. For passive elements, such as inductors and capacitors, equivalent series-resistance values at 6.78 MHz will be determined either from s-parameter data provided by the manufacturer or by measurement. For the active devices, the losses will include the energy required to drive the gate.

A traditional voltage-mode Class-D wireless energy transfer system is the simplest topology and has been demonstrated previously with load power up to 15 W [38,39]. The circuit for this approach is shown in Figure 10.51 along with the ideal waveforms. Owing to the high switching frequency and device $C_{OSS}$, the load $Z_{Load}$ and $C_s$ must be tuned to be inductive at 6.78 MHz, and therefore, enable ZVS and corresponding reduction in $C_{OSS}$ losses.

The matching circuit ($L_{mat}$ and $C_{mat}$) also functions to increase the voltage to the load-resonant circuit ($C_s$ and $Z_{Load}$), which can be advantageous when limits are placed on the input voltage magnitude, given that the average voltage at the output of the amplifier (switch-node) is half the supply voltage ($V_{DD}$). However, the matching inductor will carry the full current of the load, and therefore will have high associated losses. Furthermore, the circuit is sensitive to load resistance variation, which can be due to load or coupling changes, as the matching network becomes an integral part of the tuned-resonant circuit. This can shift the ideal operating inductance point needed to maintain proper ZVS. Another disadvantage of the voltage-mode Class-D topology is the need for a high-side gate driver. Using the bootstrap supply approach has limits for the maximum input capacitance of the devices, as the low-side device on-time is very short for charging the bootstrap capacitor, and the capacitance of the bootstrap circuit itself can even contribute to discharging the bootstrap capacitor, as discussed in Section 10.5.3.

![Figure 10.51](image)

Figure 10.51 (a) Traditional voltage-mode Class-D wireless energy circuit (b) with ideal waveforms
10.6.2 Wireless Energy Transfer Examples

In this section, two alternative topologies suitable for wireless energy transfer using GaN transistors will be analyzed: (1) a ZVS voltage-mode Class-D and, (2) a single-ended Class-E. The target is 30 W load power without the need for forced air-cooling or a heatsink. Both amplifier topologies fall under a sub-class of resonant converters and, as such, comparison between devices will follow the similar metrics discussed in Chapter 7.

10.6.2.1 ZVS Voltage Mode Class-D Amplifier Example

In this section, a variation to the traditional voltage-mode Class-D amplifier suitable for wireless energy transfer is introduced, the ZVS VMCD [40]. The schematic and ideal waveforms for this topology are shown in Figure 10.52.

The ZVS voltage-mode Class-D converter works by adding a non-resonant L-C tank circuit (L\textsubscript{ZVS} and C\textsubscript{ZVS}) to the output of the amplifier that operates as a no-load buck converter. The function of this tank circuit is to absorb the C\textsubscript{OSS} of the devices by providing a current that will allow the circuit to self-commutate the switch-node with the necessary dead-time between the gate signals.

The load can then be tuned to appear resistive at 6.78 MHz, which may even be slightly capacitive as long as the ZVS tank can yield sufficient current to maintain ZVS for the devices. The circuit allows for greater manufacturing variation of the load coils and their tuning, yet can maintain a high-energy transfer characteristic. The theoretical waveforms for the switching devices of the ZVS VMCD amplifier are shown in Figure 10.53(b) and the two components are split out for the ZVS tank circuit and the resonant load circuit in Figure 10.53(a). Load variations have only a minimal impact on the ZVS tank circuit as long as the deviations remain well below the peak current in L\textsubscript{ZVS}. The ZVS VMCD, therefore, always ensures proper switching for the devices, and hence, maintains low losses.

![Diagram of ZVS voltage-mode Class-D wireless energy circuit](image-url)
A ZVS Class-D wireless transfer system was built using enhancement-mode GaN transistors [41], and tested using the same coil set [42] that was used in [38,39], making it possible to compare performance with other versions of the wireless energy transfer systems. Values of 300 nH for \( L_{ZVS} \) and 1 \( \mu \)F for \( C_{ZVS} \) were chosen with corresponding dead-time of 3.2 ns at 36 V input. The coil set was tuned to resonance with \( C_s \) at 6.78 MHz. The measured system efficiency (input supply to output load), including gate power is shown in Figure 10.54 for a 35.4 \( \Omega \) load and 23.6 \( \Omega \) load. The system efficiency peaks at 83.7\%, at just above 35 W load power.

Because it is very difficult to accurately determine the breakdown of losses in the system, the best method to show the performance of GaN transistors is to use thermal imaging. Figure 10.55 shows a thermal image of the devices operating with 35 W load, alongside a photograph of the setup. No heatsink or forced air-cooling was used.

From the thermal image, it can be seen that the gate driver is the hottest component, at around 59 \(^\circ\)C, and the GaN transistors are around 50 \(^\circ\)C.

To show the benefit of using GaN transistors compared with MOSFETs in a ZVS voltage-mode Class-D wireless energy transfer system, we need to examine their performance in the...
circuit, rather than comparing total system performance. There are two main reasons: (1) the device $C_{OSS}$ is absorbed into the circuit, and its impact will become diminished overall, and (2) the losses in the balance of the system, represented by $Z_{Load}$, dominate the system performance. The GaN transistor accounts for less than 2% of the system efficiency at 30 W.

For the ZVS voltage-mode Class-D topology, the MOSFET chosen for comparison is the FDMC8622 [51], which has a similar $Q_{OSS}$ value, and the same voltage rating as the EPC2007 tested [41]. Regardless of whether a MOSFET is selected based on similar $R_{DS(on)}$ or $Q_{OSS}$, the results will show similar differences.

The ZVS voltage-mode Class-D topology falls under the soft-switching converter category, and so a soft-switching FOM comparison will be made between the devices as shown in Figure 10.56. The converter is constrained by $C_{OSS}$ due to circulating energy, and therefore any

![Figure 10.55](image)

**Figure 10.55** Thermal image (b) of the ZVS voltage-mode Class-D wireless energy transfer system operating at 35 W load power alongside a photograph (a) of the setup. Parts shown are: GaN Transistor (EPC2007 [41]) and GaN transistor driver (LM5113TM [47])

![Figure 10.56](image)

**Figure 10.56** FOM comparison between the GaN transistor and MOSFET suitable for the ZVS voltage-mode Class-D wireless energy transfer circuit. Parts shown are: GaN transistor (EPC2007 [41]) and MOSFET (FDMC8622 [51])
devices with lower $\text{FOM}_{\text{SS}}$ will yield lower losses and gate power. In the case of the GaN transistor, it will always have a lower $R_{\text{DS(on)}}$ for the same $C_{\text{OSS}}$, and a significantly lower $Q_G$. In addition, the Class-D circuit is limited when using a bootstrap supply to drive the high-side device. This is due to the short on-period of the lower device at 6.78 MHz, and the gate charge requirements for the high-side device. Furthermore, the capacitance of the bootstrap diode can cause some discharge of the bootstrap supply capacitor during the switching transition.

An analysis was made of the ZVS voltage-mode Class-D circuit based on the circuit shown in Figure 10.52. The initial LTSPICE simulation of the full circuit was verified against the experimental results. The model used for the MOSFET [51] was provided by the manufacturer. Based on the soft-switching FOM, gate power has been included in the FET power and is shown in Figure 10.57. The simulation revealed that, by excluding the gate power, there is no appreciable difference in system efficiency between the GaN transistor version and MOSFET version. This is due to the way in which $C_{\text{OSS}}$ is absorbed, and the tradeoff between $R_{\text{DS(on)}}$ and the timing and magnitude of the ZVS tank circuit impact.

The difference between the GaN transistor and the MOSFET is based on gate power consumption and reveals that GaN transistors will have a larger impact on converter efficiency at lower output power levels. The total device power difference is near constant at around 900 mW over the entire load power range.

In the case of the voltage mode Class-D, with a half-bridge topology, providing the gate drive signal to the upper device requires some form of level shifting circuit. Wireless energy transfer systems typically have power levels below 30 W, so isolation circuits are not an option as they increase system cost and complexity. A bootstrap supply works well, but it must be designed to operate at the high frequency. The gate charge requirements, gate driver parasitic elements, and gate driver energy requirements for the upper device circuit mean that all the energy requirements for the upper transistor must be transferred in the short charging time available. Given that MOSFETs have as high as four times the gate charge requirements of

![Figure 10.57](image-url)  
**Figure 10.57** Total FET power (including gate power) for the ZVS voltage-mode Class-D circuit comparison between the GaN transistor and MOSFET. Parts shown are: GaN transistor (EPC2007 [41]) and MOSFET (FDMC8622 [51])
GaN transistors, MOSFETs will reach an upper frequency operating limit at a significantly lower frequency than GaN devices.

10.6.2.2 Single-Ended Class-E Example

The next amplifier that will be investigated is the single-ended Class-E. The schematic and ideal waveforms for this topology are shown in Figure 10.58. The design of a Class-E amplifier is well documented [32–34, 43–46] and, for this example, requires the load inductance of $Z_{\text{Load}}$ to be resonated by $C_s$ to yield only the resistive portion of $Z_{\text{Load}}$. This, in turn, defines the supply voltage ($V_{\text{DD}}$) needed for a specific load power specification.

In the case of wireless energy transfer using a Class-E amplifier, the design must be based initially on the highest coupling coefficient and lowest load resistance for the load. This will ensure that the amplifier will always operate with manageable power dissipation in the device with any load and coupling variation. Operating with a load resistance below the design point will significantly increase the power losses generated in the device. The Class-E amplifier experiences losses in the RF choke ($L_{\text{RFck}}$), the device ($Q_1$), and the extra inductor ($L_e$). The device experiences very low losses at the turn-on event with both zero current and zero voltage present under ideal operating conditions. The turn-off event occurs as a ZVS event. Deviations from the ideal operating point, due to load resistance changes, can quickly induce high switching losses resulting from incomplete voltage- or current-resonant transitions in the matching network ($L_e$ and $C_{\text{sh}}$). The choice of device must have a lower or equal $C_{\text{OSS}}$ than the required shunt capacitance ($C_{\text{sh}}$) from the design equations. If the design requires a shunt capacitance that is smaller than $C_{\text{OSS}}$, the design cannot be realized.

A single-ended Class-E wireless transfer system was built using GaN transistors [50], and tested using the same coil set [42] as was used for the ZVS Class-D example. The design used the classic Sokal equations [48] with the quality factor set to infinity [49] for simplification purposes. Operation at 6.78 MHz is low enough to make this a valid assumption. A value of 360 nH for $L_e$ and 150 pF for $C_{\text{sh}}$ was chosen for operation up to 30 V input. The coil set was tuned to resonance with $C_s$ at 6.78 MHz. The measured system efficiency (input supply to
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output load), including gate power, is shown in Figure 10.59 for a 20.5 Ω load. The system efficiency peaks at 82.5%, with a load power of just above 30 W. The performance of the ZVS voltage-mode Class-D system is also shown on Figure 10.59 for comparison.

Figure 10.60 shows the thermal image of the devices operating with 30 W load alongside a photograph of the setup. No heatsink or forced air-cooling was used.

From the thermal image, it can be seen that the device is the hottest component, at around 44 °C, and that the gate driver is around 35 °C. Compared to the ZVS voltage-mode case, the gate driver is driving only a single device, which accounts for the large difference in temperature compared with the ZVS Class-D design.

Again, we can show the benefit of using GaN transistors over MOSFETs in a single-ended Class-E wireless energy transfer system in the same way as for the ZVS voltage-mode Class-D. For the single-ended Class-E topology, the MOSFET chosen for comparison is the FDMC86248 [52], which has a similar QOSS value, but is rated at 150 V, whereas the EPC2012 is rated at 200 V [50]. Regardless of whether a MOSFET is selected based on similar RDS(on) or QOSS, the results will show similar differences.

**Figure 10.60** Thermal image (b) of the GaN-based single-ended Class-E wireless energy transfer system operating at 30 W load power with (a) photograph of the setup.
The single-ended Class-E topology falls under the soft-switching converter category and so a soft-switching figure of merit comparison will be made between the devices as shown in Figure 10.61.

An analysis was made of the single-ended Class-E circuit, based on the circuit shown in Figure 10.60. The initial LTSPICE simulation of the full circuit was verified against the experimental results. The model used for the MOSFET [52] in the equivalent simulation was provided by the manufacturer. Based on the soft-switching FOM, gate power has been included in the FET power as shown in Figure 10.62. The simulation revealed that, by excluding the gate
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**Figure 10.61** FOM comparison between the GaN transistor and MOSFET suitable for the single-ended Class-E wireless energy transfer circuit. Parts shown are: GaN transistor (EPC2012 [50]) and MOSFET (FDMC86248 [52])

The single-ended Class-E topology falls under the soft-switching converter category and so a soft-switching figure of merit comparison will be made between the devices as shown in Figure 10.61.

An analysis was made of the single-ended Class-E circuit, based on the circuit shown in Figure 10.60. The initial LTSPICE simulation of the full circuit was verified against the experimental results. The model used for the MOSFET [52] in the equivalent simulation was provided by the manufacturer. Based on the soft-switching FOM, gate power has been included in the FET power as shown in Figure 10.62. The simulation revealed that, by excluding the gate

![Figure 10.62](image)

**Figure 10.62** Total FET power (including gate power) for the single-ended Class-E circuit comparison between the GaN transistor and MOSFET. Parts shown are: GaN transistor (EPC2012 [50]) and MOSFET (FDMC86248 [52])
power, there is no appreciable difference in system efficiency between the GaN FET version and the MOSFET version. This can be attributed to both $R_{\text{DS(on)}}$ and $Q_{\text{OSS}}$ being similar, and the $C_{\text{OSS}}$ being absorbed into the matching circuit.

The difference between the GaN transistor and the MOSFET is again based on gate power consumption and reveals that GaN transistors will have a larger impact on converter efficiency at lower output power levels. The total device power difference is near constant at around 430 mW over the entire load power range. This is due to the very small difference in $R_{\text{DS(on)}}$ between the devices and the differences in $C_{\text{OSS}}$ current. The GaN transistor has a lower $Q_{\text{OSS}}$, and therefore lower current flowing in the device relative to the external capacitor $C_{\text{sh}}$. Alternatively, if using equivalent $C_{\text{OSS}}$ devices for comparison between the MOSFET and the GaN transistor, the conduction losses of the GaN transistor will be lower, as the $R_{\text{DS(on)}}$ of the GaN transistor will be lower than for the MOSFET.

### 10.6.3 Summary of Design Considerations for Wireless Energy Transfer

In this section, highly resonant, loosely coupled wireless energy transfer systems were demonstrated using GaN transistors in ZVS voltage-mode Class-D and single-ended Class-E topologies. It was shown that at low power output, up to 30 W, GaN transistors show a significant improvement in conversion efficiency, largely due to lower gate drive power consumption. At higher output power the advantages of GaN would be even more pronounced.

In the case of the voltage mode Class-D amplifier, with a half-bridge topology, the lower gate charge allows a bootstrap supply to be used at a much higher frequency than comparable MOSFETs, thereby enabling wireless energy conversion at even higher frequencies such as the 13.56 MHz wireless power transfer standard. Furthermore, the lower gate charge also leads to lower power dissipation in the gate driver itself, thereby eliminating the need for heatsinks.

### 10.7 LiDAR and Pulsed Laser Applications

Another application for which the unique properties of GaN transistors are ideally suited is pulsed laser applications such as LiDAR (light distancing and ranging). LiDAR uses pulsed lasers to rapidly create a three-dimensional image of a surrounding area. This technique is widely used for geographic mapping functions such as those used by Google Maps. The higher switching speed of GaN transistors drive superior resolution and response time that enable LiDAR applications to go beyond simple mapping functions to applications such as real-time motion detection for video gaming, computers that no longer require touch screens, and fully autonomous vehicles.

In LiDAR, as well as other pulsed laser applications, the need exists for the generation of either very short duration current pulses, or finite pulses with accurate constant amplitude and pulse width. In both cases, the generation of a fast rising and falling edge is essential. The high speed switching of GaN devices is ideally suited for this application. LiDAR, in particular, needs shorter and shorter duration pulses at higher power, as spatial resolution is directly related to the pulse width:

$$\Delta R = \frac{c}{2} \Delta t \quad (10.3)$$
In Equation 10.3, $\Delta R$ is the spatial resolution, $c$ is the speed of light, and $\Delta t$ is the full width of the light pulse, measured at half the maximum amplitude – also known as full width at half maximum (FWHM). Thus, the spatial resolution is equal to half the distance from leading to trailing edge of the light pulse as it travels at the speed of light (about 0.3 m per ns). Furthermore, since LiDAR systems rely on the often faint reflection of the light returning to the detector to be above the background light levels, increasingly-higher-power laser pulses are required to improve performance.

To understand the practical constraints of pulsed laser applications, consider the simple pulsed laser drive circuit shown in Figure 10.63 [53]. The laser diode is in series with a switching device and the voltage source or capacitance energy storage. At the switching device turn-on, the current will be zero and the initial rate of current increase will be limited by the overall loop inductance as determined by Equation 10.4.

$$\frac{di}{dt} = \frac{V_{\text{Supply}} - V_{\text{Diode}}}{L_{\text{Loop}}}$$

In this equation $\frac{di}{dt}$ is the maximum current slew rate, $V_{\text{Supply}}$ is the DC supply voltage, $V_{\text{Diode}}$ is the laser diode operating voltage drop, and $L_{\text{Loop}}$ is the overall loop inductance formed between the supply, laser diode, and switching device. To maximize the current slew rate, the overall loop inductance needs to be minimized. This is done through the use of low-inductive package laser diodes [54], and low inductance switching devices, for which the use of the enhancement mode LGA package GaN transistors are ideally suited. Furthermore, high-speed GaN transistors can significantly increase switching speeds, further minimizing the achievable pulse width.

As an example of the capabilities of GaN transistors for pulsed laser applications, the current pulse waveforms for a laser diode using GaN transistors, compared to a similar result using silicon MOSFETs, are shown in Figure 10.64. Comparing the rising edges of these waveforms, it can be seen that the GaN transistors are capable of switching 400 A in less than 50 ns (>8 A/ns), compared to the MOSFET switching 300 A in less than 70 ns (>4.3 A/ns). Not only are the GaN transistors able to almost double the current slew rate, but they
are also able to increase the overall current capability by virtue of a lower device on-resistance, enabling significant performance improvements in LiDAR and other pulsed laser applications.

10.8 Power Factor Correction (PFC)

PFC circuits are required in modern power supplies to maximize real power and minimize THD, to improve the efficiency of the power grid. The conventional PFC boost rectifier, shown in Figure 10.65(a), is prevalent in current designs. To improve PFC performance, bridgeless topologies are being considered to eliminate one diode from the current conduction path, reducing power loss [55]. To enable improved PFC topologies, better performing devices are required. The bridgeless totem pole PFC boost rectifier, shown in Figure 10.65(b), is a promising topology, but its operation has been limited by the high reverse recovery of traditional Si MOSFETs [56]. GaN transistors have zero reverse recovery and thus make an ideal choice for this topology.

GaN transistors can improve performance in both conventional and bridgeless PFC boost rectifier configurations by reducing the switching losses related to hard-switching as discussed in Chapter 6. For a similar $R_{DS(on)}$ device, GaN transistors offer significantly lower $Q_G$, thereby reducing gate drive losses, significantly lower $Q_{GD}$ and $Q_{GS2}$, reducing voltage and current commutation losses, lower $E_{OSS}$, reducing capacitive turn-on losses, and significantly lower $Q_{RR}$, reducing reverse recovery losses. To evaluate the performance improvements possible with GaN transistors in higher voltage resonant applications, the characteristics of 600 V GaN cascode transistors and Si MOSFETs are compared in Table 10.4.

From Table 10.4, it can be seen that high-voltage GaN transistors offer a large reduction in the key FOMs for hard-switching converters as discussed in Section 6.2. The GaN transistor has an over seven times improvement in gate charge FOM over the Si MOSFET, resulting in lower gate driving losses in high-frequency designs. The hard-switching FOM$_{HS}$ is almost eight times lower for a GaN transistor than an Si MOSFET, and this will translate directly into
lower losses and improved high-frequency PFC performance. For a 230 \( V_{\text{AC,IN}} \) to 400 \( V_{\text{OUT}} \), 1500 W conventional PFC converter operating at 500 kHz, GaN transistors have demonstrated a 1% gain in full load efficiency and a 0.25% gain at 20% load when compared to state-of-the-art Si MOSFETs. This leads to a reduction in full-load power loss from 42 W to 26 W [57]. For the bridgeless totem-pole PFC rectifier shown in Figure 10.65, efficiencies over 98.5% were achieved with GaN transistors for a 230 \( V_{\text{AC,IN}} \) to 400 \( V_{\text{OUT}} \) converter operating at 50 kHz [56].

Table 10.4  Device comparison between GaN transistor (TPH3006PS) and Si MOSFET (FCP190N60E)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>GaN transistor(^a)</th>
<th>Si MOSFET(^b)</th>
<th>FOM ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Rating (( V_{\text{DSS}} ))</td>
<td>600 V</td>
<td>600 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R_{\text{DS(on)}} )</td>
<td>150 m( \Omega ) at 8 V</td>
<td>160 m( \Omega ) at 10 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_G )</td>
<td>9.3 nC at 8 V(^a)</td>
<td>63 nC at 10 V</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{GD} ) at 380 V</td>
<td>3.2 nC(^a)</td>
<td>24 nC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{GS2} ) at 10 A</td>
<td>0.5 nC(^a)</td>
<td>3.3 nC(^b)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( E_{\text{OSS}} ) at 380 V</td>
<td>4.0 ( \mu \text{J} )(^d)</td>
<td>5.5 ( \mu \text{J} )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_{RR} )</td>
<td>54 nC</td>
<td>4800 nC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( Q_G \cdot R_{\text{DS(on)}} )</td>
<td>1395 pC( \cdot \Omega )</td>
<td>10,080 pC( \cdot \Omega )</td>
<td>7.23 ( \times ) reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{FOM}<em>{H} (Q</em>{GD} + Q_{GS2}) \cdot R_{\text{DS(on)}} )</td>
<td>555 pC( \cdot \Omega )</td>
<td>4368 pC( \cdot \Omega )</td>
<td>7.87 ( \times ) reduction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) All values calculated from TPH3006PS datasheet and [6].
\(^b\) All values calculated from FCP190N60E datasheet.
10.9 Motor Drive and Photovoltaic Inverters

Voltage inverters are prevalent in applications such as motor drives and photovoltaic (PV) inverters to provide DC-AC power conversion. Again, GaN transistors can outperform Si MOSFETs and IGBTs in inverter applications by providing faster switching speeds. A comparison of device performance between GaN transistors, Si MOSFETs, and Si IGBTs can be seen in Table 10.5. The benefits of GaN transistors were demonstrated in a 4 kW, 50 kHz PV inverter, where the GaN transistor-based design was able to achieve higher efficiency than a 16 kHz IGBT-based solution, with the higher frequency, allowing for an almost 45% reduction in converter volume [58]. In motor drive applications, GaN transistors have demonstrated improved system performance in a 2.2 kW motor drive system where the GaN transistors operated at 100 kHz, an over six-fold increase over the 15 kHz IGBT-based design, while providing a 2% increase in efficiency [59].

10.10 Summary

Highlighted in this chapter were existing applications, such as point-of-load converters, Class-D audio amplification, motor drives, and power factor correction, which benefit from the superior performance of GaN transistors compared with their silicon MOSFET and IGBT counterparts. Additionally, GaN transistors enable applications that are not possible with the aging silicon transistor technology. These emerging applications include envelope tracking, wireless power transfer, and LiDAR, just to name a few. Improvements in switching losses are complemented by improvements in gate drive losses and layout parasitics to demonstrate that GaN can outperform silicon in almost any power conversion application.

In the final chapter, key factors that determine the displacement rate of GaN technology into the world of silicon transistors will be considered.
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Replacing Silicon Power MOSFETs

11.1 What Controls the Rate of Adoption?

The silicon power MOSFET journey, spanning more than 30 years, taught us that there are four key variables controlling the adoption rate of a disruptive power management technology [1].

1. Does it enable significant new capabilities?
2. Is it easy to use?
3. Is it very cost effective for the user?
4. Is it reliable?

In the next few sections, and using the information from the previous chapters, the readiness of the GaN transistor to replace the silicon power MOSFET, based on these four criteria, will be reviewed.

11.2 New Capabilities Enabled by GaN Transistors

The most significant new capabilities enabled by GaN transistors stem from the disruptive improvement in switching speed (see Figure 11.1). As discussed in Chapter 1, GaN transistors also have a much higher critical electric field capability than silicon, which enables this new class of devices to withstand much greater voltage from drain to source, with much less penalty in on-resistance. This capability, coupled with higher electron mobility and innovative device packaging, has created a class of devices that are significantly smaller and faster than their silicon predecessors.

As GaN transistors gain wider acceptance as the successor to the power MOSFET, designers have been able to leverage the increased switching performance to improve power conversion system efficiency, size, and cost. Examined in Chapters 6–8 were the advantages of GaN transistors in hard- and resonant-switching topologies from hundreds of kHz up to hundreds of MHz, and even RF amplifiers into the multi-GHz range. Chapter 9 explored the exceptional capabilities of enhancement-mode transistors to withstand large amounts of radiation exposure.
In Chapter 10, early-adopter applications such as wireless power transfer, envelope tracking, LiDAR, power factor correction, and Class-D audio were described in detail and compared against state-of-the-art power MOSFETs in the same circuit topologies. In all the examples, GaN transistor technology can shrink system size, enhance system efficiency, and increase power density.

11.3 GaN Transistors are Easy to Use

How easy a device is to use depends on the skill of the user, the degree of difficulty of the circuit under development, how different the device is compared with devices that are within the experience of the user, and the tools available to help the user apply the device. GaN transistors are very similar in their behavior to existing power MOSFETs and, therefore, users can greatly leverage their past design experience.

One key difference, relatively high frequency response, is both a step function improvement over any prior silicon device and an added consideration for the user when designing a circuit. As described in Chapter 4, small amounts of stray parasitic inductance can cause increased power losses and a large overshoot in the gate-to-source voltage that could potentially damage devices.

On the other hand, there are several characteristics that render these devices easier to use than their silicon predecessors. For example, the threshold voltage is virtually independent of temperature over a wide range for enhancement-mode devices (cascode devices have a threshold voltage set by a silicon MOSFET and, therefore, have the same dependence on temperature as a MOSFET), and the on-resistance also has a significantly lower temperature coefficient than silicon.

User-friendly tools can make a big difference to how easy it is to apply a new type of device. SPICE device models, as well as thermal models, are widely available for user download [2]. Pre-assembled circuit kits are available from GaN transistor manufacturers such as Efficient Power Conversion Corporation, Transphorm, and GaN Systems. In addition, ICs designed specifically to drive GaN transistors, make the designer’s job easier by compressing designs.
and thus reducing common source and power loop inductances. Driver ICs can also manage the higher speeds needed to switch the transistors with minimum power loss, but without excessive overshoot or dead-time. Finally, as the user base expands, there will be many experienced designers able to turn ideas into products quickly using the state-of-the-art GaN transistors.

**11.4 Cost vs. Time**

Cost comparisons between products of different technologies can be difficult. In addition, costs are not always reflected in product prices if there is an imbalance between supply and demand in the consuming market. Since the GaN transistor is primarily a replacement for the mature, but aged, power MOSFET, that is the most meaningful cost comparison.

The basic elements of product cost are:

- starting material
- epitaxial growth
- wafer fabrication
- test and assembly.

Other elements that contribute to costs such as yield, engineering costs, packing and shipping costs, and general overhead costs are assumed to be similar between the technologies for the purpose of this analysis.

**11.4.1 Starting Material**

Today, GaN transistors are produced on 150 mm substrates with a migration to 200 mm diameter likely in the near future. Power MOSFETs are produced on anything from 100 mm through 200 mm substrates by the many manufacturers in this business. Because the most cost-competitive GaN transistors use standard silicon substrates, there is no cost penalty compared with power MOSFETs fabricated on similar diameter starting material. In fact, there is little cost difference per unit area between 150 mm and 200 mm silicon wafers and, therefore, as far as starting material is concerned, there is no real cost difference per wafer. If one considers the fact that the GaN transistor has less device area than a silicon device with similar current-carrying capability, then the cost per function is lower for GaN transistors than for comparable Si MOSFETs.

**11.4.2 Epitaxial Growth**

Silicon epitaxial growth is a mature technology with many companies making highly efficient and automated machines. MOCVD GaN equipment is available from at least two sources, Veeco in the US, and Aixtron in Germany. Both make capable and reliable machines whose primary use has been the growth of GaN epitaxy used in the fabrication of LEDs. None of the machines are optimized for GaN on silicon epitaxy, nor do they have levels of automation that are common on silicon machines. As a result, GaN epitaxy on silicon is significantly more expensive than silicon epitaxy today. But this is not fundamental. Processing times and temperatures, wafer diameter, materials costs, and machine productivity are all on a fast track of improvement and there is no fundamental limit preventing costs from being similar to silicon epitaxial costs. Within the next few years, assuming widespread adoption of GaN transistors as
a replacement for silicon power MOSFETs, it is expected that the cost of the GaN epitaxy will approach that of silicon epitaxy.

### 11.4.3 Wafer Fabrication

The simple structure of a GaN transistor, depicted in Chapter 1, is not difficult to build in a standard low-cost silicon wafer fabrication facility. Processing temperatures are similar to silicon BCDMOS, and cross-contamination can be managed easily. Today, GaN transistors are processed in standard silicon wafer fabrication facilities side-by-side with silicon ICs and power MOSFETs. In addition, the simple GaN transistor structure has many fewer processing steps than a comparable state-of-the-art power MOSFET. As GaN transistor volumes grow, the cost should become less than that of a leading-edge power MOSFET. The cascode GaN transistor’s cost, however, is the sum of the cost of a GaN transistor and a silicon MOSFET, and therefore, may remain higher than the wafer fabrication costs of either a monolithic GaN transistor or a silicon MOSFET.

### 11.4.4 Test and Assembly

Although in the assembly process, there are significant differences favoring the cost structure of GaN transistors, the testing costs are equivalent.

Silicon power MOSFETs need a surrounding package, typically made of a copper leadframe, some aluminum, gold, or copper wires, all in a molded epoxy envelope. Connections need to be made to the top and bottom of the vertical silicon device; the plastic molding is needed to keep moisture from penetrating the active device, and there needs to be a means of getting the heat out of the part. Traditional power MOSFET packages such as the SO8, TO220, or DPAK, add cost, parasitic inductance, electrical and thermal resistance, and increase reliability and quality risks to the product. As discussed in Chapters 1–4, GaN transistors with a rated voltage of 200 V or less come in an LGA (WLCSP) format and can be used as a “flip chip” without compromising the electrical, thermal, or reliability characteristics. Assembly costs for these devices, therefore, would be lower than their MOSFET counterparts. Cascode devices discussed in Chapters 1, 2, and 10 are in more traditional power packages such as TO-220 or PQFN package styles, and, as a result of the dual-chip packaging required to accommodate both a GaN transistor and a MOSFET, are expected to cost somewhat more than a MOSFET to assemble.

Table 11.1 summarizes the cost comparison and anticipates that costs for GaN transistors will be lower in the case of a monolithic enhancement-mode transistor, and somewhat higher for a cascode transistor. This comparison, however, does not take into account any differences in yields. Manufacturing yields of GaN transistors are already close enough to MOSFET yields such that, when considered in conjunction with the relative die size comparison presented in Chapter 1, GaN transistors will most likely cost less to manufacture within a few years.

### 11.5 GaN Transistors are Reliable

The cumulative reliability information available on silicon power MOSFETs is staggering. Many years of work have been devoted to understanding failure mechanisms, controlling and refining processes, and designing products that have distinguished themselves as the highly reliable backbone of any power conversion system. GaN transistors are just a few years into this
journey. Results to date are excellent. Manufacturers have published results from their qualification tests [3–7], and devices have been applied successfully to many RF and power applications with good results. Some GaN transistors have also proved reliable under harsh radiation exposure as discussed in Chapter 9. Reliability testing is rapidly demonstrating that GaN technology is robust under a wide range of accelerated life-test conditions.

### 11.6 Future Directions

The GaN technology journey is just beginning. There are profound improvements that can be made in basic device performance as measured by figures of merit, Miller ratio, $R_{DS(on)} \times \text{area}$, and cost. Still, we are far away from theoretical performance limits. It is quite reasonable to expect factors of two or more reductions in the key figures of merit every two to four years.

Perhaps the greatest opportunity for GaN technology to impact the performance of power conversion systems comes from the intrinsic ability to integrate both power-level and signal-level devices on the same substrate. As an example, Figure 11.2 is a top view of a monolithic full-bridge power device in development. GaN technology, much like silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology, has no significant parasitic interaction between components, allowing designers to easily develop monolithic power systems on a single chip.

![Figure 11.2](image)

**Figure 11.2** Monolithic full-bridge power device from EPC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 11.1</th>
<th>Summary of the cost difference between GaN transistor costs compared with silicon power transistors in 2013 and as anticipated in 2016. (a) monolithic enhancement-mode transistors, and (b) cascode GaN transistors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monolithic enhancement-mode</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting material</td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epi growth</td>
<td>higher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wafer fab</td>
<td>same</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembly</td>
<td>lower</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>higher</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
11.7 Conclusion

In the late 1970s, power MOSFET pioneers believed that they had a technology that would displace bipolar transistors completely. Thirty-plus years later, plenty of applications remain that prefer bipolar transistors over power MOSFETs, but the size of the power MOSFET market is many times larger than the bipolar market. This is due to all the new applications and new markets enabled by that breakthrough technology. Today, GaN technology is at that same threshold. Like the power MOSFET of 1976, GaN manufacturers are at the beginning of an exciting journey with new products and breakthrough capabilities almost monthly [8].

The power MOSFET is not dead, but it is nearing the end of the road for major improvements in performance and cost. As more and more GaN transistor-based designs come to market and GaN-on-silicon epitaxial growth technology matures, this technology will most probably become dominant over the next decade due to its large advantages in both performance and cost – advantage gaps that promise to widen as we quickly climb the learning curve.
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## Appendix
### Glossary of Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band gap energy</td>
<td>$E_g$</td>
<td>eV</td>
<td>A band gap, also called “an energy gap” or “band gap energy,” is an energy range in a solid where no electron states can exist. The band gap is a major factor determining the electrical conductivity of a solid. Substances with large band gaps are generally insulators; those with smaller band gaps are semiconductors, while conductors either have very small band gaps or none, because the valence and conduction bands overlap.</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance (drain-source)</td>
<td>$C_{DS}$</td>
<td>farads</td>
<td>The capacitance between the drain terminal and the source terminal.</td>
<td>2, 3, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance (gate-drain)</td>
<td>$C_{GD}$</td>
<td>farads</td>
<td>The capacitance between the gate terminal and the drain terminal.</td>
<td>2, 3, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance (gate-source)</td>
<td>$C_{GS}$</td>
<td>farads</td>
<td>The capacitance between the gate terminal and the source terminal.</td>
<td>2, 3, 6, 7, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance (input)</td>
<td>$C_{ISS}$</td>
<td>farads</td>
<td>The input capacitance of the device is the sum of the $C_{GD}$ and $C_{GS}$.</td>
<td>2, 6, 7, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance (output)</td>
<td>$C_{OSS}$</td>
<td>farads</td>
<td>The output capacitance of the device is the sum of the $C_{GD}$ and $C_{GS}$.</td>
<td>2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier mobility</td>
<td>$\mu$</td>
<td>cm$^2$/N·s</td>
<td>The electron mobility characterizes how quickly an electron can move through a metal or semiconductor, when pulled by an electric field.</td>
<td>1, 2, 6, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common source inductance</td>
<td>CSI</td>
<td>henrys</td>
<td>Inductance shared by the drain-to-source power current path and gate driver.</td>
<td>4, 6, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical electric field</td>
<td>$E_{crit}$</td>
<td>MV/cm</td>
<td>When the electric field gradient exceeds the critical electric field, valence bonds between atoms are ruptured and current flows.</td>
<td>1, 2, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device junction temperature</td>
<td>$T_J$</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>The temperature of the device junction during operation.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diode reverse recovery charge</td>
<td>$Q_{rr}$</td>
<td>coulombs</td>
<td>The amount of charge that needs to be pulled out of the body diode of a FET in order to turn the device OFF. Enhancement-mode GaN transistors with pGaN gates have zero $Q_{rr}$.</td>
<td>2, 6, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drain current at the quiescent operating point</strong></td>
<td>$I_{DQ}$</td>
<td>amperes</td>
<td><strong>Drain current in the transistor at the quiescent operating point in a linear amplifier</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drain efficiency</strong></td>
<td>$\eta_D$</td>
<td>percentage</td>
<td><strong>Ratio of $P_{RF}u/P_{DC}$</strong></td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Effective dead-time</strong></td>
<td>$t_{eff}$</td>
<td>seconds</td>
<td>The time from when the gate voltage of the device reaches the turn-off plateau voltage to when the other device's load current commutes from the diode</td>
<td>3, 6, 7, 10, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>eGaN® FET</strong></td>
<td>eGaN FET</td>
<td>Trademarked symbol for enhancement-mode gallium nitride on silicon FET</td>
<td>1, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Figure of Merit</strong></td>
<td>FOM</td>
<td>mΩ·nC</td>
<td>The FOM is a way to compare different device technologies. The most common FOM is the calculated by multiplying the $R_{DSS(on)}$ or a given device times the $Q_G$</td>
<td>1, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Figure of Merit—hard switching</strong></td>
<td>FOM$_{HS}$</td>
<td>mΩ·nC</td>
<td>The hard switching FOM is a way to compare different technologies in hard switching applications such as buck converters. $FOM_{HS}=(Q_{GD}+Q_{GS})R_{DS(on)}$</td>
<td>6, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Figure of Merit—soft switching</strong></td>
<td>FOM$_{SS}$</td>
<td>mΩ·nC</td>
<td>The soft switching FOM is a way to compare different technologies in soft switching and resonant applications. $FOM_{SS}=(Q_{GD}+Q_{GS})R_{DS(on)}$</td>
<td>7, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gate charge required to increase gate voltage to threshold voltage</strong></td>
<td>$Q_{GS1}$</td>
<td>coulombs</td>
<td>Charge required to increase gate voltage from zero to the stated threshold voltage of the device</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gate charge for the current transition interval</strong></td>
<td>$Q_{GS2}$</td>
<td>coulombs</td>
<td>Charge required to increase gate voltage from the stated threshold voltage of the device to the plateau voltage (current conduction interval)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gate charge from zero to the onset of the plateau voltage</strong></td>
<td>$Q_{GS}$</td>
<td>coulombs</td>
<td>Charge required to increase gate voltage to the plateau voltage</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gate charge during the voltage transition interval</strong></td>
<td>$Q_{GD}$</td>
<td>coulombs</td>
<td>The charge transferred between the gate terminal and the drain terminal when the drain voltage changes</td>
<td>2, 3, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate charge (total)</td>
<td>$Q_g$</td>
<td>coulombs</td>
<td>Total gate charge required to drive a device from zero to rated gate voltage (fully enhanced)</td>
<td>2, 3, 6, 7, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate driver output voltage</td>
<td>$V_{DR}$</td>
<td>volts</td>
<td>On-state output voltage of gate driver</td>
<td>6, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate plateau voltage</td>
<td>$V_p$</td>
<td>volts</td>
<td>Gate voltage at which the drain-source voltage transition occurs during a hard-switching event</td>
<td>3, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate threshold voltage</td>
<td>$V_{th}$</td>
<td>volts</td>
<td>Gate voltage that needs to be applied to initiate drain-source conduction</td>
<td>2, 3, 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gate-drain charge</td>
<td>$Q_{GD}$</td>
<td>coulombs</td>
<td>The charge transferred between the gate terminal and the drain terminal when the drain voltage changes</td>
<td>2, 3, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High electron mobility transistor</td>
<td>HEMT</td>
<td></td>
<td>High electron mobility transistor (HEMT), also known as heterostructure FET (HFET) or modulation-doped FET (MODFET), is a field effect transistor incorporating a junction between two materials with different band gaps (i.e., a heterojunction) as the channel instead of a doped region, as is generally the case for MOSFET</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal gate resistance</td>
<td>$R_g$</td>
<td>ohms</td>
<td>The resistance inside the transistor gate that limits how fast charge can be pulled out of, or pushed into the gate electrode</td>
<td>3, 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land grid array package</td>
<td>LGA</td>
<td></td>
<td>The land grid array (LGA) is a type of surface-mount packaging for integrated circuits (ICs) and eGaN FETs. An LGA can be electrically connected to a printed circuit board (PCB) by soldering directly to the board</td>
<td>1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear energy transfer</td>
<td>LET</td>
<td>MeV-cm²/rad</td>
<td>Linear energy transfer (LET) is a measure of the energy transferred to material as an ionizing particle travels through it. Typically, this measure is used to quantify the effects of ionizing radiation on electronic devices</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal oxide chemical vapor deposition</td>
<td>MOCVD</td>
<td>MOCVD is a chemical vapor deposition method of epitaxial growth of materials, especially compound semiconductors from the surface reaction of organic compounds or metalorganics and metal hydrides containing the required chemical elements</td>
<td>1, 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller ratio</td>
<td>$Q_{dd}/Q_{gs}$</td>
<td>The Miller Ratio is a gauge of how much the gate terminal may be susceptible to false turn-on when a high dv/dv is applied at the drain terminal</td>
<td>2, 3, 10, 11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On-resistance</td>
<td>$R_{ds(on)}$</td>
<td>ohms</td>
<td>When the eGaN FET is in the on-state, it exhibits a resistive behavior between the drain and source terminals. This resistance is called $R_{ds(on)}$ for “drain-to-source resistance in on-state” and is the sum of many elementary contributions</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output Charge</td>
<td>$Q_{oss}$</td>
<td>coulombs</td>
<td>The charge required to be supplied to the drain terminal to achieve a certain voltage on the drain relative to the source</td>
<td>6, 7, 9, 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power (DC power to the RF transistor)</td>
<td>$P_{DC}$</td>
<td>watts</td>
<td>DC power delivered to the RF transistor</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power (output RF)</td>
<td>$P_{RFout}$</td>
<td>watts or dBm</td>
<td>RF power of the amplifier</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power losses (turn-off)</td>
<td>$P_{off}$</td>
<td>watts</td>
<td>Power losses due to the turn-off switching transition</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power losses (turn-on)</td>
<td>$P_{on}$</td>
<td>watts</td>
<td>Power losses due to the turn-on switching transition</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power over Ethernet – power sourcing equipment</td>
<td>PoE-PSE</td>
<td>Power sourcing equipment (PSE) is a device that provides (sources) power on the Ethernet cable</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection coefficient (input port)</td>
<td>$s_{11}$</td>
<td>percentage</td>
<td>The percentage of the incident wave that is reflected back from the input port</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection coefficient (input power forward gain)</td>
<td>$s_{21}$</td>
<td>percentage</td>
<td>The percentage of the input port incident wave that is reflected to the output port</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection coefficient (output port reverse gain)</td>
<td>$s_{12}$</td>
<td>percentage</td>
<td>The percentage of the output port incident wave that is reflected to the input port</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflection coefficient (output port)</td>
<td>$s_{22}$</td>
<td>percentage</td>
<td>The percentage of the incident wave that is reflected back from the output port</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rollett stability factor</td>
<td>K</td>
<td></td>
<td>Rollett stability factor is a test for unconditional stability</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single event burnout</td>
<td>SEB</td>
<td></td>
<td>Single-event burnout (SEB) is typically a latch-up event that is possible with power eGaN FETs. It may be triggered by the passage of a heavy-ion. If unmitigated, SEB can be destructive. SEB can be prevented by limiting drain current or switching on the eGaN FET when SEB is detected</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single event effects</td>
<td>SEE</td>
<td></td>
<td>Single-event effects (SEE) occur when a high-energy particle travels through a semiconductor; it leaves an ionized track behind. This ionization may cause a highly localized effect similar to the transient dose one—a benign glitch in output, a less benign bit flip in memory or a register, or, especially in high-power transistors, a destructive latch up and burnout. Single event effects have importance for electronics in satellites, aircraft, and other both civilian and military aerospace applications</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single event gate rupture</td>
<td>SEGR</td>
<td></td>
<td>Single-event gate rupture (SEGR) is a destructive event that can occur when an energetic ion passes through the gate of a power transistor. A high field is created across the oxide causing permanent failure. SEGR cannot be mitigated using circuit level approaches</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith chart</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Smith chart is a graphical aid designed for electrical engineers specializing in radio frequency (RF) engineering to assist in solving problems with transmission lines and matching circuits. The Smith chart can be used to represent many parameters including impedances, admittances, and reflection coefficients</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching frequency</td>
<td>$f_{\text{SW}}$</td>
<td>hertz</td>
<td>Operating frequency of the transistor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal impedance – junction-to-board</td>
<td>$Z_{\text{LJ}}$</td>
<td>°C/W</td>
<td>Thermal impedance from the device junction to the bottom of the solder bumps, without consideration of the type or size of the mounting circuit board. The impedance is typically used when the device is not in steady state</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal resistance – junction-to-ambient</td>
<td>$R_{\text{JA}}$ or $R_{\text{THJA}}$</td>
<td>°C/W</td>
<td>Thermal resistance - junction to ambient, is measured with the DUT. is mounted onto a single sided 2-ounce FR-4 circuit board whose area is 1 square inch (645.16 square millimeters)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal resistance – junction-to-board</td>
<td>$R_{\text{JEB}}$ or $R_{\text{THJEB}}$</td>
<td>°C/W</td>
<td>Thermal resistance from the device junction to the bottom of the solder bumps, without consideration of the type or size of the mounting circuit board</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal resistance – junction-to-case</td>
<td>$R_{\text{JC}}$ or $R_{\text{THJC}}$</td>
<td>°C/W</td>
<td>Thermal resistance from the device junction to the silicon backside of the transistor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal resistance (effective)</td>
<td>$R_{\text{E(Effective)}}$</td>
<td>°C/W</td>
<td>$R_{\text{E(Effective)}}$ is the effective thermal resistance when all resistance paths are added together</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold voltage</td>
<td>$V_{\text{GS(TH)}}$ or $V_{\text{TH}}$</td>
<td>volts</td>
<td>In a GaN transistor the threshold voltage is the voltage applied between gate and source that enhances the 2DEG under the gate enough to begin conducting current from drain-to-source</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transconductance</td>
<td>$g_{\text{m}}$</td>
<td>siemens</td>
<td>Transconductance is the ratio of the current change at the output port to the voltage change at the input port</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-off current fall time</td>
<td>$t_{\text{CF}}$</td>
<td>seconds</td>
<td>Hard-switching fall time for current in the transistor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-on voltage fall time</td>
<td>$t_{\text{VF}}$</td>
<td>seconds</td>
<td>Hard-switching fall time for voltage across the transistor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-on current rise time</td>
<td>$t_{\text{CR}}$</td>
<td>seconds</td>
<td>Hard-switching rise time for current in the transistor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turn-off voltage rise time</td>
<td>$t_{\text{VR}}$</td>
<td>seconds</td>
<td>Hard-switching rise time for voltage across the transistor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-dimensional electron gas</td>
<td>2DEG</td>
<td>A two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is a gas of electrons free to move in two dimensions, but tightly confined in the third. This tight confinement leads to quantized energy levels for motion in that direction, which can then be ignored for most problems. Thus the electrons appear to be a 2D sheet embedded in a 3D world</td>
<td>1, 2, 5, 9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zero voltage switching time</td>
<td>$t_{zvs}$</td>
<td>seconds</td>
<td>The time required to discharge a transistors output capacitance to achieve a zero voltage switching transition</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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P_{on} (power losses due to the turn on switching transition), 90, 96, 113, 119, 121, 124
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Rad-hard Si MOSFET, 176
Radiation hardened, 177
Radiation resistance, 172
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Reverse conduction, 10, 19, 31, 97, 98, 100, 119
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Reverse gain (S_{12}), 151, 155
Reverse recovery charge (Q_{RR}), 33, 99, 192
Reverse transfer capacitance (C_{RSS}), 31, 134
RF circuit gate quiescent bias point (V_{GSQ}), 151, 152

T
R_{o}, 2, 150–152, 154, 155, 159
R_{G} (Gate resistance), 41, 47, 84, 132
Ripple, 112, 122
Rise time for current (t_{CR}), 90
Rise time for voltage (t_{VR}), 90, 93
R_{o,J}(Junction-to-ambient thermal resistance),
33, 81
R_{o,B}(Junction-to-board thermal resistance), 36,
37
R_{o,C}(Junction-to-case thermal resistance), 33, 36
Rolloff stability factor (K), 151, 158, 163

S
s_{11} (Input port reflection coefficient), 160
s_{12} (Reverse gain), 151, 155, 160, 162
s_{21} (Forward gain), 151, 160
s_{22} (Output port reflection coefficient), 151, 160,
161
Schottky, 6–8, 24, 27, 44, 107, 108, 118, 173,
175, 176
Shoot-through, 45, 48, 97, 107, 207
Silicon carbide (SiC), 2–4, 10, 11
Silicon-on-insulator (SOI), 236
Simulations, 74, 75, 123, 223
Single event burnout (SEB), 175
Single-event effects (SEE), 175
Single event gate rupture (SEGR), 175
Smith chart, 154, 158, 159, 165
Soft-switching, 45, 128–130, 133, 135, 138, 140,
143, 177, 179, 204, 219, 223
figure of merit, 140, 223
Solder bar, 14–16, 35, 56, 57
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216
SPICE models, 70, 72, 85
Stability, 73, 155, 158, 159, 164
Stability circle, 158, 159, 164
Switching efficiency, 3
Switching energy, 124
Switching figure of merit (FOM), 100, 140, 223
Switching frequency (f_{SW}), 90, 109, 132, 141,
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Switching losses, 91, 92, 94, 101, 119, 121, 133,
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Synchronous rectifier, 104–106, 110, 112, 116,
119–121, 124, 184, 185, 193

T
T_{CF} (Fall time for current), 90
T_{CR} (Rise time for current), 39, 90
T_{eff} (Effective dead-time between transistor
switching), 90
Temperature coefficient, 25, 32, 64, 233
Thermal interface material, 33–36, 76,
78, 79
Thermal limit, 170
Thermal resistance, 33–37, 76–82, 235
junction-to-ambient (R_{o,J}), 33, 81
junction-to-board (R_{o,B}), 33, 37
junction-to-case (R_{o,C}), 33
T_{J} (junction temperature), 37, 80
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Total gate charge ($Q_g$), 41, 90, 114, 136, 138
Total incident dose (TID), 173
Total power losses during switching transitions ($P_{SW}$), 90, 91, 96, 99, 119
Transconductance ($g_m$), 90, 103, 123
Transducer power gain ($G_T$), 151, 160
Transient response, 179, 186, 190
Transient thermal impedance, 36
Triquint, 150
t$_{SD}$ (Reverse diode conduction time), 90, 97, 98
t$_{VF}$ (Fall time for voltage across the transistor), 39, 90, 93
t$_{VR}$ (Rise time for voltage across the transistor), 90, 93
Two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG), 2, 4
Two-port network, 153, 154
Two-stage converter, 200, 201
t$_{ZVS}$ (Zero voltage switching transition time), 90, 133

U
Unilateral figure of merit ($U$), 151, 161
Unilateral transducer power gain ($G_{TU}$), 151, 160

V
$V_{DSQ}$ (RF circuit quiescent bias point), 151, 152
Vias, 13, 57, 61, 63, 78
Voltage overshoot, 75, 105, 182–184
Voltage probes, 84
Voltage ringing, 42
$V_{PL}$ (Gate plateau voltage), 39, 90, 93–96, 116, 120, 124–125
$V_{PL(op)}$ (Plateau voltage at the operating condition current), 90, 94, 114

W
Wafer fabrication, 235
Wafer level chip-scale package, 56
Wide band gap semiconductor, 3
Wireless energy transfer, 214–219, 221–224

X
X (Matching network series reactance), 151, 166, 167

Z
Zero-current switching (ZCS), 128–133, 137, 142, 203
Zero-voltage switching (ZVS), 97–99, 128, 129, 132–136, 142, 144, 147, 203, 204, 216–222, 224
Zero voltage switching transition time ($t_{ZVS}$), 90, 133

V$_{DR}$ (Gate driver on-state output voltage), 90, 93
Veeco, 234